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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

25 August 1909

sir,

The Special Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices Affecting the Human
Rights of the Population of the Occupied Territories has the honour to transmit to
you herewith its twenty-first report, prepared in accordance with General Assembly
resolutions concerning the Special Committee and, in particular, resolution
2443 (XXIII) of 19 December 1968, by which the Special Committee was established,
and resolution 43/58 A of 6 December 1988, the latest resolution by which the
General Assembly renewed its mandate.

This report covers the period from 26 August 1985, the date of the adoption of
the twentieth report of the Special Committee, to 25 August 1989, The report ia
based on oral information received by the Special Committee through testimonies of
persons having first-hand experience of the human rights situation in the occupied
territories, au well as written information gathered from various sources. Written
info.mation concerning the period from 26 August 1988 to 31 March 1989 is reflected
ip the periodic report which th’e  Special Committee presented to you on 7 June 1989
(A/44/352) in accordance  with paragraphs 19 and 20 of General Assembly resolution
43158 A .

From among  these oral and written sources of information, the Special
Committee has included in its reports relevant excerpts and summaries. For the
purpose of collecting oral testimonies the Special Committee again organised
hearings that were held in Damascus, Amman and Cairo, The Special Committee
continued to monitor statements by members of the Government of Israel reflecting
the policy of that Government in the occupied territories and reports on measures
taken to implement that policy. The Special Committee further noted the letters
addressed to you and to the President of the Security Council during the period of
this report relating to the mandate of the Special Committee, circulated as
documents of the General Assembly and the Security Council, and received
information from organisations and individuals on various aspects of the situation
in the occupied territories.

In carrying out its mandate, the Special Committee benefited from the
co-operation of the Governments of Egypt, Jordan and the Syrian Arab Republic and
from the co-cperation  of Palestinian representatives, The Government of Israel has
continued to ignore requests for co-operation addressed to it,

His Excellency
Mr. Javier Perez  de Cutjllar
Secretary-General of the United Nations
New York

/ . . .
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In preparing its report the Special Committee has attempted to put before you
a composite picture of the realit,** in the occupied +.erritdrieti  as it affects the
human rights of the civilian population. By ehis letter the Special Committee
wishes to draw your attention  to a number  o f  aspects that deserve particular
mention.

The information  contained in the present report reflects the further
deterioration,  as a result of 20 months of continuous violence  and unrest in the
occupied territories, of an already grave humnn rights situation.

The uprising of the Palestinian population against occupation,  motivatd by an
accumulation of harassment, humiliation and frustration, stems from the annexation
policy implemented by the Government  of Israel since 1967, which hx! brought along
an unprecedented level of violence and unrest in the territories.

The period u,lder  consideration has been marked by 0 further increase in the
frequency and intensity of daily incidents, provoking the death of hundreds of
civilians of all ages caused by gun-fire, beating, electrocution, burning, gas
inhalation or other causes. Several thousand Palestinians, including very young
children, women  and old people, have been injured in clashes that have occurred
practically every day and in several localities, mostly in the context  of
Widespread demonstrations, stone-throwing and the throwing of petrol bombs,
transport and commercial strikes, and raids by security forces In order to carry
out scores  of arrests, collect taxes, remove  Palestinian flags and impose  cur fews
or seal off entire areas, sometimes for prolonged  periods. Israeli settlers have
taken an increasingly active part in this scheme 0:’ repression by creating
vigilante intervention forces and waging raids of “retaliation  and intimidation”
against Palestinian villages. Other serious infrinyements cf fundamental rights
and freedoms have included a noticeable increase in the deportations of
Palestinians from the occupied territories, which have take* alace repeatedly in
violation of relevant provisions of the Fourth Geneva  Conv Lion, severe
limitations imposed on the freedom of expression, of assoc&ation and of worship and
the prolonged closure of educational institutions. #

The military justice syb em in force in the occupied territories has further
deteriorated. It neither provides detained Palestinians with adequate legal
guarantees nor ensures the right to a fair trial. Several thousands of arrested
Palestinians, among them minors and women, continue to be imprisoned, often in
prolonged administrative detention in the occupied territories, or even inside
Israel itself; they are denied humane prisoIi conditions! their situation is
Rgqravated  by the great increase in the number of detainees, and they endure
serious physical and psychological hardships often resulting in riots and hunger
strikei that are severely repressed,

The Special Committee has endeavoured, within the constraints and
self-restrictions imposed by the financial situation of the United Nations, to
provide in its periodic report (A/44/352)  and the present twenty-first report a
Cait.hful  picture of the situation of human rights in the occup.rd territories.

/ . . .
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In view of the grave circumstances prevailing in the occupied territories, the
Special Committee is concerned that the international community has thus far not
been able to adopt effective measures  to protect the human rights of the civilian
population. It reiterates its sincere hope that the present report may contribute
to further mobilising the international community in the search of a solution that
would alleviate the plight of the civilians in the occupied territories and secure
the full enjoyment of their rights and freedoms.

Accept, Sir, on behalf of my colleagues and on my own behalf, the assurances
of our highest consideration.

Daya R. PERERA
Chairman of the Special Committee to

Investigate Israeli Practices Affecting
the Human Rights of the Population

of the Occupied Territories

/ . . .
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I. INTRODUCTION

1, The Special Committea,  tv Investigate Israeli Practices Affecting the Human
Rights of the Population of the Occupied Territories  was established by the General
Assembly in resslution 2443 (XXIII) of 19 December 1968. By that resolution, the
Assembly decided to establish the Special Committee, co:nposeB  of three Member
States: requested the President of the Assembly to appoint the members  of the
Special Committee; requested the Government of Israel to receive the Special
Committee, to co-operate with it and to facilitate its work; requested the Special
Committee to report to the Secretary-General as soon as possible and whenever the
need arose thereafter) and requested the Secretary-General to provide the Special
Committee with all the necessary facilities for the performance of its task.

2. Thd Special Committee is composed as follows; Mr, Daya R. Perera,  Permanent
Representative of Sri Lar.ka to the United Nations, Chairman; Mr. Alioune Sene,
Ambassador of Senegal in Bern and Permanent Representative of Senegal to the United
Nations Office at Geneva: nnd Mr. Dragan  Jovanic, Yugoslavia.

3. Since October 1970, the Special Committee has submitted 20 reports. A/ These
reports were discussed in the Special Political Committee, which then reported to
the General Assembly. 2/ On the recommendation of the Special Political Committee,
the Assembly adopted resolutions 2727 (XXV) of 15 December 1970, 2851 (XXVI) of
20 December 1971, 3005 (XXVII) of 15 December 1.972, 3092 A and B (XXVIII) of
7 December 1973, 3240 A to C (XXIX) of 29 November 1974, 3525 A to D (XXX) of
15 December 1975, 31/106 A to D of 1C December 1976, 32/91 A to C of
13 December 1977, 33/113 A to C of 18 December 1978, 34/90 A to C of
12 December 1979, 35/122 A to F of 11 December 1980, 36/147 A to G of
ld December 1981, 37/88 A to G of 10 December 1982, 38/79 A to H of
15 December 1983, 39/95 A to H of 14 December 1984, 40/161 A to G of
16 December  1985,  41/63 A to G of 3 December 1986, 42/160 A to G of
8 December 1987, and 43/58 A to G of 6 December 1988.

4. The present report has been prepared in accordance with General Assembly
resolutions 2443 (XXIII), 2546 (UIV), 2727 (XXV), 2851 (XXVI), 3005 (XXVII),
3092 B (XXVYII), 3240 A and C (XXIX), 352s A and C (XXX), 31/106 C and D, 32191  B
and C, 331113  C, 34190 A to C, 351122 C, 36/147 C, 37/88 C, 38179 D, 39195 Dr
401161 D, 41/63 D, 42/160 D ana 43/58 A.

II. ORCANIZATION OF WORK

s. The Special Committee continued its work under the rules of procedure
contained in its first report to the Secretary-General. 31 Mr. Daya Perera
continued to be Chairman.

6. The Special Committee held the first of its series of meetings from 3 to
G January 1989 at Geneva. At those meetings the Special Committee reviewed its
mandate  consequent upon the adoption by the General Assembly of resolution
43/58 A. By that resolution, the General Assembly requested the Special

/ . . I
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Committee, pending early termination of Israeli occupation, to continue to
investigate Israeli policies and practices in the Arab territories occupied by
Israel since 1967, to consult, as appropriate , with the International Committee  of
the Red Cross in order to ensure the safeguarding of the welfare and human right6
of the population of the occupied territories and to report to the
Secretary-General as soon a6 pO66ible and whenever the need arises thereafter, and
to submit regularly periodic reports to the Secretary-General on the present
situation in the occupied Palestinian territory.

7, In order better to comply with the specific request, contained in paragraph 20
of General Assembly resolution 43/58 A, to submit periodic reports on the
situation, the Special Committee  decided to transmit  to the Secretary-General,
after its second series of meetings, a periodic report updating information
contained in its twentieth report (A/43/694), which has since been submitted to the
General Assembly (see para.  19 below).

8. The Special Committee decided to continue its system of monitoring information
on the occupied territories and, in reference to paragraph 21 of resolution
43158 A, to pay special attention to information on treatment of civilians in
detention. The Special Committee examined information 01~ the situation in the
occupied territories. It also had a number of communications. addressed to it by
Governments, organization6 and individuals in connection with its marldate. The
Special Committee took note of several letter6 addressed to it by the Permanent
Representative of Jordan to the United Nations Cffice at Geneva on natters  related
to its report.

9. On 6 January 1989, the Chairman of the Special Committee addressed a cable to
the Secretary-General appealing to him to bring to the Israeli authorities the
expression of deep concern of the Special Committee in view of the illegal
deportation from the occupied territories of 13 Palestinians. The Special
Committee also decided upon the organization  of its work for the year. It agreed
to address itself to the Governments of Egypt, Jordan and the Syrian Arab Republic
with a view to seeking their co-operation in the implementation of its mandate.
The Special Committee also agreed to address itself to thfi Wserver for Palestine
and to the International Committee  of the Red Cross. Finally, the Special
Committee decided that at its next series of meetings it would undertake hearings
in the area for the purpose of recording relevant information or evidence.

10. On 6 January 1989, the Special Committee  addressed a letter to the
Secretary-General seeking his intervention in an effort to secure the co-operation
of the Government of Israel.

11. On 6 January 1989, the Special Committee addressed a letter to the Permanent
Representative6 of Egypt, Jordan and the Syrian Arab Republic to the United Nation6
Office at Geneva in which it requested their co-operation and informed them of the
intention of the Special Committee to conduct hearing6  in their respective
countries.

12. Similar letters were addtossed  to the Observer  for Palestine and to the
International Committee of the Red CrO66.
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13. The GOVerXImentS  of Egypt, Jordan and the Syrian Arab Republic subsequently
responded to the Special Committee, reconfirming their readiness to continue
co-operating with the Special Committee.

14. The Special Committee held a series of meetings at Geneva (22-23 May 19891,
Damascus (24-27 May 1989), Amman (28 May-l June 1999) and Cairo (2-7 June 1989).
At these  meetings, the Special Committee examined information on development6
occurring in the occupied territories between November  1988 and March 1989. It had
before it a number of communications addressed to it by Governments, organisations
and individuals in connection wiLh its mandate. The Special Committee took note of
several letters addressed to it by the Permanent Representative of Jordan and by
the Permanent Observer for Palestine on matter6 related to it6 report. At
-Damascus, Amman and Cairo the Special Committee heard testimonies  of persons jU6t
returned from or living in the West Rank, the Gasa Strip and the occupied Syrian
Arab Golan concerning the situation  in those territories.

15. At Damascus the Special Committee  was received by the Minister  of State for
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Nasser Ghaddour. It also conducted consultations with
Mr. Dia El-Fattal, Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs, and Mr. Hani Habib,
Director, International Organizations Department, Mini6Lr.y  for  Foreign Affairs.
During its stay in the Syrian Arab Republic the Special Committee visited the town
of Quneitra, where it met with Mr. Sma’il  Said, Deputy-Governor of Quneitra Province

16. At Amman, the Special Committee  was received b)* the Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Mr, Marwan Al Qassim, The Special Committee was presented with a report
on the situation in the occupied territories prepared by the Department of Occupied
Territories Affair6 of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs. During its stay at Amman
the Special Committee met with Sheikh Sayeh, President of the Palestinian National
Council, as well as other members of the Palestinian National Council. The Special
Committee also met with Mr. Zuhdi Seed, Director-General of the Department of
Occupied Territories Affair6 of the Palestine Liberation Organieation,  who
presented the Special Committee  with & rnunber  of reports and statistics on the
situation in the occupied territories. The Special Committee also received from
the lhpartment6  of Economic Affair6 and of Education and Higher Studies of the
Palestine Liberation Organization a series of reports and statistics on that
situation.

17. At Cairo the Special Committee was received by the Minister of State for
Fureign  Affairs, Mr. Boutros Boutros Ghali. It also met with Mr. Emad el Kadry,
Director, Department for Palestine Affairs, and Mr, Ibrahim Yousri, Director, Lega:
Department, of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. During its stay in Cairo, the
Special Committee  also visited the Palestinian Red Crescent Hospital where it met
Dr. Fathi Arafat, Chairman of the Palestinian Red Crescent.

10. The Special Committee  also examined and completed its periodic report
(A/44/352) updating information contained in its twentieth report (A/43/694). It
decided that oral evidence and any further information relevant to itti mandate
would bp reflected, together with its conclusions, in the present report of the
Special Committee.

/ . .
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19. On 7 June 1989, the Chairman of the Special Committee transmitted to the
Secretary-General its periodic report (A/44/352) covering the period from
26 August 1988, the date of the adoption of the twentieth report (A/43/694), to
31 March 1909. This reprtt was based on written ir,formation q,3theLed  from various
sources among which the 2ecial Committee  had selected relevant. excerpts and
summaries which were reflected in the report.

20. On 14 July 1999, the Chairman of the Special Committee  addressed a cable to
the Secretary-General appealing to him to briny to the Iuraeli authorities the
expression of deep concern of the Special Committee  in view of the illegal
deportation from the occupied territories of eight Palestinians,

21. ThrJ Special Committee met again at Geneva from 21 to 25 August 1989. At these
meetings, the Special Committee  examined information on developments occurring in
the occupied territories from April to August 1989. It had before it a number of
communication.s  addrnssed to Jt by Governments, organizations and individuals in
connection with itc ma.‘date, as werl as records of testimonies collected during its
previous series of meetings, The Special Committee  took note of several letters
a?dre;sed  to it by the Permanent Representative of Jordan on matters related to its
mandate. It examined and completed on 25 August 1989 the present report..

III . MANDATE

22. The General Assembly, in its resolution  2443 (XXIII) entitled “Respect for and
implementation 0” .dnan rights in ocl.IApied  territories”, decided to establish a
Special Committee  to Investigate Isr*eli Practices Affecting the Human Rights of
the Population of the Occupied Territories, composed of three Member States.

23. The mandate :JL the Special Committee, as set out in the above resolution and
subsequent resolutions, was “to investigate Israeli practices affecting the human
rights of the population of the occupied t.?rritories”.

24. In interpreting its mandate, the cial Committee  determined thatr

(a) The territories to be considered as occupied territories referred to the
areas under Israeli occupation, namely, the occupied Syrian Arab Golan, the West
Bank (including East Jerusalem), the Gaza Strip and the Sinai Peninsula. L bllowing
the implementation of the Egyptian-Israeli Agreement on Disengagement Forces of
18 IJrnuary 1974 and the Agreement un Disengagement between Israeli and Sl rian
Forces of 31 May 1974, the demarcation of the areas under occupation was altered as
indicated in the maps attached to those ;lreements. The areas of Egyptian
territory under Israeli military occupation were further modified in accordance
w.it:h  the Treaty of Peace between the Arab opublic  of Egypt and the State of
Israel, which was signed on 26 March 1979 and which came into force on
25 April 1979. On 25 April 1982, the Egyptian territory remaining under Israeli
military occupation was restituted to the Government of Egypt in accordance with
the provisions of the aforementioned agreement. Thus, for the purposes of the
present report, the territories to be considered as occupied. territories are those
re!maini.nq  under Israeli occupation, namely, the occupied Syrian Arab Golan, the
West Bank, including East Jerusalem, and the Gaza Strip;
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(b) The persons covered by General Assembly resolution 2443 (XXIII) and
therefore the subject of the inve tigation of the Special Committee were the
civilian population residing in the areas occupied aa a result of the hostilities
OL June 1967 and those persons normally resident in the areas that were under
occupation but who had left those areas because of the hostilities. However, the
Committee note3 that resolution 2443 (XXIII) referred to the “population” without
any qualificetibn as to any segment of the inhabitants of the occupied territories:

(c) The “human rights” of the population of the occupied territories
consisted of two elements, namely, those rights which the Security Council referred
to as “essential and inalienable human rights” in its resolution 237 (1967) of
14 June 1967 md, secondly, those rights  which found their basis in the protection
afforded by international law in particular circumstances suci:  as military
occupation ana, in t+e case of prisoners of war, capture. In accordance with
General Assembly resolution 3005 (XXVII), the Special Committee  was also required
to investigate allegations concerning the exploitation and the looting of the
resources of the occupied territories, the pillaging of the archaeological and
cultural heritage of the; occupied territories, and interference in the freedom of
worship in the Holy Places of the occupied territories;

(d) The “policies” and “practices” affecting human rights that came within
the scope of investigation by the Special Committee  referred, in the case of
“policies”, to any course of action consciously adopted and pursued by the
Government of Israel as part of its declared or undeclared intent; while
“practices” referred to those actions which, irrespective of whether or not they
ware in implementation of a policy, reflecte% a pattern of behaviour on the part of
the Israeli authorities towards the civiliar  populatinn in the occupied areas.

The geographical names employed in the present report r?f.‘tict the usage in the
original source and do not imply the exp-cssior. of any 0:: Ir!!on whatsoever on the
part of the Secretariat of the United Natio .s.

25. Since its inception the Special Committee  has &*;lied  on the following
int.ernat.ional instruments in interpreting and carrying out its mandate:

(a) The Charter of the United Nations,

(b) The Universal Declaration of Humsn Rights;

(c) The Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in
Tilne o f  War, of 12 August 1949; 41

( d 1 The Geneva Convention relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War, of
12 Augu:;t:  1949; 51

(e) ‘rho Hague (lonvention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event
of Armed Conflict-, of 14 May 1954; G,/

(f) The Hague  Conventions of 1899 and 1907 respecting the Laws and Customs of
War 011 I,n11d;  7/

/ . . .
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(9; The Internat,onal  Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. 81

26. The Special Committee has also relied on those resolutions relevant to the
situation of civilians in the occupied territories adopted by United Nations
organs, the General Assembly, the Security Council, the Economic and Social Council
an? the Commission on Human Rights, as well as the relevant resolutions of the
UnItad  Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation, the World Health
Organisation and the International Labour Organisation,

I V . INFORMATION AND EVIDENCE RECEIVED BY THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE

27. In the course of carrying out its mandate, the Special Committee  has relied on
the following sources:

(a) The testimony of persons with first-hand knowledge of the situation of
the population in the occupied  territories)

(b) Reports in the Israeli press of pronouncements by responsible persons in
the Government of Israel1

(c) Reports appearing in other news media, including the Arab language press
puL>lished  in the occupied territories in Israel and the international pressi

The Special Committee also received written statements from the Governments of
Jordan  and the Syrian Arab Republic and from the Observer for Palestine. The
Government of Jordan and the Observer for Palestine have provided the Special
Committee with various monthly and other reports on the situation in the occupied
territories. The Government of the Syrian Arab Republic has provided the Special
Committee with information on the situation in the occupied Syrian Arab Golan. In
addition, the Special Committee  received written information from intergovernmental
organieations such as relevant specialised  agencies and regional organieations, as
well as non-governmental organisations and individuals on the situation in the
occupied territories.

26. The Special Committee undertook a series of hearings in Damascus, Amman and
Cairo during its meetings from 22 May to 7 June 1969. At thsse meetings, the
Special Committee  heard the testimony of persons having a first-hand knowledge of
the human rights situation existing in the occupied territories. These testimonies
ore contained in documents A/AC.145/RT.507-510,  nnd are reflected below.

29. The Special Committee  has taken particular care to rely on information
appearing in the Israeli press that has not been contradicted by the Goverxnent  of
Israel or that is commonly considered as reliable by the Government.

30. In the course of carrying out its mandate, the Special Commit.tee  has taken
note of information reaching it through a variety of sources,  such as individuals,
organixations and Governments. At its meetings, the Committee had before it
several communications addressed to it directly or referred to jt by the

/ . . .
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Secretary-General from sp.lrces inside the occupied territories, as well as from
several parts of the world. Where necessary, the Committue has followed up
in: trmation  coiltained in these communications.

31. The following paragraphs contain a summary of the information examined by the
Special Committee divided as follows:

(a) GenereJ s i t u a t i o n ;

(b) Administration of justice, including the right to fair trial;

(c) Treatment of civilians;

(d) Treatment of detainees;

(e) Annexation and settlements;

(f) Information concerning the occupied Syrian Arab Golan.

3 2 . This information has been divided into oral evidence and written information.
TII order to comply with restrictions on the volume of documentation now enjoined
upon IJnited  Nations reports, the Special Committee has endeavoured to present this
information  under the most compact and concise form possible. Oral evidence, fo r
which a full record of testimonies is available in documents A1AC.1451RT.507  to
51n, has been condensed to a general indication of the contents of such records.
The report also attempts to summarise  written information. This information is
reTler:ted  in more detail in documents of the Special Committee, which are available
on file at the Secretariat,

(InTnrmation  on this subject covering the poriod from 26 August 1988 to 31 March
l.~)flO  is to be found in the periodic! report (A/44/352, pares. 8-46) ).

.ln * On 3 April 1909, the Co-ordinator of activities in the territories,
Shnucl  Coren,  met, for the first time since the beginning of the uprising, with
t(!1’t.c!r;(!t:tative8  of all the religious organieations in the Gaaa Strip. Following
1.11(1  meeting in Gaza it wiqs announced that the civil administration intended to
t‘e Ir!nse hundreds of E’alestinian detainees held in IDF detention facilities in the
!iolll.hF’r’T1  part of Israel. Promises were nlso made to the Arab religious officials
I h;\l more families would be given reunion authorleations,  and that Israel DeCence
I;'0 l.('P (TDF) forces would try t-o refrain from entering mosques - unless they were
i rrvo.lved in disturbances of the peace. ( d.e.r.us  a.l.~_EEsst  , 3 Apr i 1 19 8 9 : HA: are.tn ,
4 hpri 1 1989)

04 . 0~ 16 April, it was reported that. new means to disperse demonstrations in the
I-.(!rri  tories haA been presented at a current. security meeting held recently in the

/ . . .
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Gaza Strip. The new means included a small glider + at would fly ober areas where
disturbances were taking place and would provide rz rts to the IDF, and a tear-gas
rocket that may be launched from a travelling car. (Km, 16 April 1989)

35. On 24 April, figures compiled by the United Nations Relief and Works Agency
for Palestine  Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) showed that at least 24,977
Palestinians have been injured and 442 killed in clashes with Israeli soldiers from
the start of the intifaaah on 9 December 1907 through 15 April 1989. The breakdown
of casualities  was the followingt Gaza Strip, 18,000 injured (36 per cent of them
children aged 15 and under) and 131 killed (19 per cent children); Weet Bank, 6,799
injured (14 per cent aged 15 and under) and 311 killed (14 per cent children). The
figures, comprising only those reported or made known to UNRWA but including
non-refugee Palestinians, include injuries from gunshots, beatings, rubber bullets
and tear-gas administered by the Israeli army* (&l-F*,  24 April 1989)

36. On 1 May, Defence Minister Rabin was reported to have declared at the weekly
cabinet meeting that the IDF would not take more severe military measures to
suppress the uprising, unless it was “in order to achieve political objectives”.
(m, 1 May 1989)

37. On 4 May, settlers declared their intention to shoot at and injure
stone-throwers (see also pare. 261). (AL&&, 11 May 1989)

38. On 4 May, several reports by international humanitarian bodies irldicated a
marked increase  in death casualties among Palestinian children killed by IDF
troops. The situation is particularly alarming in the Gaza Strip where many of the
victims include children aged 5 and 6. The Swedish Save the Children organization
indicated that the shooting of children was not a result of mistakes or accidents.
It accused IDF soldiers of purposely firing at children and youngsters. Ano the r
report by the Canadian Middle East Centre for Culture and Education showed that
107 children aged under 17 were killed during the 14 months of the uprising. Most
of them were shot and hit in the head, chest or stomach. (m, 4 May 1989)

3 9 . On 12 May, figures concerning casualties linked with the upris.a.ng  were made
public by a new organization called “Betzelem” - Israeli Information Centre on
Human Rights in the Occupied Territories. It was reported that since the start of
the uprising until the end of April 1989, 423 Palestinians were killed by security
forces  or Israeli civilians. These included 392 who were shot with live
ammunition, including plastic bullets; 15 were children under 12 and 59 youths aged
13 to 16; 31 were killed as a result of beatings, electrocution, burns and other
injuries not due to the use or’ live ammunitiont  and three were children under 12
and two were aged 13 to 16. In addition, 70 Palestinians died shortly after being
exposed to tear -gas. These included 27 babies. During the same period four IDF
soldiers and nine Israeli civilians, including three babies, were killed in
incidents linked to the uprising. In April 1989 alone 33 Palestinians were
killed - a marked increase in comparison with March 1989 (21 killed), February 19R9
(17 killed) and January 1989 (19 killed). (w, 12 May 1989)

40. On 15 May, the Deputy Chief of StafI’,  Ehud Barak, revealed, in a declaration
given to the High Court of Justice the IDr standing instructions on the use of

/ . . I
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plastic bullets, He said that before firing these bullets a soldier must take six
requirements into considerationr that all other means must be exhausted before the
bullets were firedt that before firing at a person) a warning shot must be fired
into the air! that a commander present at the SC ,re must give the order to fire;
that the soldier must weigh carefully the decision to firer and that fire must be
simed carefully below the knee. If the nature of the terrain prevents accurate
shooting the soldier should not fire, and the fire must be aimed only at a
particular individual, Special care must be taken to avoid others when firing,
especially women and children under 16. Barak said that since the IDF started
using plastic bullets nine months earlier, 154 Palestinians were killed in the
territories, including 61 from plastic bullet shots, as compared with 204
previously, a drop of 25 per cent in the death rate. (He’arete,  rlem,
16 May 1989)

41. On 27 May, some 2,500 Israelis and 1,000 Palestinians held “peace  meetings”
organised by Peace Now in six West Bank localities. The meetings  were arranged in
co-operation with local activists. (K&arete, JerusalemPost,  28 May 1989)

42. On 10 June, Defence Minister Rabin revealed in an interviaw to the military
radio station that the capacity of IDF detention facilities would be increased
shortly from the present 8,500 to over 10,000 detainees. At present, 8,500
detainees or prisoners were being held in IDF detention facilities, in addition  to
ovar 4,000 convicted terrorists being held in prisons. Mr. Rabin said that, in
order to further calm down the violence in the territories, more means were needed
for “selective punishment of activists”. Expulsion of inciters was, in principle,
a good example for such a selective >unishxnent,  but at present, over nine months of
legal proceedings could pass before solneons  was expelled, with the result that the
desired effect was lost. (Halere&, 11 June 1989)

43. On 14 June, the Israeli Information Centre on Human Rights in the Occupied
Territories released data on the number of persons killed in the territories since
the beginning of the uprising until mid-June 1989. According to the data
approximately 20 per cent of those killed were under 16 years of age, Some
42s Palestinians were killed by gunfire (including plastic bullets), shot by the
security forces or by Israeli civilians. They included 17 children under 12 and 66
aged 13 to 16. Another 32 were killed by beatings, electrocution, burning and
other causes and over 70 others, including nearly 30 babies, died shortly after
being exposed to tear-gas. (K.aLf~r~~la~  15 June 1989)

44. (ln 19 June, it was announced that Southern R-+gjor,  Commander Aluf (Maj ,-Gen)
Yitzhak  Mordekhai was  to replace Aluf Amram Mitsna ,AS Central Region Commander.
The new Southern Region Commander would be the present head of Manpower Branch in
t.hn General  Staff, Aluf Matail  Vilnai. (.&r-us&l-t, 20 June 1989)

45. On 21 June, it was reported that Defence Minister Rabin had asked the Justice
Minister and the Attorney-General to devise the legal means to implement several
new punitive measures to help the IDF and the security services deal more
effectively with continued violence in the territories. Mr. Rabin specifically
asked  Justice Minister Dan Msridor to find the “legal solution” to permit the
expulsion, within 72 hours to one week, of “central figures taking part in
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incitement,  organisation and participation in violence”, to be able to &molish or
eeal houses without appeal and to extend administrative detention terms from 6
month6 to one year. On 23 June 1989, it was reported that the Justice Ministry
strongly objected to some of these measures. (n Post, 21, 23 June 1909)

46. On 5 July, it wa6 reported that new regulations for opening fire at suspect6
had recently been introduced in the territories, Chief of Staff Dan Shomron told
the Knesset Foreign Affairs and Defence Committee that Palestinians in the
territories who went out on the streets with their face masked could now be fired
at in ca6e they ignored an order to halt. According to one report the ntrw
regulations were, for the time being, applicable only in the Gaze Strip and were
intended to deter masked yoUth6  who have recently been confiscating and destroying
permit6 given to Arab worker6 to travel to Israel for their jobs. (b’areta,

1J3r!,mB;l~, 5 July 1989)

47. On 10 July, the IDF spokesman issued data on the number of casualties among
the Palestinian population since Lhe beginning of the uprising. According to the
data, which were up to date for 4 July 1989, 417 Araba were killed and 6,912
injured (the Israeli Information Centre on Human Rights put the figure of Arab6
killed at 406, and the Associated Press agency at 482). The IDF spokeeman  gave the
Eollowing data for the period from December 1987 to June 1989 (until 4 July 1989).
In the Weet  Banks the XDF suffered 7 dead and 778 injured) Jewish settlers - 9
dead and 601 injured, Palestinians - 263 dead and 4,650 injured. In the
Gaza  Strip! IDF - 477 injured; Jewish settlers - 53 injured! Palestinians - 154
killed and 2,262 injured. Some 160 hOU6eS  were demolished in the West Bank and 67
in the Gaza Strip] 68 houses were sealed in the West Bank and 34 in the
Gaze Strip. Some 53 Palestinians were expelled and 5 other6 had expulsion orders
issued against them. A total of 8,355 Palestinian6 were at present being
detained! 1,766 of them were convicted prisoners and 1,429 were detained pendins
their trial] 3,433 persons were detained until the end of the legal proceedings
and 1,815 were administrative detainees, According to data issued by the Israel
Human Rights Centre  the number of Palestinians killed in the territories since the
start oE the uprising was  486, including two persons shot to death on 9 July 1989.
These figures included Palestinian6 killed by Israeli civilians. Some 452 of them
were killed by live or plastic bullets - including 21 children under 12 years of
age and 71 children aged 12 to 16; 32 were killed a6 a result of beating,
electrocution or other causes. The Figures did not include persons who died as a
result oE inhaling fear-gas since the link between gas inhalation and death had not
bean proven beyond doubt. According to “Associated Press”, in addition to 482
Palestinians killed by troops and Israeli civilians, 70 other6 were killed by other
Palestinians, mostly on suspicion of collaborating with Israel. Palestinian
sources added in their Eigures several dozen people killed in unclear
ci rcum6 tances, mostly as a result of strong exposure to tear-gas. (IiELLraratal
10 July 1989)

48. On 2 August, it was reported that, according to statistics published the
previous day by the Israeli Information Centre on Human Rights in the Occupied
Territories,  “Betaelem”, 509 Palestinians had been killed by Xsraeli soldiers and
civilians since the start of the uprising in December 19871 477 of them were killed
by live ammunition and plastic bullets - including 23 children aged up to 12, and
7(j aged between 13 and lti; 32 others were killed by other causes, such as beatings,

/ . . .
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burns or electrocution. Over 70 other6 died ohortly after exposure to tear-gas,
including some 30 babies. In the month of July alone 32 PaLeotinians  were killed,
compared with 20 in June, During the same period 10 Ierereli  civilians, including
three infants, and five soldiers were killed in incidents related to the uprising.
t&L:-, Jerusalvm PO&t,, 2 August 1989)

49. On 2 AUgUSt, it was reported that Palestinian activists in popular committees
in several town6 and villages in the northern West Bank had bven keeping a network
to collect information on alleged collaborators with Israel. For that purpose they
reportedly set up at least two centres of interrogation operating in Nablus. In
other localities, many alleged collaborators were kidnapped and intensely
interrogated for several Jays in secret “popular committee,” hiding places.
According to the report, interrogation of suspected collahor&tors was accompanied
by violence and death threat6 if the interrogated informed the security authorities
about their interrogation. (H-Q, 2 August 1989)

50 I On 3 August, the High Court of Justice rejected a petition of the Association
COY Livil Rights in Israel, which challenged use by the IDP of plastic bullets.
The president of the Supreme Court, Justice Meir Shamgar, and JUstiCeS Moshe Beisky
nnA Eliyahu Matea ruled that there was no legal flaw in the 1’3F policy. They added
that they did not find anything in the material that was submitted “9 them
indicating that illegal orders had been given in connection  with the use of plastic
bullets. They concluded that the use of fire arm6 in circumstances which justified
such a use “according to the principle6 of law, could not constitute a reason for
intervention by the High Court of Justice”. ! IWmakx # ilar~..m..gn&  I
4 Augufit 1989)

51 . On 17 August, it was reported that the IDF Central Region Command was
considering new way6 and methods to suppress violence connected with the uprising.
Among the new means the following were menticned: Shooting at masked persons, in
the Erarnework of the “procedure to arrest a suspect” (a method that was introduced
in the Gazer Strip one month earlier); resorting to harsher collective punishment in
cases of terrorist acts involving the use of fire-arms (such as sealing the street,
shops and alley6 in Ramallah  where a petrol bomb wa6 thrown at a car of Israeli
tux -collectors); and imposition of night curfews on towns aild villages where
violent activities were carried out after night-fall - as was done in Jenin
l.‘t?  ten 1.;  1 y , and in many Caza Strip localities, for extented periods  of time.
(Hi:!’  tir..etq,  18 August 1989 1

Ori11 cvic1e.nc.e

!jZ. Most witnesses testified on the dramatic conditions prevailing in the
t.erritories  as a consequence of the uprising. Many referred to their personal
(-experience, often involving wounding by bulltlts, tear-gas 0: beating, during
(:.l~~slr~r;  with members of armed f.orces or settle--s, and resulting in several cases in
:it!vf!I. I! injuries.
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“We were taking part in a peace march in honour of one of the martyrs.
The army was trying to attack the city but it was unable to do that because of
the crowds, So the helicopters came and they started to urop gas bombs and
stones, and to f ire bullets. I  w a s  one of those who fainted. A large number
of people lost consciousness. I remained unconscious for about 12 hours.
When I woke up I found difficulty in breathing, my nose was running,  my face
was hurting and my body felt very weak. That was how I felt. I remained  like
that for a month.” (Ms. Ahlam Mohamed  Said, A1AC.1451RT.510)

1’. . . That night a larg6 number of the army came to our town. We don’t
know how many there were brcause there were very many. They started arresting
many of the young men, Thay took about 15 oil them rho were asleep in their
houses. In other parts of the town the families woke up and heard the noise,
and every mother, when hearing the neighbours being attacked by the police,
woke up her children and told them to run away. For example, my mother ran
from the house where I used to live, which is about 200 m. away from the old
house. She woke me up so that I co&d run away. When we ran away we found
that the whole town was surrounded by the army) wherever you went you were
fenced by army men. So we had to defend ourselves, because we knew we were
facing death, Women, children, young girls, the old, the elderly, all of them
came out to defend the young m6n. Of course, there were skirmishes with the
police. We started showering them with stones, and from the first stone that
hit, they started firing live ammunition, This was 3.30 a.m.,  when we had the
skirmishes with the army! it was still dark, It continued until 5 o’clock in
the morning. In the morn{ng, when we started counting, we found we had lost
three martyrs and there w6re 25 wounded. We tried to take the wounded to
hospital but we found that the army was camped about 1 km outside the town and
they started firing at the cars that were carrying the wounded. In the end
the Red Cross intervened and we were able to haV6 ambulances come to take the
wounded to hospital.” (Mr. Muphid Nearat, A/AC,145/RT.510)

“The army withdrew and the settlers started coming towards the village at
about a quarter or ten to eleven. When  the settlers walked into the village,
they fired at the water tank on the roof of a house. They went to another
houser  they entered through the eastern door and pointed their guns at the
owner  of the house, He asked them why they were doing that. One of them
lowered his rifle and fired. wounding him in the leg with two dum-dwn bullets
which explode. They also fired on another person, again aiming at the legs,
in order to break them, Another house had a glass enclosed verandah which
they broke, and they also dest.royed  a car parked near the house. Another
group of settlers wounded a l/1 year-old boy. He rsceived a bullet in the side
of his stomach, which came out at the other side, and the doctor who treated
him said that the bullet damaged the liver of the young man.” (Anonymous
witness, A/AC. 145/RT. 512)

“Fourteen soldiers cam:  and attacked the house. They started breaking
things. They broke the television set and the furniture and the windows. I
asked them why they were dai;:q this. One of the soldiers hit me in the back
with his gun. When he did this, I pushed him and hs fell to the ground. Then
another soldier came to the assistance of the first one and he fired at me.”
(Miss Judeh Saleh, A/AC.l~!i/RT.514)

/ . . .
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5 3 . Testimonies relating to the incidents linked with the uprising of the
Palestinian population against the occupation may be found in documents
A/AC.145/RT.507  (Dr. Hani  Habib)) A/AC.145/RT.509 (Dr, Samir Snlameh  Khalil);
A/AC.145/RT.510 (Ms. Ahlsm Mohamed  Said, Mr, Abdel Nasser Mahmlnd,  Mr. Hekmat Jaber,
Mr. Muphid NBarat, Mr, Omar Basha))  A/AC.l45/RT,512  (two anonymous  witnesses)l
A/AC.l45/RT,512/Add,l  (Mr. Valid Said Muatapha, Mr. Zuhdi  Saed); A/AC.145/RT.513
(Mr. Usama Sayeh)r  A/AC.145/RT.514  (Ms. Amal Ousman Mustapha, Miss Judeh Saleh,
Mr. Hanan Loubadeh); A/AC.145/RT.515  (six anonymous witnesses); AIAC.145IRT.516  (an
anonymous witness)) A/AC.145/RT.517  (two anonymous witnesses) and AIAC.145IRT.518
(Mr. Hafes Toukan),

/ . . .
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(Information on this subject covering the period from 26 August 1989 to
31 March 1989 is to be found in the periodic report (A/44/352, paras. 47-50)).

54. During the period covered by the present report, the Special Committee
continued to receive communications from various sources, as well as a considerable
amount of reports from various newspapers, providing information on the overall
situation resulting from the uprising of the Palestinian population against the
occupation. According to these reports, civilian deaths have continued to occur on
a wide scale. In a communication transmitted by Amnesty International dated
26 May 1989 entitled “Israel and the Occupied TerritOri6Sl Extrajudicial
Executions - Atwah Lutfi Umar Hireallah”, Amnesty International expressed its grave
concern about information suggesting that Mr. Hirsallah, aged 26, was the victim of
an extrajudicial execution after troops had ambushed him in the West Bank village
of Deir  Ibei near Ramallah  on 27 February 1989. (See also “Administration of
justice”, para. 85 below. )

55. Numerous serious incidents, occurring practically every day and in several
localities were reported during the same period. These incidents, which included
violent clashes between Palestinians and Israeli forces in various areas of the
occupied territories, and resulted in several hundred cases of deaths, also
provoked severe injuries by live, rubber, “improved rubber” (metal marbles covered
with rubber) and plastic bullets, burns provoked by exploding or flammable objects,
tear-gas and beatings and affecting all categories of civilians, including very
young children. Many clashes occurred between Palestinians and settlers who wagncl
anti-Arab demonstrations and organised arson6  and retaliation raids after
stone-throwing incidents (see also “Settlers’ activities”). Clashes also occurred
between civilians and “demolition teams” coming to demolish illegally-built
houses. Other incidents included wide-spread demonstrations, commercial or general
strikes by the Palestinian population, petrol bombs throwing; raids on many
localities and villages by IDF soldiers, border policemen and paratroopers iu order
to carry out scores of arrests, collect taxes, or remove Palestinian flags and
graf f i t i ; attacks on suspected collaborators; the imposition of curfews alld closing
off of villages and sometimes entire areas, for periods of varying durations (see
also “Collective punishment”).

56. In view of the frequency of such incidents, which, if listed extensively woulcl
have taken up considerable space, only a few examples among the most serious are
cited below in order to illustrate the situation in that regard.

57. 13 Aoril 1989 - A very serious clash took place at dawn in the village of
Nahalin  near Bethlehem, when a border police unit that had raided the village to
carry out arrests was attacked by local youths throwing stones and other objects nt
them. The border police unit reacted by opening fire. Four youths were killed
( RYE! table) and at least 13 others were injured, including four seriously. Arab
sources put the number of injured at 35. Many others were injured from tear-gas.
Ac!c:ording to villagers, during the week preceding the raid border policemen
regularly harassed and provoked the villagers, insulting them and exposing
t.hemselves  in front of women. On the day preceding the raid there was a clash

/ . . .
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between  border policemen and local youths, According to eyewitnesses in the
village once the raid, which went on for half an hour, was over, a dispute broke
out between IDF officers and the border police unit concerning the way the
operation was conducted. Villagers also said that the border policemen had shot
tear-gas, rubber bullets and live ammunition without provocation, firing
continuously and sniping from the upper floor  of a building, Men in civilian
clothes were also seen firing. Several persons were shot as they rushed to tend to
the wounded, Central Region Commander Amrarn  Mitsna appointed a team of senior
officeIs to investigate the incident. The inquiry was being conducted by a
brigadier-general, a colonel and a border police ‘commander. On 30 April 1989,
unofficial reports on the findings of the inquiry indicated that the border pol ce
unit. involved in the raid had “lost control and fired excessively”, “Border police
troops violated IDF orders for firing at demonstrators”. The findings of the
inquiry were presented to the Chief of Staff and were to be made public later in
t.hn week. (,H.a’sre&, &~u&.&.ern  PO&,  14, 16 and 30 April 1989: A.l.-=l?-aj~,
17 April 1989; A&&tiin, 20 April 1989)

5R. 2 5. and . . Z§~..A&c.iA...~~~ - Three persons were killed (see table) and almost
II0 were injured, most of them in the Gaea Strip, over the two days of the Jewish
I’tiltisuver holiday. The worst clastss  occurred in Shati camp and in Sabre
neighbourhood. A two-year-old child, Siham al-Hadad, was injured in the head in
Sajni ‘ya. Violent clashes were also reported in several West Bank localities and
.in Particular in Tulkarem and the nearby camp. ( Ha.‘_ar& I !+kus.alam.~PQ.sf  a
27 April 1989)

!i !I * 5 and.  5.eMay.Xi!3.9  - Fierce clashes were reported in the Gaza Strip during the
weekend. According to UNRWA sources they were the fiercest and bloodiest since the
bnqinning of the uprising. Four were killed (see table) and over 150 injured, The
worst:  clashes wsre reported in Nuseirat camp, but clashes were reported in almost
i:\l.l the camps and towns of the Gaza Strip. Violent clashes were also reported in
several West Bank localities, despite widespread preventive curfews on most of the
t.owns  and camps, (Ha’..am.t&,  7 May 1909: Attalia, 11 May 1989; A.J&&, 15 May 1909’

tie. 19 and. 20 .Ma!~ EM9 - A very serious clash occurred in Shabura neighbourhood in
Ref.ah  when hundreds of local residents attacked an IDF patrol with stones and ilon
bi31.1;  * The area had been under curfew for 14 days running and residents complained
oC severe food shortage and of widespread arrests in Rafah. The troops opened
1: i I’I! , killing five persons and injuring 14 others. The disorders spread to
~1i~I>~\liya,  where one person was killed (see table). Six persons were shot and
ill-jurecl  in clashes in the West Bank.
r~r~~~c?sl.ecl  wante 1 youths.

Troops carried out raids on villages and
An Israeli sergeant and three members of a Palestinian

(:{!I 1 WC?I’~? killecl, and three Israeli soldiers were injured, one critically, in an
i-\1.mctl clash which took place on the night of 18 May 1989 near Beit Ula, in the
Hr?lll.  011 i~L’c3B. The IDF demolished five houses in Idna and Nuba, which belonged to
t.Iit? cc.1.1  members . The security authorities reportedly forced Ataf Najajra tram
Niillc\l in t.o bury t.he bodies UT the three Arab gunmen. (!iB.l..an2LP t dl‘.U.A.alRII1.._P:c?.S.L  #
).I Mi+y  1989: Al-Pajr,  22 May 1989)
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Gl. 8.- A general strike was observed in the West Bank to mark
the beginning of the nineteenth month of the uprising, and the Gaze Strip remained
under curfew. In violent clashes over the Jewish holiday of Shavuot and the
weekend three Palestinians were killed (see table) and some 70 were shot and
injured. The most violon’; clashes were regarted in Gaza Strip camps. (~WAL&U #
Je.m Post, 11 June 1989)

62. 16aad 17 June 1989 - In violent clashes over the weekend four Palestinians
were killed (see table) and at least 22 were shot and injured. The worst clash
occurred in Rafah when troops opened fire at youth6 who at.tacked  them with rock6
and iron bars. Followi!rg  the clash the area was plpcdd under curfew. Troops
continued raiding West Bank vi?lages. (xahcetzt !Ja!aa’Jm.Post, 18 June 1989)

63. 18 Jm 1989 - Several serious clashes were reported in the West Bank and the
Gaze Strip. Three Palestinians were killed (see table) and some 30 other6 were
injured, An ambulance driver from Nablus lvds shot in the chest by trocps and
seriously injured as he arrived to evacuate persons injured in an earlier
incident, In Gaza, a group of unidantified assailants opened fire at a civil
administration officer slightly injuring him and killing a local resident (see
table). The body of an Israeli settler,  Frederick Steven Rosenfeld, aged 48, from
Ariel, was found in a deserted area between Burkin and Salfit. He had been stabbed
to death, The army imposed curfew in the area and launched extensive  searches.
(BL’XLLQ!X,  Jeru~Post,  19 June 1989)

64. 23end24B - A ger .ral strike was observed in the Gaza Strip and a
partial strike was reported in the West Bank in response to a call by the Hamas
movement. Troops carried out numerous  raid6 on villages and arrested many wanted
persons, mostly  former administrative detainees. Several raid6 led to violent
clashes I (Xa’araf;l; , Jerusalem  P O  tLi I 25 June 1989)

65. 4 Jul/ - A general strike was observed in the Ga a Strip called by the
Islamic Jihad. Several stone throwing incident6 were reported in the Hebron area.
A Kiryat Arba settler was injured in the head. Four people, including a girl
aged 4, were wounded in Rafah, and six others in Jabaliya and Gaza. Balata
remained under curfew. Security forces in the West Bank carried out a massive
arrest operation, detaining some 200 persons SuSpeCted  of membership  in the
“popular commi t:.arts”  and “shock committees", regarded as the organizing force
behind the uprising. Nearly 100 arrests were made in the Remallah  area alone,
including 40 senior activists in Ramz\liah itself. Arrest6  were also made in
El-Bireh, Kadoura and Kalandiya  camp, and in other major West Bank towns  - Hebron,
Bethlehem, Jenin and Kalkilya. (Ha’areh,  Jerusal.am-Post,  5 July 1989)

66. !Lei!uly-.~ - A resident of Nuseirat  camp in Gaza,  named as
AbA dl-Hadi Suleiman  Ghneim, aged 25, seized the steering wheel of an Egged bus
going from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, causing the bU6 to leave the road and crash into
a ravine. As a result 14 passengers were killed and 27 w-fre injur-d,  7 seriously.
Ghneim was injured and hospikalized. Few other incident6 were reported.
(HcL’AK~~~~  J&usabneEnst.  7 July 1989)

/ . . *
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67. 2& 8 Ju 198Q - Many  violent clashes were reported over ?he weekend in
Rafah and elsewhere in the Gasa Strip. Six were injured, four seriously, including
a boy aged 12 who wap shot in the head, S e v e r a l  people  were injured in clashes in
the West Bank, A soldier was injured by a atone thrown in Gaze. In Jerusalem and
in other places in Israel Arab6 were attacked by Jews in retaliation  for the Egged
bus attack. There were several stone throwing incidents at Arab cars. (HB’BTf\bt
J-Past, 9 July 1989)

68. 1pm 1QBQ - In a series of violent clashes three Palestinians were shot
dead and 17 others were injured, 11 in the West Bank. Most of the casualties
occurred during raid.9  and operations initiated  by the security forces. An IDF
spokesman reported that the security forces  had killed an armed Arab in the
Mt. Hebron area over the weekend. More attacks were reported on Arab6 in Israel.
Responsibility was claimed by “Kach”  activists. Two Israeli bus passangers were
injured from stones thrown at bUEe6  in the Tel Aviv area and in Beersheba.
(m, m Post, 11 July 1989)

69. .bll_Uvrn - Serious clashes were reported in the evening in the Gaza  Strip
when troops were trying to enforce curfews; 15 persons were injured, including two
children aged 8 and 9, and a youth aged 17 who was critically wounded in the head.
Several people were shot and injured in the West Bank. A general Strike  was
observed in the Gaza Strip. Anti-Arab incident6 and stone throwing were reported
in Can Yavne following the murder of local resident Zalman Shlein.  (ml
Juusalem PQ&, 18 July 1989)

70. 3_5-.u:Q89  - Nineteen Palestinians were shot and injured in clashes in the
territories, four of them in HUGSan,  near Bethlehem, during a raid. In Gaza a
woman aged 65, Fatma Badawan, died of a heart attack when troops burst into her
home searching for stone throwers, Security forces apprehended three wanted youths
after a shoot-out in Nablus in which the three were injured. Ziad Sami an-Najar,
aged eight, of Khan Yunis was seriously injured in the stomach. (HB’Bteta,
.i!.ex~le~Post,  26 July 1939)

71. wt 1989 - One person was killed in violent clashes in the village of
Burkin (see table) and 16 were injured in several clashes in the territories.
According to Burkin villagers, clashes erupted when Israeli soldiers dressed as
Arab6 had entered the village in a car with West Bank number plat.es. Raids were
carried out in several villages in the Jenin area, In Kafr Dan several villagers
wt?r’e severely beaten by troops. Curfews were in force in Tulkarem and Nur Shams
ca~nps and in Jabaliya and Khan Yunis camps in the Gaza  Strip. There were reports
01. attack6 on villagers by suspected collaborator6 who were protected by soldiers
pot;t.ed  nearby. An Israeli settler infant, Itai Hamtzani (18 months), fror,l  Ariel,
WRR shot and killed by soldier6 on the trans-Samaria  road. His father,  travelling
in A car, opened fire at soldier6 he mistook for Arabs. The soldiers returned
fire, hitting the boy and injuring his father and the three and a half year old
brother. (tivhr.&Z, ~.~rn.~~&.f~  9 August  1989)

‘12. 4.-8~U&legp  - Extremely violent clashes took place in the Shati camp, Gaza,
during the entire day and evening. Two were killed (see table), three were
seriously injured and another 25 were slightly injured, including four women and a

/ . . .
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12-year-old boy, Mahmud  Abu-Hoda, The riots started when youths started stoning an
IDF post inside the camp. Other serious clashes were reported in Hebron am! in
other places in the West Bank, where a general strike was observed. A lo-year-old
boy was shot and seriously injured in Tulkarem csmp. A youth was injured in Fawar
camp near Hebron, (&t’areU,  -alem Post, 10 August 1989)

73. l.LimdX~-.l.Q89  - In a weekend of violence five suspected collaborators
or persons accused of “immoral behaviour” were killed, and troops shot and killed i\
three-year-old girl (see table) and shot and wounded 18 others, Serious clashes,
involving injuries, were reported in Bethlehem (one youth seriously injured),
Beit Furik (a 19-year-old  man seriously  injured), Yatte (a 14-year-old  boy
seriously injured) and Balata (a four-year-old boy injured). In clashes in the
Gaza Strip, nine residents were shot and injured, including two aged 52 and 58.
Three villagers from Tamun were injured when a bomb went off. A 15-year-old boy
from Yamun village, Nasser Hassan Abahara, died of natural causes as he was
escaping from soldiers. Sources in the Jen;n hospital confirmed the -ause of the
death was heart failure. (ILw’aretz,  Jerusalem-,  13 August 1989)

74. LhA:lauetW - A second day of a gTnera1  strike and a serious escalation in
violence were reported in the West Bank. The worst clashes occurred !n Nablus and
nearby Asker camp, Troops fired many bullets, injuring four, two seriously:
Nasser Kniri, aged 20, and Najla Anadi, aged 14 (who later died of her wounds - see
table 1 , Several other children and youths, including girls, were injured when the
confrontation continued in the evening. In Nablus, Said a-Dahil, aged 15, was
injured in the head. Other people were shot and injured in Kabatiya and Beit
Fajar , where riots broke out after the civil administration demolished five houses
that had been built without a permit. Six people, including a 40-year-old woman,
were injured in clashes in the Gaaa Strip. Two settlers from Kiryct Arba were
slightly injured when their car overturned after being stoned in Halhul. In Jenin
a curfew was in force for the fifth consecutive day. In Tulkarem ald Nur Shams
camps curfews were lifted aiter two weeks. Clashes with troops erupted immediately
following tb.e lifting. ( ii&&B-tZ  P &v, 17 August 1989)

75. .&U+.ugust  lpBp - A general strike was observed in the territories and many
violent clashes were reported. Three people were killed in the West Bank (see
table) and a dozen wer\?  shot and injured - several seriously. Two Rafah residents,
Saher  Shamili,  aged 30, and ALid  el-Kader Bashti, aged 55, were seriously injured
by unidentified people for suspected collaboration. Violent clashes involving
injuries caused by shooting wsrrj reported in Takua, A-Ram, Dahiyat al-Barid  (in
I7erusalem), Beit Iba, near Nablus, where Mahmut  al-Khatib, aged 17, was seriously
injured, and Tulkarem camp where several childrer.  were shot and injured. I II
connection with an incident in Bethlehem on 19 August 1989 in which Radi Salah, 21,
wan shot c\nd killed by soldiers posing as tourists, another youth injured in the
:;arnc  incidant, Sharif Zawahara, aged 19, told an Israeli lawyer that he had been
:;hot.  in the leg from a distance of two maters by one of four “tourists” who had
stepped out of two shops (and opened fire at masked youths who had stoned an army
patrol). Zawahara said he was then grabbed by the collar and shot in the other
leg. Soldiers hit him with n helmet and arrested him. After being beaten again ha
wa!‘; taken to hospital. An l.DF spokesman said that an autopsy performed on
Amjad ,7ibril’ 6 body, and a r-econstruction of events in the area, showed that he was
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not killed by the security forces, According to autopsy findings at the Abu-Kabir
forensic institute, Jibril had been shot at close range with a 9 mm bullet, moat
probably fired from a pistol. Jibril’s father petitioned the High Court of Justice
against reinterment of the body until it was examined by a pathologist chosen  by
the family, (118-r Jerusalamaf,  22 August 1989)

76. m - The escalation in violence reportedly continued as three more
people were shot and killed in clashes (see table), Violent clashes were reported
in Tulkarem (where a youth aged 19 was injured when soldiers riding a commandeered
Arab car opened fire after it was stoned), Zawiya, Barta’a, Deir el-Balah and Gasa,
where a seven-year-old boy, Baraka al-Masri, of Beit Hanun,  and a 55-year-old
merctunt were shot and injured. Three local youths in Jabaliya who were collecting
magnetic ID cards from residents were shot and injured in unclear circumstances.
(Ha&&z,  ~erusalem_ti.L,  23 August  1’ 19)

77. The following table provides details concerning Palestinians killed between
1 April and 25 August 1909 in the occupied territories, and the circumstances of
their death as reported in various newspapers. The following abbrevations of the
names of newspapers are used in the table:

. ..-- -.--- --- ---.. --. --- _.....-...  - _. -... .- -.......-. -. .- ._-..... _...._ ..,.-. --- -.-.- - ._...--------.,._I---.-_--....._..  .

Place of
Date Name and age residence Remarks and source. . . . . .._

1 Apr, 1989 Akram  Mustafa Eiearia, East Killed by a bullet in the
al-Yassini, 23 Jerusalem heart during a violent

clash, when he was allegedly
abcut to throw a large rock
at a soldier.
(H, JP, 2 4pr. 1989; AT,
6 Apr. 1909: AF,
10 Apr. 1989)

I Apr. 1989 Awad Farah  Amnr,  2:) Hebron Died in hospital of wounds
sustained two days earlier
when he was allegedly  shot
by local settlers. The
Judea  Region Police was
investiqnting  the casa.
(H, JF, 2 Apr. 1989: AT,
6 Apr. 1909: AF,
10 Apr. 1989)

/ . . .
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Date
.----

--- -------

Name  and age
Place of
residence Remarks  and source

-----

3 Apr. 1989 Muhammad  I smai 1 Al-Amari camp Killed by a bullet in the
al -Baba, 20 heart by troops during a

clash,
(H, 4 Apr. 19891 AT,
6 Apr, 1989; AF,
10 Apr. 1989)

6 Apr.  1969 Salem Izmail
Mubarak, 26

9 Apr. 1989 Ahmad  Muhammad
Daoud, 63

Ta’ amra village Died in hospital of wounds
near Bethlehem sustained a week earlier,

dur inq Land Day, when a
border policeman chasing a
group of youths shot him.
(H, JP, 7 Apr. 1989r AF,
10 Apr. 19091 AT,
13 Apr. 1989)

Hebron Killed by a bullet in the
heart by troops during a
claeh in Kaytun
neighbourhood, allegedly
after ‘,rying to attack a
soldier with M pitchfork,
(H, JP, 10 Apr. 19891 AT,
13 Apr. 1909r AF,
17 Apr. 1989)

9 Apr. 1989 Mahmud Diab Noaman Jabaliya Killed by a plastic bullet in
Nabhan,  13 village, Gaza the heart by troops after

Strip dozens of ;?ouths  threw
petrol bombs at soldiers.
iH, JP, 10 Agr. 1909: AT,
13 Apr. 1989; AF,
17 Apr. 1989)

.LO Apr. 1989 Khaled Yussef
Shawish, 20

Jerusalem Shot and killed by an
unidentified Jewish
asnail.ant  dressed with .-JF
uniform and armed with a
sub-machine gun.
(H, (JP, 11 Apr. 1989; AT,
13 Apr, 1989)

/ . . .
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Place of
Date Name and age residence Remarks and source

10 Apr. 1909 Jamil Kamel  Jamil
Natshe, 22

13 Apr. 1909 Fuad Yusaef  Najajra,
151 Subhi Mahmud
Shakarna, 22:
Mohammacl Hsssan
Shakarna, 231 Riad
Mohammed Ghayada,  2 8

13 Apr. 1989 Deoud Nasr Keraka,
18

14 Apr. 1989 Bessel Mahmud
Ba’ara,  19

Nablus

.I4 Apr. 1989 Maher  Nadi Shalbak, Jenin
13

Hebron Killed by troops who opened
fire at masked youths who
stoned them.
(JP, 11 Apr. 1989) H,
12 Apr. 1909I AT,
13 Apr. 1989)  AF,
17 Apr. 1989)

Nahalin village Killed by border police
near Bethlehem during a serious clash

following a raid carried out
at dawn. Tho border
policemen opened fire after
being ambushed and attacked
by dozens of stone-throwing
youths.
(H, JP, 14 Apr. 1989; AF,
17 Apr. 19891 AT,
20 Apr. 1989)

Bethlehem Died in hospital of wounds
sustained during a clash
with troops on 6 April 1989.
(H, JP, 14 Apr. 19891 AF,
17 Apr. 1989r AT,
20 Apr, 1989)

Killed by troops during a
clash at Ras el Amud
neighbourhood,
(H, JP, 16 Apr. 1989) AF,
17 Apr. 1989: AT,
20 Apr. 1989)

Died in hospital of wounds
sustained on 8 April 198C
during a clash with troops.
(H, JP, 16 Apr. 1989: AF,
17 Apr. 1989; AT,
2 0  Apr, 1989)

/ I . .
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Date Neme  and age residence Remarks and source

- - _----

15 Apr. 1989 Imad Karaka,  22 Dheisheh camp Shot and killed in his house
by troops during a curfew.
The incident was being
investigated.
(H, JP, 16 Apr. 1989: AT,
20 Apr. 19891 AF,
24 Apr. 1989)

16 Apr. 1989 Muhammad Raba ’ i, 10 Samu ’ a, south Killed by troops during a
of Hebron stone-throwing incident.

(H, JP, 17 Apr. 1989; AT,
20 Apr. 19891 AF,
24 Apr. 1989)

16 Apr. 1989 Nasser Kassas, 1S Dhaisheh camp Shot and killed by troops as
he stepped out of his house
during a curfew. The
incident was being
investigated,
(H, JP, 17 Apr. 19891 AT,
20 Apr. 1989) AF,
24 Apr. 1989)

16 Apr. 1989 Khalil al-Astal (or Khan Yunis
Salim Khalil), 22

Was killed by troops after
allegedly trying to stab a
soldier with a knife while
resisting arrest.
(Ii, JP, 17 Apr. 1989t  AT,
20 Apr. 1909: AF,
24 Apr. 1989)

17 Apr. 1989 Rafida Khalil Abu Dheisheh camp Killed by troops during a
Laban,  13 funeral procession for a

youth killed in the camp
earlier.
(H, JP, 18 Apr. 1989; AT,
20 Apr. 1989: AF,
24 Apr. 1989)

/ . . .
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Date Name  and age
Place of
residence Remarks  and source

17 Apr. 1989 Fares Salha,  56 Jabsliya

17 Apr. 1989 Riyad Hassan Salama, Jabaliya
13

18 Apr. 1989 Nadira  Boulous, 43 Nablus

18 Apr. 1989 Kamal  Iyad, 18, and
his mother Rebecca,
45

20 Apr. 1989 Ibrahim Mahmud
Abu-Shahma, 17

%l Apr. 1989 Muslem  Muhammad
Shahin, 40

Died in hospital of wound8
sustained on 27 March 1989,
when he was severely beaten
by troops. The death was
being investigated.
(Ii, JP, 18 Apr. 1989; AT,
20 Apr. 19091 AF,
24 Apr. 1989)

Shot and injured by troops
during clashes that erupted
following news of Fares
Salha’s death. Died in
hospital of loss of blood,
(H, JP, 18 Apr. 1989)

Stabbed to death by masked
youths. Was allegedly
suspected of collaboration
with Israel.
(H, JP, 19 Apr. 1989)

Zeitun Killed by unidentified
neighbourhood, assailants. Were allegedly
Gaza suspected of collaboration

with Israel.
(H, JP, 19 Apr. 1989)

Khan Yunis Shot by troops after throwing
a petrol bomb at them. Died
on his way to hospital.
(H, JP, 21 Apr. 19891 AF,
24 A p r .  19891 AT,
27 Apr. 1989)

Irtas village Beaten to death by masked
assailants. Was allegedly
suspected of collaboration
with Israel.
(H, JP, 23 Apr. 1989)

/ . . I
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Name and age
Place of
residence Remarks and source

21 Apr. 1989

22 Apr. 1989 Mahmud  I smail  Abu
Daka, 20

22 Apr. 1989 Ahmed al-Batu, 35

24 Apr. 1989

Walid Nejajra, 23

Am jed Mamani, 20 or
25

25 Apr. 1909 Khaled  Mussa
Irmailat, 24

26 Apr. 1989 Isam Cmar Hassan, 8

Nahnl in

Bani Suheila
village, Gazs
Strip

Jaba’, near
Jenin

Deir Sudan near
Ramallah

Raf ah

Tulkarem camp

Died in hospital of wounds
sustained on 13 Api, 1989
during a serious clash with
border policemen.
(H, JP, 23 Apr. 19891 AF,
24 Apr. 1989; AT,
27 Apr. 1989)

Shot by troops during a clash
and later died in hospital.
(H, JP, 23 Apr. 1989; AT,
27 Apr. 1969)

Killed in nearby Zababdeh
village after he shot at a
villager, Was allegedly
suspected of collaboration
with Israel.
(H, 24 Apr. 1989)

Killed during a raid on the
village. Troops reportedly
opened fire at three fleeing
suspects who failed to obey
calls to stop.
(H, JP, 25 Apr. 1989; AT,
27 Apr. 1989; AF, 1 May 1989)

Killed in unclear
circumstances. According to
Arab sources,  he was shot by
soldiers as he was waiting
for a taxi. An IDF
spokesman said no soldiers’
shooting was involved in the
incident.
(AT, H, JP, 27 Apr. 1989;
AF, 1 May 1989)

Shot dead by troops
dispersing demonstrators,
(AT, H, JP, 27 Apr. 1989:
AF, 1 May 1989)

/ . . .
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Date Name and age
Place of
residence Remarks and source

26 Apr. 1989

26 Apr. 1989

- 26 Apr. 1989

26 Apr. 1989 Faik Sabri Arar, 40

26 Apr. 1989 Fayez Barbakh, 51
(or Mahmud
Abu-Marhaban)

26 Apr. 1989 Omar Hassan Zakut

27 Apr. 1989

27 Apr. 1989

Amal Mahmud Hussein,
17

Sharif al-Khatib,
16

Azam Fathallah
al-Kadi, 21

Ali Said
al-Gharbali, 32

Ashraf Samir Id, 15

Shati camp

Sabra neighbour-
hood, Gaza

Nablus

Ras-Attiya
village, near
Kalkilya

Khan Yunis

Bureij camp

Sajai'ya Gaza

Tel-Sultan,
Rafah

A girl. Was shot in the head
when troops dispersed
demonstrators.
(AT, H, JP, 27 Apr. 1989;
AF, 1 May 1989)

Killed by troops during a
clash.
(AT, H, JP, 27 Apr. 1989;
AF, 1 May 1989)

Killed by masked assailants
for alleged collaboration
with Israel.
(H, JP, 27 Apr. 1989; AF,
1 May 1989)

Killed by masked assailants
for alleged collaboration
with Israel.
(H, JP, 27 Apr. 1989)

Killed by masked assailants
for alleged collaboration
with Israel.
(H, JP, 27 Apr. 1989)

Killed at Ketziot detention
camp by another inmate for
alleged collaboration with
prison authorities.
(H, JP, 27 Apr. 1989)

Killed by troops during a
clash.
(H, JP, 28 Apr. 1989; AF,
1 May 1989; AT, 4 May 1989)

Killed by troops during a
clash.
(H, JP, 28 Apr. 1989; AF,
1 May 1989; AT, 4 May 1989)
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Date Name and age
Place of
residence Remarks and source

27 Apr. 1989 Imad Muhammad Askar camp,
Harbiya, 20 near Nablus

20 Apr. 1989 Ksmal Saleh Abu
Zant,  43

Nablus

29 Apr. 1989 Nader Naim Da’na, Hebr on
16

1 May 1989 Samer Muhammad
Mere’i,  9

1 May 1989 Ahed Ramini Zaidan, Remin,  near
30 Tul karem

4 May 1989 Taysir Na’asan, 27

4 May 1969 Ahmad Hushiyeh, 21

Killed by troops during a
clash.
(H, JP, 28 Apr. 19891 AF,
1 May 1989: AT, 4 May 1989)

Killed by an assailant for
alleged collaboration with
Israel.
(H, JP, 30 Apr. 1989)

Died in hospital of wounds
sustained the previous day,
when a settler opened fire
at stone-throwers. The
settler, from Kiryat-Arba,
was detained.
(H, JP, 30 Apr. 1989; AT,
4 May 1989)

Tulkarem camp Died in hospital of wounds
sustained on 26 April 1989
when troops opened fire at
demonstrators.
(H, 2 May 1989; AT,
4 May 1989; AF, 8 May 1989)

Stabbed to death by
unidentified assailants for
alleged collaboration with
Israel.
(H, JP, 2 May 1969; AF,
8 May 1989)

Mughayi r , near Shot by unidentified
Ramallah assailants for alleged

collaboration with Israel.
(JP, 5 May 1989)

Yatta Shot by troops when he ran
an IDF roadblock in a stolen
car. The incident occurred
at the Nehusha junction, on
the Green Line, south of
Hebron.
(JP, 5 May 1989; AY,
8 May 1909; AT, 11 hay 1989)

/ . . .
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Date Name and age
Place of
residence Remarks and source

5 May 1989

5 May 1989 Hsssan Ghanen (or
Hassan Marub
Haidak), 27

6 May 1989 Muhammad Abdallah
Zakut, 40, and
Muhammad Ra'id
Mu'nis, 20

6 May 1989 Id Salamu Sa'ud, 23

Milad Anton Shahin,
13

Bethlehem

Khan Yunis

Nuseirat camp,
Gaza Strip

Khan Yunis

7 May 1989 Mahmud Deif Allah Rafah
Al Arja, 23

10 May 1989 Abd al-Fatah Salfit
Shahin, 29

10 May 1989 Muhammad Sami
al-Liftawi,  17

10 May 1989 Faiz Ismail Mussa,
24

Kadura,
Ramallah

Khader, near
Bethlehem

Killed by troops during a
clash with violent
demonstrators.
(H, JP, 7 May 1989; AT,
11 May 1989: AF, 15 May 1989)

Stabbed to death by
unidentified assailants for
alleged collaboration.
(H, JP, 7 May 1989)

Killed by troops during a
violent confrontation.
(H, JP, 7 May 1989; AT,
11 May 1989; AF, 15 May 1989)

Shot in the chest and killed
in unknown circumstances.
An IDF spokesman said he was
not aware of the death.
(H, JP, 7 May 1989; AT,
11 May 1989)

Died after being exposed to
tear-gas fumes.
(AT, 11 May 1989)

Killed by troops during a
clash.
(AT, H, JP, 11 May 1989; AF,
15 May 1989)

Killed by troops during a
demonstration.
(AT, H, JP, 11 May 1989; AF,
15 May 1989)

Killed by troops as he was
about to throw a petrol bomb
at them.
(H, JP, 11 May 1989; AF,
15 May 1989; AT, 18 May 1989)

/ .-•
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- ___. .- -

Place of
residence Remarks and source

11 May 1989 Salmi Abu Kaff, 17

11 May 1989 Khaled Jadallah, 17

12 May 1989 Muhammad  al-Akra, Sheikh  Radwan,
24 Gazer

13 May 1989 Hassan  Odeh, 60

14 May 1989 Ibrahim Abdel Hafiz
N a s i f ,  291 N i m r
Ghaleb dimr Al
Harim,  15

15 May 1989 Fade1 Ahmed Hamadi,
40

Hebron

Eheikh Radwan,
Gaza

Kaf r Thilth

Salfit

Khan Yunis

15 May 1989 Muhammad Jibrin, 45 Jenin

Killed by troops during a
clash in Wadi Haniya area.
(H, JP, 12 May 19891 AF,
15 May 19891 AT, 18 May 1989)

Killed by troops when he
violated a curfew.
(H, JP, 12 May 1989; AF,
15 May 1989; AT, 18 May 198:)

Killed by troops shooting at
curfew violators. The IDF
reported no troops had been
operating in the area of tha
incident.
(H, JP, 14 May 19891 AT,
18 May 1989)

Stabbed to death by masked
youths for al leged
collaboration.
(H, JP, 14 May 19891 AT,
18 May 19891 AF, 22 May 1989)

Killed in a car accident
involving an Israeli military
vehicle.
(AT, 18 May 1989; AF,
22 May 1989)

Killed by troops during d
clash.
(H, 16 May 1989r  AT,
18 May 19891 AF, 22 May 1989)

Died in hospital of wounds
sustained a fortnight
earlier, when soldiers
allegedly beat him on the
head. The IDF re jetted the
allegation.
(H, 16 May 19891 AT,
18 May 1989: AI’, 22 May lZq9)
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Place of
Date Name and age ret3 idence Remarks and source

15 May 1909

15 May 1989

15 May 1989

16 May 1989

16 May 1989

16 May 1989

Aisha Abu-Shawish,
50

Husm Shaker, 18

Ahrned Ibrahim Al
Fakewi,  19

Yassin Nihad
al-Nabulsi, 21

Yasser Mahmud Fehmi
(or Darini),  13

Mohammed Ali Jaber

Khan Yunis

Khan Yunis

Khan Yunis

Nablus

Bei t Luhi ye,
Gaza Strip

Araba

17 May 1989 Chnar  Yussuf Bayar, Jalkamus
42 village

.I7 May 1980

18 May 1989

Ala Omar Jibril, 15

Umran Jib
al-Umayer, 20

Askar camp

Jama’ in village

Stabbed to death for
suspected collaboration.
(JP, 16 May 1989)

Strangled to death by
unknown per sons. His body
was found tied to a
telephone pole.
(JP, 16 May 1989)

Stabbed to death.
(AT, 18 May 1989; AF,
22 May 1989)

Killed by troops during a
clash,
(H, 17 May 1989t AF, AT,
18 May 1989)

Killed by troops during a
clash in Jabaliya camp.
(11, 17 May 1989; AF, AT,
18 May 1989)

Died from wounds sustained
three days earlier when an
Israeli policeman shot at
him.
(AT, 18 May 1989)

Shot in the centre of Jenin
when the driver of an
Israeli truck fired at stone
throwers.
(AT, H, JP, 18 May 1989; AF,
22 May 1989)

Killed by troops during a
clash.
(H, JP, 18 May 1989: AF,
22 May 1989)

Killed by troops during a
clash.
(H, JP, 19 May 1989; AF,
22 May 1989)

/ . I .
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Date Name  and age
Place of
residence

-~I .._-

Remarks ;;nd source
.-

18 May 1989

18 May 1989

19 May 1989

19 May 1989

21 May 1989

21 May 1989

22 May 1989

Ali Mahmud  Aaghari,
18

Mohamed  Hussein Abu Nuoeirat camp,
Ghula, 22 Gaea Strip

Ali Abdullah
Hussein,  18

Nusmi Abu Khatla,
12, Jihad Ibrahim
a-Shimali, 17,
Ahmad Arram,  17,
Shafik Abu Lule,
23, Abd Abu Sha’er,
31, Fatima al
Hamayda, 50

Haitham Ali Arikat,
16

Issam Hamed  Akel,
18

AbA al -Azia Zabadi,
42

Dhsisheh camp

Khade r

Shabura
neighbourhood,
Ref ah

Abu Dis

Nuseirat  camp

Hartha village,
near Dura

Died in hospital of wounds
sustained during a clash on
10 May 1989.
(H, JP, 19 May 19891 AF,
22 May 1989)

Killed by troops during
clashes,
(JP, 19 May 19891 AF,
22 May 1989)

Died in hospital of wounds
sustained in a clash on
10 May 1989.
(JP, 19 May 19891 AF,
29 May 1989)

Killed by troops during
violent clashes which broke
out after 15 days of
consecutive curfew, as
residents attacked troops in
protest against the refusal
by the authorities to allow
distribution of flour and
cooking gas.
(H, JP, 21 May 1989; AF,
22 May 1989)

Killed by troops during a
clash.
(H, JP, 22 May 1989; AF,
29 May 1969)

Killed by troops during a
clash.
(H, JP, 22 May 19891 AF,
29 May 1989)

Killed by a stone thrown at
his car near Kiryat-Gat,
southern Israel. The st.one
was thrown from a moving car,
(H, JP, 23 May 1989)

/ . . a
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22 May 1989 Walid Mus tapha Dur Al Kari Died in hospital after having
T brahim Hussein been severely beaten by

Israeli soldiers on
18 May 1989,
(AF, 29 May 1989)

24 May 3989 Walid Darwish, 39 Beit Jala Killed by unidentified
assailants for alleged
collaboration and
drug-dealing.
(JP, 25 May 1989)

2!i May 1989 Khaled Atawneh, 20 Jabs1  iya camp Killed by troops during
fierce clashes,
(H, JP, 26 May 1989r AF,
29 May 19891 AT, 1 June 1989)

28 May 1989 Imad  Zughayer,  1 8 Hebron Died in hospital of wounds
sustained in a clash with
troops on 17 May 1989.
(H, JP, 29 May 1989r AT,
1 June 1989)

28 May 1989 Hussein Abu-Odeh, Khan Yunis Killed by four masked youths
37 for alleged collaboration,

(H, 29 May 1989)

29 May 1989 Ibtissm Buziyeh,  1 6 Kifl Herith Killed when settlers coming
village near from the tomb of Joseph
Nablus Yeshim entered the village

and opened fire at people
and property. Several
settlers were arrested.
(H, JP, 30, 31 May 19891  AT,
1 June 1909)

20 Mi\y  1989 Issam Ocleh, 25 Ta1 v i l lage
near Nablus

Killed by settlers as he
drove his tractor. IDF
spokesmen said no troops had
been in the area.
(JP, 30 May 1909; AT,
1 June 1989)

/ . . .
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31 May 1909

31 May 1909

31 May 1989

1 June 1989

2 June 1989

4 June 1989

4 June 1989

6 June 1989

6 June 1989

Ahmd Abd sl-Rahman
Khatab, 20

Mahmud sl-Farjani,
16

Mahmud fbrahim
Nawas (18)

Khaled Plus taf a
Hitsallah, 17

Eyman  Mansur Sbeih,
18

Yussuf al-Naba’ in,
20

Khaled al-Natur, 22

Jams1 Hafee
Suleiman.  22

Salem al-Atawna, 14

Khan Yunis camp

Khan Yunie camp

Nuse i rat camp

Y abed,  near
Jenin

Kafr Ra’i, near
Jctnin

Sabra
neighbourhood
in Gaea

5 i lwad

Beit Lahiya, in
the Gasa Strip

Nuseirat camp,
the Gaza Strip

Killed by troops dur ing  a
clash,
(AT, H, JP, 1 June 19891 AF,
5 June 1989)

Died in hospital from
injuries sustained on
14 May 1909.
(AT, H, JP, 1 June 19891 AF,
5 June 1989)

Died in hospital from head
injuries sustained the day
before, when he was hit by a
metal-marble.
(AT, H, JP, 1 June 1989)

Killed by unidentified
persons. Was known as a
collaborator with the
security services.
(H, JP, 2 June 1989)

Shot by troops during a clash
following an attack on the
house of a suspected
collaborator,
(H, 4 June 1989)

Shot by troops during a
clash.
(H, JP, 5 June 1’J q)

Died in hospital of injuries
sustained on 28 May 1989
during a clash with troops.
(H, JP, 5 June 1989)

Shot by troops during a
clash.
(H, JP, 7 June 1989)

Died in hospital of injuries
sustained on 5 June 1989
during a clash with troops.
(JP, 7 June 1989)
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7 June 1989 Samir Abu Ras, 30

6 Juno 1989 Taleb Yamin, 55

II ~June 1989 Sayel Sawalha, 48

Nablus

Neblus

Asira
A-Shimaliya

II .lune 1989 Ghaleb Samihna, 11 Neblus

9 June 1989 Riad Salhab, 23 Bethlehem

1.1 ,June 1989 Muhammad Said
Lubbad, 16

I I ,June 1989 Musa Sham’a, 17

Shihadi Ziad Rabah
Awad, 8

Jabal iya camp,
the Gaze Strip

Jabaliya camp

Jabaliya camp

Was killed with hatchet
blows by unidentified
assailants for alleged
collaboration with Israel,
(H, JP, 8 June 1989)

Died in hospital of  injuries
sustained on 1 June 1989
when unidentif iecl persons
shot him in the head for
alleged collaboration with
Israel.
(JP, 11 June 1989)

Killed by an unidentified
assailant. Was known as a
“middleman” between the
authorities and local
residents,
(JP, 11 June 1989)

Shot by troops during a
clash.
(H, JP, 11 June 1989)

Shot by troops during a
clash near Manger Square.
(H, JP, 11 June 1989)

Shot by troops after youths
violated a curfew and
attacked a patrol with
stones and iron bars.
(H, JP, 11 June 1989)

Died in hospital of injuries
sustained the previous day
during clashes with troops.
(H, JP, 12 June 1989)

Died in hospital of injuries
sustained the previous day
dur.inq clashes with troops.
(JP, 13 June 1989)

/ I . .
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14 June 1989 Hasan Ashur, 35 Sheikh  Radwan, Killed by unidentified
Gaoa peruons  f o r  a l l e g e d

collaboration with Israel.
(JP, 15 June 1989)

15 June 1989 Zuhdi al-Imam, 52 Khan Yunis Was stabbed to death in
Rafah for  alleged
collaboration with Israel.
(JP, 16 Jl\ne 1989)

lti June 1989 WalicI Abu Ubeid, Raf ah
22, Amin Nasser,
29, Ahmed  Abu Awn,
17

17 June 1989 Akram al-Hanuni, 21 Khan Yunis

18 June 1989 Salah Ra ’ id
al-0ahsh,  17

Nablus

18 June 1989 Mahdi Jamus, 19 Nablus

1R June 1989 Salah Mahmud Gaza
al-Makadmeh, 50

20 LJune  1989 Ssmir  Mahmud Ali, Gaza
19

Killed by troops during
clashes.
(H, JP, 18 June 1989)

Shot by troops during
clashes.
(H, JP, 18 June 1989)

Killed by troops after
allegedly refusing to show
his identity card and
hitting a soldier before
running away. The soldiers
opened fire after he ignored
an order to stop.
(H, JP, 19 June 1989)

Shot by troops during a
clash.
(JP, 19 June 1989)

Shot by unidentified
assailants who opened fire
at an Israeli officer
working at the Gaza civil
administration.
(H, JP, 19 June 1989)

A prisoner in Ketsiot
detention camp. Killed by
another inmate for alleged
collaboration.
(H, JP, 21 June 1989)
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20 June 1989

21 June 1989

22 June 1989

23 June 1989

23 &June 1989

23 June 1989 Ayman  al-Muhtaseb,
25

25 June 1989 Yussuf Abdsl Karim
al-Farra, 28

25 June 1989 Nidal Salhub,  2 1

Fawsi  al Ma’adi, 30

Haesan Baker
Shar’ub, 55

Abdel Rauf Hsmed,
23

Azie Hamis Arar, 20

Mohsmmad Jadallah,
22

Khan Yunis

Kira village,
near Nablus

Silwad, near
Ramallah

Karawa Bani
Zeid near
Ramallah

Shati camp

Hebron

Khan Yunis

Nnblus

Stabbed to death by
unidentified assailants for
alleged collaboration.
(H, JP, 21 June 1989)

Shot in the head by an
unidentifiecl assailant for
alleged collaboratiGn.
(H, JP, 22 June 1989)

Shot by troops during a raid
on the village ati he
allegedly stied to escape
frcm solcliers,
(H, JP, 23 June 1989)

Killed in unclear
circumstances during a clash
between settlers an&
Palestinians. Eleven
settlers were detained for
questioning.
(H, JP, 25 June 1989)

A prisoner in Ketniot
detention camp. Was
strangled to death by
another inmate for alleged
collaboration.
(JP, 25 June 1989)

Shot by troops during a
clash after Friday prayers.
(JP, 25 June 1989)

Shot by troops during a
clash,
(H, JP, 2G June 1989)

Killed by unidentified
persons for  alleged
collaboration.
(H, JP, 26 June 1989)
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26 June 1989 Sabah al Kadi
Kana’an,  30

27 June 1989 Tarek  Salah Awed,
17

2’1 June 1989 Mahmud Sa’ id, 18

27 June 1989 Muhammad Abu Jala,
2 4 ,  Ali al-Qassas,
3 0

28 June 1989 Muhammed  A h m e d
Hassan Abu Nasser,
3 8

2 July 1989 Khalil Awed
al-Butran, 12

4 July 1989 Ismail  Wa’el
al-Kur, 20

5 (July 1989 Khaled Mahmud
Hamada, 20

Nab1 us

Idna

Sajai’ya,  Gaaa

Mughazi camp,
Nuseirat camp

Jabal iya camp,
Gaza

Idna, near
Hebron

Nuseirat camp

Beit Lid
village in
“Samaria”

Killed by unidentified
persons for alleged
collaboration.
(H, JP, 27 June 1989)

Died in hospital of injuries
sustained on 24 June 1989
during a clash with troops.
(H, JP, 28 June 1989)

Died of beatings by Gaze
residents who suspected him
of collaboration.
(H, 28 June 1989)

Both detainees at the Ketziot
detention camp. Killed by
another detainee “in an act
of revenge”.
(H, JP, 28 June 1989)

Killed by troops during a
clash, Was a member oL* the
Democratic Front (DFLP)  and
led the group that kidnapped
United States citizen
Chris George several days
earlier.
(H, JP, 29 June 1989)

Shot by troops during a raid
on the village.
(H, JP, 3 July 1989)

Shot by troops during a
violent clash.
(H, JP, 5 July 1989)

Died in hospital of injuries
sustained the previous week
when he was shot by troops
during a raid.
(H, 6 July 1989)
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5 July 1989 Jemil  Hasan
al-Kadumi, 32

G July 1989 Aiman Badran,  12 Askar camp

Nab1 us

G July 1989 Awani Sawalha, 30 Nablus

6 July 1989

7 July 1989

7 July 1989

HUSSMI Ahmed Hamad,
18

Ismail al-Harush,
51

Ali Hamad Ashtiya

8 July 1989 Iyad Zaki Abu
Halwan,  18

8 ~July 1989 Ahmad Yahya, 45

Khan Yunis

Yatta

Salem near
Nablus

Raf ah

Kafr a-Ra’i,
near Jenin

Killed by unidentified
persons for suspected
collaboration with Israel.
(H, JP, 6 July 1989)

Shot by troops and later
died of his wounds in
hospital.
(H, 7 July 1989)

Died in hospl  ta1 of wounds
sustained on Id June 1989
when troops shot at him as
he was trying to evacuate
injured persons  in an
ambulance he was driving.
(H, 7 July 1989)

Died in hospital of wounds
sustained two days earlier
when troops shot him during
a violent clash.
(H, JP, 7 July 1989)

Shot and killed by
unidentified persons for
alleged collaboration.
(H, JP, 9 July 1989) n

The village Mukhtar , Died
wounds sustained the
previous day when
unidentified persons shot
him in the head, presumably
for suspected collaboratior
(H, 9 July 1989)

Shot by troops during a
violent clash.
(H, JP, 9 July 1989)

Killed by unidentified
persons for alleged
collaboration.
(H, JP, 9 July 1989)
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8 July 1989 Muetafa Salad, 42

8 July 1989 Jawal  Nasser
Shamek,  31

9 July 1989

9 July 1989

10 July 1989

10 July 1989

10 July 1989

10 July 1989

Aiman Jamil  Hamad,
20

Fayez Taher Yussef, Ma ’ dama, near Shot and killed by troops,
21 Nablus (H, JP, 10 July 1989)

Yasser Abu Kutaish,
17 (or Abu Ghosh)

Ra j a Muhammad
Saleh, 17

Rami Mustafa
al-Tarif i, 15

Mahyub Musa Shurnan,
15

Gaza

Sajai’ya,  Gaza Killed by unidentified
persons for alleged
collaboration.
(H, JP, 9 July 1989)

Killed when the car he was
driving near Netivot,
southern Israel, was hit by
a rock thrown from an
Israeli car. He was hit in
the head and later died of
his injuries in hospital.
(H, JP, 9 July 1989)

Ramin, near
Nablus

Shot and killed by troops
during a violent clash.
(H, JP, 10 July 1989)

Beituniya Shot by security forces when
he refused to obey an order
to stop in the centre of
Ramallah. He had been
wanted for four months.
(H, JP, 11 July 1989)

Na’ alin Shot by troops during a
demonstration which followed
Abu Kutaish’s funeral.
(H, JP, 11 July 1989)

Bureij camp Shot by troops during a
violent clash.
(H, JP, 11 July 1989)

Khi rbat Abu-
Fallah,  near
Ramallah

Died in hospital of injuries
sustained the previous day
when troops opened fire
during a raid on the village.
(H, JP, 11 July 1989)

/ . . *
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Aiman Awadallah, 13 Rafah Died in hospital of injuries

11 July 1989 Shaker Mabmud
Hasun, 28

12 July 1989 Muhammad Majed Hebron
Abu-Hamadiya. 16

13 July 1989 Riad Salem  Ali
Shakra, 18

14 July 1989

15 July 1989

15 July 1989 Nasser Subhi Mussa
18

15 July 1989 Sha'er Abu Hay, 14

16 July 1989 Hussein Muhammad
Shahin, 39

Mahmud al-Masri,
26

Muhammad Yussef
Khader, 60

sustained the previous day
when troops opened fire
during a violent clash.
(H, JP, 11 July 1989)

Zeitun, Gaza Shot and killed by three
unidentified persons,
presumably for suspected
collaboration.
(H, 12 July 1989)

Shot by troops after he was
seen throwing stones at a
bus.
(H, 13 July 1989)

Khan Yunis camp Shot by troops after he
attacked an IDF patrol with
knives and axes together
with another masked youth.
(H, JP, 14 July 1989)

Shabura, Rafah Killed by unidentified
persons for alleged
collaboration.
(H, 16 July 1989)

Kalkilya Killed by unidentified people
for alleged bad morals  and
collaboration.
(H, 16 July 1989)

Khan Yunis camp Shot by troops during a
violent clash.
(H, JP, 16 July 1989)

Jabaliya camp Shot by troops during a
violent clash.
(H, JP, 16 July 1989)

Daraj, Gaza Stabbed to death by dozens of
persons for alleged
collaboration.
(H, JP, 17 July 1989)

/ . I .
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18 July 1989

19 July 1989

19 July 1989 Samir  al-Akras, 17

19 July 1989 Khader Ali Jaeara

Bassem FarIlk
al-Jaabari, 14

Iyad Abd al-Fatah
al-Babli,  12

20 July 1989 Tarek Imran, 17

24 July 1989 Hamed  Yussuf
Arada,  22

24 July 1989 Rizk Jundiya, 44

25 ,July 1983 Fawzi Ismail
al -Lidawi , 20

25 July 1989 Ba:.hi r Salem

Kha;l> Yunis  camp

Rafah camp

Beit Lid
vi1 lage

Jenin camp

Burin, near
Nablus

Arraba village
near Jenin

Sajai’ya

Shabura, Raf ah

Sajai’ya

Shot by troops during a
violent  clasn,
(H, JP, 19 July 1989)

Dlec¶ in hospital of injuries
sustained during a clash
with troops on 8 July 1989.
(H, 20 July 1989)

Shot by troops during a raid
on the village.
(H, 20 July 1989)

Shot by troops after he
attacked a border
policeman, He had been
wanted by the security
dervices.
(H, 20 July 1989)

Shot by troops during a raid
on the village.
(H, JP, 21 July 1989)

Shot by troops during a
violent clash.
(H, JP, 25 July 1989)

Shot and killed by
unidentified persons,
presumably for Juspected
collaboration.
(H, JP, 25 July 1989)

Died in hospital of injuries
sus tal ned the previous day
during a violent c. sh with
troops.
(H, JP, 26 July 1989)

Murdered by his cousin,
Abd el-Gkzni Saleh Sauda,
for alleged collaboration.
(H, 27 July 1989)
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i”7 July 1989 Muhammad Safuri, 21 Tulkarem camp Shot by troops during a
violent clash.
(H, JP, 28 July 1989)

27 July 1989 Ali Faluhs, 79 Gaze Killed when a border police
jeep ran over him in the
city’s main street.
(H, 28 July 1989)

27 July 1989 Khaled Abadin, 23 Khan Yunis

20 July 1989 Walld Barud, 23 Shati camp

29 July 1989 Ivad Abdallah Ras Karkar Shot by troops during a raid.
Nofal, 17 (H, JP, 31 July 1989)

30 July 19P9 Ahmed Abd el Fatah Beit Lid
Ghenem, 18

Killed by unidentified
persons for alleged
collaboration.
(H, JP, 28 July 1989)

Killed by unidentified
persons for alleged
collaboration and immoral
conduct.
(H, JP, 30 July 1989)

Died in hospital of injuries
sustained on 15 June 1989
during a clash with troops.
(H, JP, 31 July 1989)

30 July 1989 Faruk Muhammad Ata, Tulkarem camp Died in hospital of injuries
25 sustained on 3.5 July 1909

during a clash with troops.
(H, JP, 31 July 1989)

30 July 1989 Kamel .I el-Sulam Shati
al-Nimnim, 3ii

30 July 1989 An unidentified
Gaza Strip resident

Beaten to death by
unidentified persons for
alleged collaboration.
(H, JP, 31 July 1989)

Shot and killed by a settler
from Rafiah-Yam, named as
David Shetiv&,  after the
settler ‘5 car was stoned
near Beit.  Lahiya. The
settler was detained.
(Ha JP, 31 July 1989)

/ . . .
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31 July 1989

31 July 1989

1 Aug. 1989

4 Aug. 1989

4 Aug. 1989

6 Aug. 1989 Fayez Ayesh Nasr,
12 (or Payee
al-Nidr, 15)

6 Aug. 1989 Munis Faris,  16

Sultan Abu Musalam,
12

Mahmud Yassin
al-Faraj, 15

Jami 1 Muhammad
Shehadeh, 30

Ziad el-Bane, 28,
Ahmed al-Jeish,  32

Abdallah Nimer
Darwish  (or Ahmed
Hassan Hamad),  39

Balata camp

Bureij camp

Jabaliya, Gaza

Gaza City
Bureij, Gaza

Zibad village

Jabaliya, Gaze

Khan Yunis

7 Aug. 1989 Naji Abu Asi, 25 Khan Yunis

Shot by troops during a
clash. Military sources
said he was about to drop a
brick from a roof top on a
border policeman,
(H, JP, 1 Aug. 1989)

Shot by troops during a
violent clash.
(H, JP, 1 Aug. 1989)

Killed by unidentified people
for alleged collaboration.
(H, JP, 2 Aug. 1989)

Both inmates in the Ketziot
detention camp, killed by
another inmate, Mahmucl Izat
Ali Sha’aban, who confessed
to the act.
(H, JP, 6 Aug. 1989)

His body was found near the
village of Zibad, south of
Tul karem, He was choked to
death, The killing was
reportedly motivated by
suspicions that he was a
collaborator.
(H, JP, 6 Aug. 1989)

Shot by troops during a clash
with stone throwers.
(H, JP, 7 Aug. 1989)

Died in hospital of head
wounds received in a clash
with troops on 2 August,
(JO, 8 Aug. 1989)

Died in hospital of stabbing
wounds received the previous
day by unidentified masked
men for alleged
collaboration.
(H, JP, 8 Aug. 1989)
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0 Aug. 1909 Muhammad Alawna Burkin, near
(or Masade),  20 Jenin

9 Aug. 1959 Bawi Abu-Barak Raf ah

9 Aug. 1989 Yussuf Raj Salameh, Shati camp,
8, and Ali Muhammad Gaza
Khalil (or Ziad
M&mud Banyat), 23

0 Aug. 1989 Nidal Ibrahim Misk, Hebron
20

10 Aug. 1989 Saner Nazih Kamal Nablus

10 Aug. 1989 Muhammad Tawfik Bizariya
Hassan, 16 village, near

Nablus

12 Aug. lo89 Buthana Ad.ib Hadji, Khan Yunis camp
3

1 2  Aug. 1989 Jamal  Ata
al-Khatib, 30

Bidya village

Killed by troops during a
raid,
(H, JP, 9 Aug. 1969)

Killed in unclear
circumstances. His body,
bearing marks of violence,
was discovered in a depot
belonging to UNRWA.
(H, JP, 13 Aug. 1989)

Both were killed by troops
during a violent clash.
(H, JP, 10 Aug. 1989)

Believed to have been killed
by settlers who were
travelling in a bus that was
attacked by stone throwers.
The case was under
investigation.
(H, 10 and 11 Aug. 1989)

Beaten to death by
unidentified people for
alleged “immoral behaviour”
and use of alcohol.
(H, JP, 13 Aug. 1989)

Killed by troops during a
clash.
(H, 11 Aug. 1989)

A baby girl, she was killed
when troops opened fire at
stone throwers.
(H, JP, 13 Aug. 1989)

A teacher murdered by masked
men for al leged co-operation,
(H, JP, 13 Aug. 1989)
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12 Aug. 1989 Mr ahid Hussein
al-Kneiri, 55

12 Aug. 1989 Mus taf a Abu
Bsharashi (or Abu
Hajar),  32

13 Aug. 1989 F&ye5 Abu Ubeid, 13

15 Aug. 1989 Ahmed Abd el-Halek
Ayub, 23

16 Aug. 1909 Shadi Dsrwish, 25

18 Aug. 1989

18 Aug. 1989

Abd el-Kahim  Awad,
62

Sha’aban al-Siksik,
50

Askar cemp

Nuseirat, Gaza

Raf ah

Far’s camp

Beit Jala

Lakef village,
near Tulkarem

Raf ah

Killed by four masked men in
the centre of Nablus. Was
known to be a collaborator,
(H, JP, 13 Aug. 1989)

His body was found in his
car. Had been shot in the
head. Was known to be a
collaborator.
(H, JP, 13 Aug. 1989)

Died in hospital of injuries
caused by steel marbles
sustained on 12 August
during a clash with troops.
(JP, 14 Aug. 1989)

Died in hospital of injuries
sustained the previous day
during a clash with troops.
(H, JP, 16 Aug. 1989)

Was killed by security
personnel who spotted him,
armed with a sub-machine-gun,
near Idora in Mount Hebron.
He was wantsd since
May 1989, when he escaped
;rom Hebron jail where he
was detained on suspicion of
several security offences.
(H, JP, 18 Aug. 1989)

The local mukhtar. Was shot
and killed by unidentified
persons for alleged
collaboration.
(H, 20 Aug. 1989)

Shot and k!lled by troops
during a 7 iolent clash.
(H, JP, 20 Aug. 1389)
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18 Aug. 1989 Amjad Jibril, 14 Ramallah

19 Aug. 1989 Radi Mahmud Saleh, Bethlehem
24

20 Aug. 1989 Fayez Jawabra, 24 Arub

20 Aug. 1989 Walid Salem Shamas,
15

21 Aug. 1989 Hussein  Hirbawi,
14, and Wadi’a
Mahmud Salah, 17

21 Aug. 1989 Sami Mahmud Atawa
A-Sabah, 18

22 Aug. 1981 Nasser Khalil
Abu-Katrina, 16

Jabaliya, Gaza

A-Ram

Tukua village

Al-Amari  camp

A United  States citizen.
His body was discovered in
El-Birch with marks of
violence. Believed to have
been shot by troops during a
clash. An inquiry was under
way.
(H, 21 Aug. 19891 JP,
20 Aug. 1989)

Was shot and killed during a
clash by security personnel
disguised as tourists.
(H, JP, 20 Aug. 1989,
21 Aug. 1989)

Was shot and killed by an
allcjged collaborator from
Yatta, whose car was stoned
in the village of Beit Umar,
north  o f  Hebron,
(JP, 21 Aug. 1989)

Was shot by troops during a
clash.
(JP, 21 Aug. 1989)

Both were killed by troops
during a clash.
(H, JP, 22 Aug. 19891  JP,
23 Aug. 1989)

Killed by troops or settlers
after an Israeli car was
stonec¶. The incident wss
being investigated.
(H, JP, 23 Aug. 1989)

Shot and killed in unclear
circumstances,  following  a
clash with troops. An
inquiry was under way.
(H, JP, 23 Aug. 1969)
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22 Aug. 1989

22 Aug. 1909

23 Aug. 1909

23 Aug. 1989 Jadallah al-Aker,
18

23 Aug. 1989 Kamal Abu Rub, 55

24 Aug. 1989 Nasser Nabil
Nasrsllah, 16

Naj la Adel a-Nadi,
14

Mlrha Awad al-Ataf,
20

Iyad Abu Kamal, 18

Askar camp Died in hospital of injuries
sustained a week earlier
during a clash with troops.
(H, JP, 23 Aug. 1989)

al-Karara
vi l lage ,  mar
Khan Yunis

Was shot by soldiers in the
Deir el Balah market. The
soldiers reportedly opened
fire randomly into a crowd
after being stoned.
(H, JP, 23 Aug. 1989)

Sheikh Radwan,
Gaza

Was shot by security
personnel in civilian
clothes as he was
confiscating IDF-issued
mag:\etic  cards, while
masking his face.
(H, JP, 24 Aug. 1989)

Rafah camp Killed by troops during a
zlash with stone throwers.
(H, JP, 24 Aug. 1969)

Jenin Stabbed to death by a masked
man, Was known as a
collaborator.
(H, JP, 24 Aug. 1989)

Eizariya According to Arab sources he
was beaten to death by
border policeman. According
to military sources he died
of natural causes during E
routine border police check.
(H, JP, 25 Aug. 1989)

- -em-___--.. - .-----___ _- -.-_-.- . . -C._---- ..-. ._._ . -
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78. Several Witne66e6 described various aspect6  Of the constraints hinderinn the
administration of justice in the occupied territories, An anonymous witness
referred to harsh condition6 usually surrounding the arre6t of PaleStinianSl

“Usuelly the citizen is arrested at about 1 or 2 art.-. A large number of
soldiers or intelligence officers come,  encircle the whole area, and then they
start practising their terrorism and intimidation of children and of the
inhabitant6 who live in the same house, or in the same building. The Soldier6
enter the house and start destroying everything. If there is a television
set, for instance, they break it) they will mix together sugar and flour while
searching for papers or dOCWnent6. Then the person is arrested. They
blindfold him, they tie his hand6 behind hi6 back and they put him in a CRI.
They do not say where they are taking him. Then a decree is issued by the
patrol officer to detain ihst person for 18 days interrogation, and during
that period no lawyer has the right to contact him, no matter who it i6, even
if it is a child.” (A/AC.145/RT,511/Add.l)

79. Another witness, Mr. Abdel Hamid  El Babe, recalled the circumstances of hi6
first arrest!

"At the beginning, when I was first arrested, mort? than ten Soldier6 beat
me; and I was only 16 years old. They broke one of my teeth and I had a
nose-bleed and I fainted. They poured water on me. When I regained
consciousness, they started to beat me again to make me confess that I had
participated in demonstrations. This went on for 18 days) then I was
released. ” (A/AC.145/RT.513)

00. An anonymous witness mentioned the difficulties that the lawyers were
confronted with in the exercise of their profession;

“After 18 days, the place to which the detainee was taken is announced
through the Red Cross, and then the detainee can ask for a lawyer to defend
him. The lawyer may then present an application to the Military  Governor of
the Ramallah  area, for instance, and the Military  Governor may allow him to
visit ?he detainee, but he may also refuse the application. The lawyer then
tries to find out abuut  tha charges levelled against the detainee. This i s  an
ext.remely  difficult process, and it is also difficult to find out the date
fixed for the trial. Many trials take place on the day of a strike announced
Iv the in.tA..fadah a When the authorities know that the .intifadah leader6 are
going to declare 5 June 1989 to be a strike day, they will schedule cases to
be reviewed on that saqe  day. On that day no citizen, no lawyer, can attend
the trial. . . . Thuy  bring the detainees before the court in batches of 5@,
and the judge will begin by asking the gerleral  prosecutor what are the charges
levelled against them. Then the discussion starts between the judge and the
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general prosecutor, and the defending lawyer has no role whatsoever: he cannot
defend 50 detainees in half an hour or an hour. It is not possible. Even if
it is possible for him to defend one person, the Israeli authorities pay no
attention to his words." (A/AC.145/RT.5ll/Add.l)

81. Mr. Mas'ud Osman Zu'aytar also referred to such difficulties while explaining
the administrative detention procedure:

I.
. . . There are no clear, specific charges: they consider those charges to be

confidential. The defendant is brought to court in the presence of a lawyer,
but his lawyer cannot raise any legal point: all he knows is that there is a
confidential file brought by the security department. All the defending
lawyer can talk abtiut is the social conditions, he cannot deal with any point
of law. The resulL is that there is no possibility of a legal defence for the
detainee." (A/AC.145/RT.507)

82. An anonymous witness stressed the arbitrary nature of the "quick justice"
prevailing in most trials, and pointed to the practice of extracting confessions
under duress:

"The CHAIRMAN: . . . When detainees are brought up in that manner, say, 50
at a time, are no charges read out individually to the suspects?

"The WITNESS (interpretation from Arabic): The indictment is read to the
whole group of detainees and all the detainees will have the same charge.
They are classified into stone-throwers, or participants in demonstrations, or
having set fire to tyres in the street. Each group is separate and has one
charge.

"The CHAIRMAN: But is there no point in the trial where the charges in
respect of each person are read out to him?

"The WITNESS (interpretation from Arabic): NO.”

I.
. . . Many of the confessions are extracted, of course, under torture or

beatings, inhuman Israeli practices. Most confessions are refuted by the
accused before the judges, but the judges do not take this into
consideration. The detainees may say that the confession was extracted under
torture, but still the judge does not accept that statement."
(A/AC.145/RT.5ll/Add.l)

83. One particularly preoccupying problem mentioned was the practice of arresting
minors. An anonymous witness referred to his b4-year-old son's experience in that
regard:

"I was in my shop and my son was at the preparatory school. The army
came and expelled the children from school and they went to seek refuge in a
nearby house. The border guards came and took about eight children. They put

/ . . .
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them in a car and trampled on them. I saw the mark of the army boots on my
son's neck. They were taken to the legislative council, or the headquarters
of the Military Governor. There they were.very severely beaten around the
ears: my son was unable to hear properly for a whole month because he
suffered injury to his right ear. Afterwards they summoned me by telephone.
They told me to come  and collect my son.

"I went there and I stood at the gate of the place where they had
detained my son. I arrived at 11.00 a.m. and I had to wait at the gate until
7 p.m. Not one person asked me what I wanted. After seven hours of waiting
they asked me if I was the father of this boy. I said yes, I entered and they
took my identity card away and noted my telephone number. Then I had to go to
the second floor to the headquarters of the Israeli Military Governor where
they were proposing to hold a quick 'trial' of my son. My son still carried
traces of the beating on his eyes and his shirt was bloodstained.

"They asked my son, 'Why were you at school?' He said, 'I was
learning.' They asked him if he had been throwing stones or putting up
barricades in the street. He said, 'I was not throwing stones or putting up
barricades. The army took me from school.' They told him they were going to
'try' him very quickly. My son said he had not done anything. They told him
that for each word he pronounced, they would fine him $500. They fined him
2,000 shekels because he said he was not guilty. Every time he said so, the
fine was increased by $200, that is 3,000 Israel shekels. They issued an
order that he be fined 3,000 shekels. They kept my 'identity card and told me
to take my son home. They said that I would not get my identity card back
until I paid the fine." (A/AC.145/RT.517)

84. Accounts of the administration of justice in the occupied territories may be
found in documents A1AC.1451RT.507 (Mr. Ahmad Mohammad Jabar Suleiman,
Mr. Mas'ud Osman Zu'aytar); A1AC.1451RT.510  (Mr. Muphid Nearat, Mr. Cmar Basha);
A/AC.145/RT.511/Add.l  (an anonymous witness); A/AC.145/RT.512  (an anonymous
witness); A/AC.145/RT.512/Add.l  (Mr. Hassan Rahim Mohammad Dahdou); A1AC.1451RT.513
(Mr. Abdel Hamid El Baba, Mr. Jamal Abdallah Shakir Jbara); A/AC.145/RT.515  (an
anonymous witness): A1AC.1451RT.517 (an anonymous witness); and AlAC.1451RT.518
(Mr. Hafez Toukan).

Written information

(Information on this subject covering the period from 26 August 1988 to
31 March 1989 is to be found in the periodic report (A/44/352, paras. 51-74)).

85. During the period covered by the present report, the Special Committee
received a number of communications from various sources conce-xing the
administration of justice in the occupied territories. In a communication
transmitted by Amnesty International on 19 June 1989 entitled "Israel and the
Occupied Territories: Administrative Detention During the Palestinian _Intifada"  it
is recalled that more than 5,000 Palestinians had been held in administrative
detention since the beginning of the uprising, and that a least 1,100 were reported
to be in detention by mid-June 1989. The report referred to the historical

/ a . .
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background of administrative detention in the occupied territories, and mentioned
relevant Defence Emergency regulations and Military Orders. It further described
administrative detention measures taken on a large scale against all sectors of
Palestinian society since the start of the uprising in December 1987. The harsh
conditions of detention, in particular in the Ketxiot (Ansar 3) camp in Israel
itself were also referred to. Among particular concerns expressed by Amnesty
International in this regard were the broad formulation of the grounds for
detention and the failure to provide sufficient reasons for detention. Such
concerns were said to have become more acute since March 1988, when the use of
administrative detention became widespread, the number of those entitled t.o issue
administrative detention orders increased, and existing judicial safeguards were
removed. Four sample cases (concerning a lawyer, a university teacher, a
journalist and a human rights fieldworker) were extensively cited. In its
conclusions and recommendations Amnesty International expressed the belief that the
existing practice of administrative detention in the occupied territories "falls
short of international human rights standards". It recommended, inter alia, that
the cases of all administrative detainees currently held in Israel and in the
occupied territories be urgently reviewed, and that the Israel authorities reviewed
the appropriateness and necessity of maintaining the practice of administrative
detention without charge or trial.

86. During that period, the Special Committee also received a considerable amount
of reports from various newspapers providing information on arrests, the issuing of
administrative detention orders, and the pass;ng of sentences concerning
Palestinians in the occupied territories. Such information included, in most
cases, relevant details such as the date, subject or subjects, place, duration and
motive  invoked. Owing to the amount of cases involved which, if listed
individually, would have taken up considerable space, only a few examples are cited
below in order to illustrate the situation in that regard.

87. On 2 April 1989, the military court in Gaza sentenced a youth convicted of
throwing stones at. a soldier to two and a half years in gaol. Another youth was
sentenced to one year and a half in gaol for belonging to the popular.,committees.
(Ha'aretz, 3 April 1989)

88. On 5 April, 452 Palestinian prisoners from the territories were released from
gaol in what was described as a goodwill gesture coinciding with the beginning of
the Ramadan fast. It was reported that, following the release, 6,109 Palestinians
were still being held in prison for security offences and other offences linked
with the uprising: 720 were convicted, 901 were awaiting trial, 1,020 were
administrative detainees and some  3,800 were detained until the end of the legal
proceeding. (Ha'aretz, 6 April 1989)

89. On 12 April, Zaher Shreita, aged 30, was gaoled in the "Ansar 2" detention
camp after a soldier accused him of watching soldiers through binoculars. The IDF
spokesman declined to comment on the incident. (Jerusalem Post, 13 April 1989)

90. On 20 April, it was reported that, according to Israeli official sources, the
number of Palestinian detainees since the beginning of the uprising reached 30,000,
including administrative detainees, sentenced prisoners and those awaiting trial.
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The news was reported in the Israeli Al newspaper. (Bttalie,
20 April 1989)

91. On 18 May, it was reported that security forces had arrested
Sheikh  Bassam  Jatar, from el-Bireh, considered as a leader of the Islamic
Resistance Movement (Hamas). He had been freed from the Ketziot detention camp the
previo!ls month after serving six months in administrative detention. On 5 June, it
was reported that Bassam  Jarar had been placed in administrative detention.
(JaU&lem  Pa, 16 May 1989r  Hraf_emtz,  5 June 1989)

9 2 . On 18 May, it was reported that, for the first time cince the opening of a
military court of appeals in the territories, two appeals were lodged with the
court in the Gaza Strip. They were lodged with advocate Mahmud Abu-Hasira from
Gaze,  on behalf of Nafes Hasuna and Ayed Hasuna, who had been sentenced to one year
in gaol, one year suspended and a fine of NIS 1,000 (approximately $600) for stone
throwing. The appeals were against the harsh sentence. On 25 May, it was reported
th6t the court rejected the appeals. (ware&, 18 May 1989: BPost,
25 May 1989)

4 3 , On 21 May, the security forces arrested 150 leading activists of the Islemic
Resistance Movement (Heunas)  in the Gaza Strip, including Sheikh Ahmed Yassin, the
movement’s spiritual and military leader. Yassfn, aged 52, is paralysed and
confined to a wheelchair. Other well-known leaders arrested in that operation were
Dr, Mahmud A-Zahar, a senior lecturer in thn Islamic College, Bass&n Jarar, the
leading Hamas activist in the West Bank, Dr. Awad Salah Saruna and his three
brothers. The I.jF spokesman said that the detainees were suspected of
assassinating col*abnrators and brutally imposing the laws of the uprising on the
population. (U, w, 22 May 1909)

9 4 . On 24 May, 5 out of 21 residents of Beita aga!nst whom charges were filed in
connection with the violent clash between them and a group of settlers from
Eilon-Moreh, in April 1988, were convicted at the military court of Nablus and
given harsh sentences. Khaled Hussein Bani-Shemsa,  aged 19, was given four years’
imprisonment and four years suspended sentence for attempting  to stab Roman Aldubi,
participating in an attack on Menahem Levni and throwing stones at the Eilon-Moreh
children . Atwa Ahmed Dweikat, aged 23, and Ayman Bani-Shamza,  aged 21, were each
given 21 months imprisonment and 39 months suspended, f o r  forcing the settlers to
go to Beita and hand their weapons to villagers. Ahmed Moharrmad Bani-Shemra,  aged
28, was sentenced to 18 mcnths in prison and 41 months suspended, for similar
charges : Abd al-Karim Habaisa, aged 22, was sentenced to two years imprisonment and
three years suspended for attacking Lnd stoning the settlers, injuring one of
them. (H&uLE, 25 May 1989)

9.4. On 6 June, it was reported that a charge sheet had been filed with the
military court in Gaoa against an unspecified number of activists of the “Popular
Army”, which was set up in southern Gaaa Strip in October 1988 and was affiliated
to the Fatah. (Ha’areb,  6 June 1989)

9G. On 12 June, it was reported that the security establishment had decided to
impose harsher penalties on persons suspected of subversive activity in the

/ . . I
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uprising. One of the penelties would be the extension of administrative detention
from the present six months to one year, with a possible further extension, Some
1,200 residents of the territories were being held in administrative detention, in
addition to thousands of others who were being detained pending their trial.
(w, 12 June 1989)

9 7 . On 13 June, it was reported that four women from Jabaliya, including
Ssmira  Abu Raya - a mother of a nine-month-old baby, who were arrested on
e June 1989, were also placed in administrative detention. According  to the “Women
for  Political Prisoners” organization, the women were being detained as hostages,
until their husbands and sons, who were wanted by the security forces, turned
themselves in. (Ha’aretz, Jerusalem Post, 14 June 1989)

98. On 14 June, it was reported that since the beginning of the uprising, over
49,000  Palestinians from the territories had been detained ?or various periods in
Israeli detention facilities. They included administrative detainees, detainees
pending trial, detainees already tried and persons detained for participation in
disturbances. (w, 14 June 1989)

99. On 18 June, the Government decided that three organisations operating in the
territories were to be outlawed as “terror organizations”. These were the “Hamas”
organieation, the “Islamic Jihad” and the Shiite “Hezbollah”. As a result, the
military prosecution and the Judge Advocate-General would henceforward not need to
prove that a member  of one of the three organizations was a member of a “terrorist
orgenization~‘. The burden of proof wculd  rest with suspected members of these
organizations. (Ba’arett,  19 June 1989)

100. On 19 June, the military court in Gaza imposed sentences of unprecedented
severity on five Palestinians convicted of attacking  other Palestinians.
Na’im Alayan and Rahuran Nasser, both aged 27 and from Gaza, were each sentenced to
15 years imprisonment - the first for throwing petrol bombs at strike violators,
damaging shops and setting fire to two buses carrying workers  to Irrad, and the
second for manufacturing explosives that he threw at “infidels”. Ibrahim Alush,
aged 17, Muhahammad Alush,  aged 18, and Fawzi Hemuda, aged 17, all from Jabaliya,
were each sentenced to eight an@ one half years in prison and four an8 one half
years suspended, for harassing shopkeepers who had opened their shops on strike
days. (U-2, JeFusalem PQst,, 20 June 1989)

101. On 26 June, it was reported that Defence Minister Rabin and Justice
Minister Meridor had decided to set up joint tsams of experts to consider the
Defence Ministry’s request for legal authorisation to impose harsher punitive
measures in the territories. (Jerusalem Post, 26 June 1989)

102. On 3 July, the High Court of Justice rejected an application by Naim Issa Juha
of Bethlehem against a military seizure order that was iseued four months earlier
on a piece of land of 700 square metres he owned, In the application, filed by
advocate Felicia Langer, the land-owner aryued ‘,hat the seizure was illegal, that
the land was planted with fruit trees and that he feared that the soldiers could
harm them. The office of the State Attorney replied to the application stating
that since the beginning of the uprising the IDF ireeded to increase its presence  in
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the area significently  and that its forces required additional stationing places.
The land in question, located near the military government house in Bethlehem, was
one of several such places. The president of the Supreme Court,
Justice Meir Shamgar, ruled that a provisional seizure of land for military
purposes was permitted under the “laws of the war” and under the international
public law. The judges recommended in their judgement that the IDF authorities fix
the duration of the seizure, pay the land-owner for the use of his land and strive
to avoid any harm to the plants or to compensate the owner for any damages.
(maretar  4 July 1909)

103. On 6 July, charge-sheets were filed with the military court in Gasa against
79 members of popular committees and “shock forces”, accused of offences against
local policemen and workers and of dozens of attacks against the sepurity forces.
(m, 7 July 1989)

104. On 20 July, it was  reported that Najwa Bajes Salem,  aged 27, a mother of four
children, from Bittin,  was detxined on 17 July 1989 after her three-year-old
daughter allegedly waved a “V” sign at a passing military patrol. According to
po l i ce  records, tne  roast.: for the detention was incitement. She was remanded
until 3 August. (1-m PO&,  20 July 1989)

105. On 21 July, it was reported that Palestinian lawyers had announced a one-month
boycott of West Bank military courts to protest against “deteriorating working
conditions”. In a press conference  the lawyers’ representative listed a series of
.Jr ievances, including the authorities’ failure to inform families of detainees of
the reasons of arrest and place of: detention, their failure to inform lawyers of
the time and place of remand hearings, strip-searches of prisoners before meetings
with their lawyers, long delays between arrest and meetings with the lawyers,
harassment of lawyers, including eviction from detention facilities that had been
declared closed military zones, and the imposition by judges of different sentences
on defendants charged with the same  offences, Regarding the latter, IDF Judge
Advocate-General Amnon  Strashnow noted that verdicts could now be appealed to a
military appeals court. Regarding tho other complaints, he said that lawyers’
working conditions had bee11  vastly improved recently, (i-t
21 July 1989)

10 1.i  . On 2 August,  the High Court of: Justice rejected an appeal by
Ahmed Halil al-Jsmal of Tulkarem, who claimed that he had rented a room to a man
whose son had allegedly committed security offences, and feared that as a result,
h1.r: house may be demolished. The court ruled that the fact that thb‘ person who
I:ommittec\  such offences was a ttinant  was not a reason for the authorities to
rol‘r:ain  from demolishing a house. Otherwise the emergency defence regulations
woulc\  lose their deterrent force. But because of the special circumstances of that
pilI:t:,ic!ular  appeal, the court ordered that the security forces only seal the house.
(Jerua.sl.~.&s&,  3 August 1989)

1.0’1 . On 9 and 11 August, reports were published on data collected by the Israeli
1 nI’ormation  Centre on Human Riqhts,  “Beteebem” . According to these data it emerged
~hi:\t.  since the beginning of the uprising 4,215 administrative detainees had been
hcr!l(:\  in facilities in the southern region and in facilities administered by the

/ . * .
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military  police. Some 243 of these detainees were serving a second or third
administrative detention  term. Most o f  the administrative  detainees were held at
the Keteiot camp where they were being held in tents,  each accommodating 24
detainees. (b’arat;lp, 9, 11 August 1989)

108. On 10 August, the Association for Civil Rights in Israel (ACRI)  petitioned the
High Court of Justice, alleging that the IDF routinely failed to notify  Palestinian
families of the arrest of relatives and their place of imprisonment. The petition,
directed against the military commanders of the West Bank and the Gasa Strip, cited
several cases of Palestinians who were not informed of the detention of relatives
for up to a month after the arrest. (H.&&K&R,  LT_erusalemPost,  11 August 1989)

109. On 11 August, it was reported that a Palestinian family of Beit Sahur had
petitioned the High Court of Justice against the IDF practice of fining parents of
minor children who threw stones at soldiers, The IDF regulations concern parents
of children aged 9 to 15 in cases where an IDF commander had concluded, without a
trial, that there was good reason to believe the child threw stones. The
petitioners, Jiris Salame Al-Rashmrrwi, aged 63, and his wife Nihaiye, aged 43, were
the parerts  of Salame,  aged 13, who was involved in a stone throwing incident in
Reit Sahur on 2 August 1989 and caught by soldiers. The boy denied having thrown
stones but was nevertheless beaten. An officer released him, but first demanded
that his parents deposited a returnable bond of NIS 1,000 ($500). The petition,
filed by attorneys  Avraham  Gal and Yoref Levy, asked the court to order the Defence
Minister and the Central Region Commander to show cause why the regulations should
not be cancelled. (Jetusalem Post, 11 August 1989).

110. On 13 August, it was reported that under new orders signed by the Central and
Southern Region commanders, Yitshak Mordekhai and Matan Vilnai,  administrative
detention terms, which until then were no longer than six months, could now be
imposed for one year, They could also be renewed for another one-year period.
Announcing the new measure, the IDF spokesman said it was prompted “by security
needs and the current situation in the territories, according to directives of the
Defence Minister, with the agreement of the Justice Minister”. Under the new
regulations, Palestinians put in administrative detention for more than six months
can have their case reviewed by a judge with a legal background at least every six
months, in addition to the possibility to appeal to a military judge, which existed
already. The new orders were described as part of ongoing efforts by the Defence
and Justice Ministries  to initiate legislation permitting tougher measures to
combat the uprising in the territories. (m, Jerusalem=,  13 August 1989)

111. On 15 August, the IDF Judge Advocate General, T/A (Brig. Gen.)
Amnon  Strashnow, said that his off ice would not “blindly” sign every case of
administrative detention submitted for its approval, but would examine each case on
its merits. (m, 16 August 1989)
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2. Israelis

112. During the period under consideration, it was rsported that a few Israelis
charged with murder or ill-treatment of Arab civilians had been charged and
sentenced to various terms. A few such examples are cited below;

113. On 6 April, it was reported that a Natanya magistrates’ court had released on
bail Ovadia Salomi, aged 37, from Masua,  who was suspected of opening fire, two
weeks earlier, at stone throwers at the Usarin junction, near Nablus, killing
Maher Adali, aged 14 and injuring another youth. Salami told the court he hcd
opened fire in the air as his life was in danger, The judge decided that he should
be placed in house arrest for 15 days. (w, 6 April 1989)

114. On 11 April, it was reported that an IDF colonel, who had acted as governor of
Nablus during the first months of the uprising, was recently dismissed from service
by Chief of Staff Dan Shomron following a legal opinion given by the Judge
Advocate-General regarding the officer’s attitude to Arabs. The officer, naned  as
A/M (Colonel) Yehuda Mair, was involved in several incidents of brutality and
beating of Arabs, An inquiry was held by the InvestLgating Military Police on the
allegations made against the officer who was a Lt. Colonel at the time. The Chief
of Staff’s decision came afttr the inquiry and the legal opinion, The o f f i c e r  was
given the choice to leave the IDF following a disciplinary trial or to stand trial
before a military tribunal. On 28 May, the Association for Civil Rights in Israel
(ACRI)  petitioned the High Court of Justice demanding that Meir, former military
commander of Nablus, be put on trial for ordering soldiers to break the limbs of
Palestinian prisoners in the village of Mawara, in 1988. On 16 July, the High
Court of Justice issued an order BFai requesting the Judge Advocate-General, the
IDF command and A/M (Colonel) Yehuda Meir to show cause within 15 days why A/M Meir
should not be court-martialled. The order ~ was issued at the request of ACRI.
The office of the State Attorney prepared a reply rejecting the aprlicants’
argument that the decision not to court-martial A/M Meir was “ext mely
unreasonable”. It argued that his discharging from the army, wil. a severe
reprimand, was a sufficiently heavy penalty. (m’aretl;  11 April 1989,
17 July 1989; MEpaf, 29 May 1989, 17 July 1989;

115. On 12 April, Rabbi Moshe Levinger of Kiryat Arba had a charge-sheet filed
against him with the Jerusalem district court, accusing him of killing a salesman,
Kaicl Hassan Abdel Aziz Saleh, aged 42, during a stone throwing incident in Hebron
on 30 Septt,nber  1988. Another bullet fired by Levinger on that occasion allegedly
hit Ibrahim Bali and injured him. Levinger WAS also charged with damaging
property. Levinger was questioned but not arrested after the incident. Levinger
claimed that the charges were filed against him only because of complaints by
MK Yossi Sarjd. On 22 May, Rabbi Levinger appeared before the Jerusalem district
wurt on a charge of manslaughter. At the end of the session Judge Ezra Hedaya
accepted Levinger’s request to postpone the opening of his trial until
13 July 1989, in order to allow Attorney-General Yosef Harish to review his appeal
for a stay cf legal proceedings against him. On 13 July, Rabbi L3vinger appeared
in the Jerusalem district court without a lawyer. The judge tcld hir he must be
represented, as he was charged with the manslaughter of an Arab *Prchant and
wounding a :us tomer . The judge postponed the trial to 8 August 1989. On
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18 August, it was reported that the trial of Rabbi Moshe Levinger of Hebron was
postponed until 28 August 1989. (Ha'aretz, Jerusalem Post, 13 April 1989;
Jerusalem Post, 23 May 1989, 14 July 1989; Ha'aretz, 18 August 1989)

116. On 1 May, a Jerusalem magistrates’ court judge, Dalia Kobel, ordered the
release on bail of Haimn Ben Lulu from Kiryat-Arba, suspected of killing
Nader Da'naban, aged 15, after 'lis car was stoned in Hebron on 28 April 1989. A
police inspector had told the court that the Arab boy had been killed by a ricochet
and not as a result of a direct hit. In ruling that Ben Lulu should be released on
a bail of NIS 25,000 (approximately $lS,OOO),  Justice Kobel said there was no fear
that the settler could escape, interfere with the legal proceeding or endanger
public peace, and that in the light of the circumstances described by the police,
there were no grounds for extending his detention by five days. (Ha'aretz,
2 May 1989)

117. On 25 May, the Southern Command military court acquitted four soldiers of the
Givati brigade and a doctor of manslaughter in the death of Hani El-Shami in
August 1988, but convicted them of causing grievous bodily harm. The three judges
said in their verdict that they were not convinced that there was a direct
connection between the behaviour of the four soldiers and the cause of death. They
added that the accused had exceeded orders when they beat El-Shami, but said that
so many soldiers had beaten and kicked him that it was impossible to determine who
had struck the fatal blow. Seren (Captain) David Nussam, who was the area's
physician, was cleared of negligence in failing to discern signs of El-Shami's
internal in juries. On 27 May, the IDF spokesman announced that the army would not
prosecute the commander of the four soldiers. On 15 May, the Southern Region
military court sentenced three soldiers of the Givati brigade charged with having
maltreated Hani El-Shami to prison terms of ninP months and nine months suspended.
A fourth soldier, Arieh Lutzato, was sentenced to six months in gaol and six months
suspended. Execution of the sentencing was delayed upon request of the lawyer of
two of the defendants, who informed the court that he would appeal to the military
court of appeals. The southern region military prosecutor announced that the
office of the Judge Advocate-General was to instruct that the investigation into
the death of El-Shami was to be reopened, and that it would consider putting on
trial the senior officers who gave the "patently illegal" orders to beat El-Shami
after he was arrested in his home. On 22 June, it was reported that the four
soldiers had lodged an appeal with the military court of appeals both against the
verdict and against the sentence. On 26 June, it was reported that Judge
Advocate-General T/A (Brigadier) Amnon Strashnow decided to reopen the
investigation into El-Shami's death. He reportedly asked the president of the
military court of appeal to appoint a judge-investigator to conduct the
investigation. (Ha'aretz, J re, 26, 28 May 1989,  16, 18, 22,

26 June 1989)

118. On 2 June, it was reported that the Judge-Advocate of the Southern Command,
A/M (Colonel) Shmuel Moyal, recommended to close the inquiry file against an
officer - a major - suspected of having fired two shots at an injured Arab
detainee. The incident occurred in December 1988 in Ansar 2 detention camp in
Gaza, when an Arab detainee attacked two soldiers with a knife. Two other soldiers
shot at him and injured him. The major then arrived on the scene, shot at the
detainee who was lying, heavily bleeding, on the floor, and killed him. According
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to Judge-Advocate Moyal, the shooting by the officer was justified since the
detainee was still holding a knife and constituted a danger to the soldiers.
(&t’areh, 2 June 1989)

119. On 9 July, the police toLd the Jerusalem magistrates’ court it could not
provide evidence to sustain the murder charge attributed to Msir Berg, aged 43,
from Pesagot settlement, who was arrested following an incident in which a villager
from Karawat Bani Zeid was killed. The police told the court that Berg was now
suspected of causing death out of negligence, and consented that he be released on
bail . The judge ordered that the suspect be released on bail, (B’areU,
10 July 1989)

120. On 9 August, the trial was opened at the Southern Command military court of an
IDF officer, a lieutenant, of the Givati brigade, on charges of causing the death
of a Rafah resident by firing a plastic bullet not in keeping with the open fire
rules. The incident occurred on 13 November 1988 while the town was under curfew.
The officer saw a group of youths fleeing, and as one of them crouched down he
feared that the life of his soldiers was in danger and opened fire from a distance
of 60 metres, not according to the rules for arresting a suspect, killing
Tarek Atallah Zaic!l Samadre. The officer pleaded not guilty and the trial was
postponed to a later date. (W&U&R I 10 August 1989)

I / . . .
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c* Treatment

(a) Haressmentcal ill-treatment

121. Several witnesses testified about the plight of civilians and the daily
harassment and threats to phySiCa integrity and security they were enduring as a
result of the uprising. References were made to the general climate of violence,
fear and humiliation prevailing in the occupied territories:

“In the city where I live there have been many inhuman harassments. At
night, over the period of a whole week, siz or seven  days, from sunset to dawn
some cars used to be driven around the houses with the sirens going, so that
families could not get to sleep. They also used loudspeakers to insult the
inhabitants, using obscene language. My younger brother, who is 22 year6 old,
was returning from workt he rang the bell of his home, but there wafi a patrol
touring the city looking for a young man who had done something or other.
They seized my brother and beat him up, although he was not the man they were
looking for. They beat him and inlured  him so that for a whole week he could
not walk. Very frequently those patrols invade the houses without any
warrant. They jump over the wall and enter the house to search it. Some times
ten people would come into the apartment and search it, breaking the furniture
and go out again, behaving in an unacceptable manner towards the
inhabitants. I’ (A,‘AC.145/RT.508/Add.l)

“I was arrested several times in my car, They  would force me to stop,
get out and clean the streets. They would make me carry burning material in
my bare hands. once  I had my son with me, when  he was only three years old.
I was taking him to Jenin and I was stopped by the army. They told me to get
out and wanted to force me to remove the burning tyres. My son started
screaming, he was afraid for me. I told the soldiers, ‘Please leave my son
alone, he doesn’t understand.’ They started beating me an; LUqiliating me and
my son started screaming more qnd more, so I told them, ‘I don’t care i.f you
are going to shoot me. Shoot me, but I am going to take my son away. ’ ”
(Mr. Muphid Nearat, A/AC.145/RT.510)

11
. . l I remember that once we were sleeping at home, and after my young son

left the house we found somebody knocking at the door. I opened the door and
found that they had caught my son. They bad him by the hair, they hit him,
and they threw him down on the ground. His mother was screaming. We
presented a complaint to the Military Commander. A neighbour was also hit and
they left him for dead; they threw him down in the road and then they dragged
his body - they thought he had died - and threw him on an empty piece of land
nearby. They got a big stone and they hit him on the head with it, because he
had told them when they entered his house that he was going to complain
because they had buried him alive. He was one of the people who had tscjn
buried alive with others Erom the same village.” (Anonymous witness,
A/AC.145/RT.512)

/ . .I .
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122. Reference was made to the harassment of minors and more generally to the grave
psychological insecurity suffered by children as a result of daily confrontation
with violence and humiliation;

“Life has been steadily deteriorating, it goes from bad to worse. People
live in terror, in fear, all the time. Many times we are beaten  by the Jews,
by the Israeli army. At the beginning we just used to see them in the street,
beating people they met in the street; but later they began to attack the
houses. They break into houses and drag people out and beat them. You see
your children’s bones being broken. I have a son, a daughter and my wife, and
all three of them have had bones broken. My wife went out to see her son who
was crying because of the beating, and they broke both her hands. She went
out of the house to try to get her son back. First they hit our sonr so my
wife went out to try to get him back, so they broke her hands.

‘ IMr. JOVANIC (Yugoslavia); What caused them to attack your son? How old
is he?

“The (interpretation from Arabic) ;  He is eight years old. He
was participating in a demonstration with other young people’ Some people
came to tell us that the Jews had taken our son and had broken his bones.”
(Anonymous witness, A1AC.1451RT.515)

I ’
I.. The children are growing up in an atmosphere of fear and terror,

feeling that at any time the occupation army many come to take their father
away or beat him in front of them. It is considered a great insult for an
Arab citizen to be beaten in front of his children. No man likes to be
insulted or humiliated in front of his wife and children.”

I’ *.. Naturally the impact of Israeli violence  on our children is very clear
and apparent. I do not deny that there is aggressiveness  in those children,
the inevitable result of what they are exposed to, the persecution,  the
beatings, and the barbarity they witness every day, seeing their brothers and
their parents being beaten and their bones being broken. It is normal for
those children to react. The simplest reaction for the child is to throw a
stone at the person practising that violence. Such an impact on a child is
very difficult to erase: It becomes very deeply imprinted  on a child’s
mind. ” (Anonymous witness, A1AC.1451RT.516)

123. The difficulties regarding the treatment of people injured during clashes were
also mentioned:

“Sometimes a young man bleeds to death, when they prevent the ambulances
from coming to collect the injured. A man might be bleeding in front of the
ambulance driver, but that driver would not be allowed to take him to
hospi ta1 . ” (Anonymous witness, A1AC.1451RT.516)

/ . . .
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I . . . When somebody is wounded  they will not allow an ambulance or a doctor to
take him to hospital. They will leave him there until he dies in the
street.” (Anonymous witness,  A1AC.1451RT.517)

124. Many witnesses referred .J the use of gas and its harmful effects on the
health of the civilians, Dr. !&air Salameh Khalil,  a paediatrician,  stated in this
regardr

“We know that these gases were used in a manner contrary to the
instructions on the canister: they are used inside houses, hospitals and
mosques, which means that the concentration of gas is much higher than it
would be in the open. Experiments by the manufacturers have shown that a
reasonable concentration of gas will cause temporary discomfort in the tissues
of the mouth, nose and eyes. It will cause tears and force the demonstrator
to leave the place where the gas is concentrated. But in closed areas the
concentratiau is ex’.remely  high and there have been many martyrs who died in
their own houses, ospedially chilaren and old people.” (A1AC.1451RT.509)

125. Mr. Abdel  Hamid  El Baba,  from Al ‘iunari  refugee camp, who was recently
expelled f r:‘rn  the occupied territories, gave the following reply when asked about
memorieci  o* h:!s life in the refugee camp;

“The  thing that I remember was just before I was deported. There were
three heliccpters WI sich dropped .aundrede  of gas bombs on to the refugee camp.
The children could not breathe. I saw dozens of children screaming in the
streets, suffocr .- . ..J from the tear-g & bombs, because the helicopters were
dropping hundreds of tear-gas bombs vhich led to asphyxiation in the camp.
The space of the camp is very small, and on that day more than 1,000 gas bombs
were dropped on the camp. This led to the asphyxiation of dozens of children
and to the miscarriage  of mar&y  women, as well as the death of an old man, who
was 60 years old, all as a result of the tear-gas. All this was under the
pretext that the refugee camp was staging 9 violent demonstration. This was a
very painful sight for me, to see the c’ildren screaming before suffocating,
and they didn’t know what to do. If ‘Lad been shooting, maybe the children
could have run away from ths bullets, dut because the gas was very
concentrated, it formed a cloud over the refugee camp. From outside the camp
you could not make out the houses. That sight was very painful to me.”
(A/AC.145/RT.513)

126. AcccL!nts of the harassment and physical ill-treatment of civilians in the
occupied territories may be found in documents A/AC,145/RT.508/Add.l (an anonymous
witness); A/AC. 145/RT. 509 (Dr. Sam!r  Salemsh ‘halil)) A/AC, 145/RT. 510
(Ms. Ahlam Mohamed  Said, Mr, Abdel Nasser Mahmud, Mr. Hekmat Jaber, and
Mr. Muphid Nearat); A/AC.145/RT.511  (Mr, Husni 1.1 Ashab);  A1AC.1451RT.512  (an
anonymous witness) ; A/AC.145/RT.513  (Mr. Abdel Hamid  El Baba,
Mr. Jeunal  Abdallah Shakir Jbara); A/AC.  145/RT. 514 (Ms, Amal Ousman Mustapha,
Ms. Labibah Helub: Ms. Judeh Saleh); A/AC.145/RT.515  (six anonymous witnesses):
A1AC.1451RT.516  (an anonymous witness); A/AC. 145/RT, 517 (two anonymous witnesses);
and A/AC.l45/RT. 518 (Mr. Hafez  Toukan).

/ I . .
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Written information

(Information on this subject covering the period from 26 August 1988 to
31 March 1989 is to be found in the periodic report (A/44/352,  paras. 92-109)).

127. During the period covered by the present report, the Special Committee
received a number of communications from various sources concerning physical
ill-treatment of civilians. In one of these communications transmitted by Amnesty
International and dated 22 May 1989 reference was made to reports of four separate
incidents of beatings that took place in the West Bank in March and April 1989
concerning Fibmi Husaya Dawud Ishtayyeh, Sami Al-Kilani, Ra'ad Ahmad Mustafa Adwan
and Nidal Dawish Qabi. In this communication Amnesty International provided
detailed information about these four incidents, and expressed its grave concern at
daily reports from the occupied territories of beatire+ of Palestinians in the
custody of the Israeli Defence Force and Border Poli I.

128. On 3 April, it was reported that three entrant% ': I-asbah area of Hebron
would be permanently blocked shortly after settlers "pia .sd of being attacked by
Arabs in the Casbah. (Ha'aretz, 3 April 1989)

129. On 9 April, it was reported that residents of Batir, south-west of Jerusalem,
alleged that troops who enforced a curfew in the village a week earlier had beaten
handcuffed youths, had ordered a night-time blackout, had broadcast verbal abuse
over loudspeakers and had thrown tear-gas and rocks into homes, causing extensive
damage. The allegations have been categorically denied by the unit commander in
the area. He acknowledged that during violations of the curfew tear-gas canisters
were used and it was possible that a canister fell inside a home, but this was not
done on purpose. (Ha'aretz, Jerusalem Post, 9 April 1989)

:70. On 17 April, it was reported that attorney Lea Tsemel alleged in a letter to
the legal adviser of the Central Region Commander that soldiers had shot at a youth
from Awarta, near Nablus, Ma'an Yahya Awad, without any justification, hit him in
the eye and later delayed his transfer to hospital for over three hours. She
wanted to know the identity of the soldiers who opened fire, and whether an inquiry
into the incident had been held. (Ha'aretz, 17 April 1989)

131. On 20 April, an Israeli peace activist, Hillel Bardin, alleged that border
policemen ill-treated residents of Jebel Mukabar neighbourhood in East Jerusalem
following a clash on 18 April. According to Palestinian sources, police broke the
arms of two brothers, Ali Muhammad Srur, aged 45, and Ahmed Srur, aged 43, and beat
a 17-year-old girl. (Jerusalem Post, 21 April 1989)

132. On 21 April, soldiers at the Askar camp allegedly rounded up a group of local
men and forced them to "stand guard" for hours to prevent disturbances. An IDF
spokeswoman said such action was against standing orders, and that the report was
being checked. (Jerusalem Post, 23 April 1989)

133. On 25 April, it was reported that residents of East Jerusalem, Ramallah,
Bethlehem and Beit-Jala complained over the past few days that their watches had
been smashed by border policemen and IDF soldiers because they were set according

/ . . .
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to “the summer time in the State of Palestine”, ordered in a recent leaflet by the
leadership of the uprising. (m Post, 25 April 1989)

134. On 4 May, it was r e p o r t e d  that a non-commissioned  officer involved in an
incident in which soldier6 in Ramallah used a Palestinian boy as a human shield
against stone throwing,  was  reprimanded  at a disciplinary hearing. The incident
W88 fir- 3 by a f o r e i g n  television  crew. (B, 4 May 1989)

135. On 5 May, i t  was deported that the IDF and the border p o l i c e  w e r e  l o o k i n y  i n t o
allegations  by the family of a Kalkiliya,businessman,  Wafa al-Shanati, that border
policemen had thr,Jwn  a large quantity of garbage and human excrement into the
family’s water tank. (w6 5 Yay 1969)

136. On 25 May, it was reported  that Nablus residents continued to complain about
systematic brutality by soldiers in the town. According to eyewitnesses, soldiers
in observation posts, principally  in the Kasba area, were shooting at various
target8 “out of boredom”. There were also many cases of eoldiers  beating residents
f o r  no apparent  reasons, causing in some cases injuries necessitating
hospitalisation. (Ha’arcrta I 25 May  1989)

137. On 5 June, it was reported that the Air Force would compensate four
Palebtinian boys wounded in November 1988 by exploding flares they handled in the
areas of Tsmua and Tubas. The flares were reportedly dropped by planes during
manoeu\*res  and several Palestinian children and youths were wounded in a series of
unexplained explosiona. It was reported that pilots had received instructions to
avoid a mcurrence  of such incidents, and that local residents would be warned not
to handltil abandoned ammunition. (w, clarusalem  PO&, 5 June 1989)

138,  On i! July, Knrsset member Dedi Zucker sent letters to ‘.he Defence Minister,
the Minister of Justice and the Attorney  Qeneral, requesting that a meeting be held
to discuss the steep increase in the number of injured persons in the territories
in the past three months. According  to data gathered  by Knesset  member Zucker,
based on the registry of hospitalisation in hospitals in the territories, 463
persons were hospitalised with injuries caused by IDF shots (live ammunition,
plastic bullets and rubber bullets), during the month of April 1989; 1,335 persons
were hospitalised with such injuries in May and 1,010 in June. A quarter of the
injuries were reportedly in the head and chest. Sixty per cent were caused by live
bullets. One third of the injured persons were children under 15. ( kAmkC.Q  %-?I  I
3 July 1989)

139. On 6 July, it was reported that the security forces had refused to return the
body of Mohammad  Abu Nasr of Jabaliya to his family or to tell where he was
buried. Abu Nasr was shot and killed on 26 June 1989, An IDF spokosman said that
“according to regulations, the security forces do not tell a family where the body
of a terroriat is buried”. (BEost, 6 J u l y  1989)

140. On 7 July, border police allegedly forced residents of Beit-Safefa, south of
Jerusalem, to extinguish burning tyres with their hands and feet, and beat other
rat;idents, including Muhammad Muse Salman  who needed hov;pital  treatment. In
another development, Nablus residents reported that troops in the t,jwn and in t:;s

/ . I .
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nearby village  of Zewiye had been beating residents, forcing them to hark l ike dogs
(in Karum Ashur neighbourhood in Nablus) and cutting off fruit trees. (U’areLb
JxxW ‘&, 11 July 1989)

141, On 27 July, it was reported that Gasa residents had been compla,ining that IDF
soldiers had, over the past few days, confiscated  their c a r s ,  p r o b a b l y  in o r d e r  to
enter refugae camps unnoticed, and that they later returned them badly damaged.
One car owner, Jamil Ibrahim of Gasa,  alleged that soliderr  had first confircatrd
his ID card, and when F:, went to the military government house ta get it back,  his
car was taken and he was sent home. When  he asked why his car was taken he was
beaten, His car had still not beer! returned to him. (Ha’.arats # 27 July 1969)

142. On 1 August, it was reported that Jeunal Radwan,  aged 29, of Rafah camp, was in
the Shifa hospital, GaLa,  after soldiers had allegedly scrapped  off, with a sharp
tool, a tp.ttoo on his arm showing a Palestinian flag and a “VI’ sign. The soldiers
tilso  aliegedly  beat him severely inside  the clinic, Radwan  atilmitted  an affidavit
to a lawyer representing the Israeli human rights group “Bet8elemN. On 7 August,
an IDF spokesman scid the matter was being examined. (m, 8 August 1989,
Jarusal.~~~P~f&,  1 August 1989)

143. On 9 and 11 August, reports were published on data collected by the Israeli
I.nCormat.ion  Centre on Human Rights, “Betselem”, According to these data, 9,740
Palestinians had been hospitalieed in the Nablus district since the beginning of
t:hp riprising, with injuries caused by shooting, beating or tear-gas, These figures
constituted about 5 per cent of the entire population of the district, which was
approximately 200,000. The same source pointed out that many injured people were
refusing to register themselves or be hospitalised, and the real number of injured
pecple could therefore be higher. On the other hand, it was  noted that hospitals
in the Nablus district also served the population of other West Bank districts,
such as Tulkarem, Jenin and Kalkilya. (tibIaret&, 9, 11 August 1989)

144. On 12 August, a delegation of 30 Arab and Jewish public figures visited  the
“till-1 ttihad” hospital in Nablus. The hospital personnel alleged that the security
forces had been harassing them, bursting into operating rooms during operations,
ilnrl hindering their activities during curfews. A member of the delegation said
thnt. four shepherds, aged 13 to 17, from the Tamum region, were hospitalised with
serious burning injuries after an incendiary object had allegedly been thrown at
t ham hy IDF soldiers, four days earlier. On 14 August, it was reported that an IDF
:;pt)kasman  had commented on the allegations made by the delegation. He said that no
XIV troops were staying in the Tamwn area on the date of the incident, and that the
YOU t h 6 had , in all likelihood, played with dangerous objects that had fallen in the
il It?il  . He denied that the hospital perconnel  were being harassed during curfews and
r;i\icl  they had special permits, issued by the cilril administration, enabling them to
t..t ilvsl freely . The spokesman added that the security fo::ces did not enter
hospitals unless there was a suspicion of a serious crime having been committed,
and then they entered accompanied by civil administration  officials and in any case
t..hey never entered operating rooms. (H&&&L, 13 and 14 August 1969)
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145. Several accounts were made of the repression suffered by a group of people or
whole community as a form of collectiva  punishment, by way of demolishing h3use8,
enforcing curfews, imposing economic or other forms of sanctions,

146. Many witnesses referred to the practice of house demolitions used as a
collective sanction, Ms. Ahlam Mohamed  Said stated1

“I have seen many houses being demolishecl,  ant! their owners were not
there, We ueed to go to these houses and try to get people’s belongings out.
Sometimes they would open the gas tap, so that any little flame could cause an
explosion and fire in the whole house. They used to break the glass, tear the
books, anything they saw they derrtroyed,  cars and other things.

I’m. w (Se&legal)  (interpretation from French): I am not speaking of
looting but of the actual demolition of the houses,

“Them (interpretation f rom Arabic)! Yes, they use explosives,
they would place explosivos in the houses to clestroy  them completely,
sometimes even before the owners could get their belongings out of the house.
The Red Cross used to supply such people with tents, put them beside the house
so that they were at least able to sleep in the tent6. It was not just one or
two or three houses,

“m (Senegal) (interpretation from French) ! How many houses like
that have you seen this year?

IIThe (interpretation from Arabic)! I have seen three houses like
that, but I don’t remember the dates on which those houses ware demolished,

“Mr. FLEpllE (Senegal) (interpretation from French)! And the reason why
those houses were demolished7

“The (interpretation from Arabic) I The participation of their
owners in demonstrations, nothing else. They regarded this a6 treason and
that they had violated the law, ” (A1AC.1451RT.510)

1.47. An anonymous witness said in that connection!

II
II l If there is a house, the occupation authorities will claim that the young

man who threw thu stone was an inmate of that house and without any
interrogation they will demolish that house merely on the suspicion that the
young man was an inmate of that house. So the owner6 of the house find
themselves without a roof, homeless .I’ (A/AC.145/RT.5ll/Add,l)
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148. Mr. Hafee Toukan,  the mayor ct Nablus, also mentioned this problem!

“At the end of February  and the beginning of March thie year there was  a
series o f  attacks on the old part o f  Nablus. The xcugation forces blew up a
number o f  buildings o f  archaeological  intere,ct, one of them dating from 500
years ago, The a m o u n t  o f  dynamite used i n  those incidents  was such as to
demolish  surrounding  houses as well.” (A/AC. 145/RT.  518)

149. Mr. Abdal  Jawad  Saleh described in the course o f  his testimony the planning
schemes restricting the building o f  houses by Palestinians i n  certain  areas and
stated8

“These Israeli  planning  schemes  place thousands o f  homes under the
constant threat o f  Israeli  bulldoaers, since only Israeli  civil and military
authorities  have the power  to approve or deny building permits  f o r
Palestinians, This is in violation  of standing laws and regulations  a s c r i b i n g
such p l a n n i n g  authority to village  and municipal  councils, b e f o r e  being
changed, in contravention  of international law, to serve Israel’s  expansionist
policies,

“Consequently,  when a permit  is denied, most of the time unjustifiably,
Palestinians a r e  forced to build their homes  without i t ,  taking the risk,
since they have n o  other choice. Sometimes houses  built legally,  under
permits  from the local municipal  or village  councils  but which were built
prior to Israeli  plans, are found to b e  i n  prohib i t ed  sones prescribed by
those plans, which a r e  kept secret frzln the Palestinian population.”
(A/AC.145/RT.508)

150, He referred to the psychological  motives  behind the policy  of house
demolitionsr

“The demolitions have left thousands of  P a l e s t i n i a n s  homeless  refugees o n
their own land, depriving them of their greateet  asset and the accumulation  of
a lifetime  of hard work. E v e n  if the family  has the resources to rebuild
their home, the Israeli  authorities  usually prevent  reconstruction,  f o r  the
land on which the demolished  house was built is either confiscated  or declared
R ‘closed area’. This type of collective  punishment is used against
Palestinians, not merely  a6 a punitive measure  for resisting  the occupation,
but also as o n e  o f  the means  of creating ‘favourable’ conditions  for their
mass exwlsion  or ‘transfer’. The psychological  and material impact o f  the
destruction  o f  one’s own home and its rsmificatione,  including the loss o f
hope for a normal future, feelings of being uprooted,  of helplessness  and
uncertainty, is devastating. The Israeli  authorities  are contemplating  the
destruction  of the indomitable  will o f  the Palestinians which challenges
Israeli  measures aimed  at depriving them o f  the m e a n s  of survival  in their
homeland.  ” (A/AC.145/RT.SOd)

/ . . l
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151. Reference  was also made to difficulties resulting from  the enforcement of
prolonged curfews1

“In Gaea there are some eight  refugee camps  where the living conditions
are terrible’ Most of the camps suffer from repeated  curfews, lasting a week
or ten days at a time, Jabaliya suffers most in this respect, together with
Khan Yunie and Rafah, especially the Shabura area. During a curfew, life
comes to a standstill, no-one can go to work,  and since the curfew can last
for quite a long t i m e ,  people  cannot go out to buy food. Anyone who tr ice to
go out may be shot or arrested, People can only go to work for a few days
each month. ” (Anonpous  witness,  A/AC.145/RT.517)

“The occupation authorities  are trying to create a feeling of instability
among  the people. They encourage  their collaborators  to set up roadblocks  on
the main roads, they will impose a curfew and during the curfew a shop is
ransacked. No civilian could do that during a curfewr the only people  who
can m o v e  freely during a curfew are Israelis  or someone  who has special
permission to do so. In that way Israel is trying to create suspicion  and
antagonism  among  the population.” (Anonymous  witness, A/AC,145/RT.517)

152. Various  economic sanctions  were also referred to, such as bans on the export
of products from the occupied  territories, restrictions imposed on the import of
currencies from abroad, the uprooting  of trees  as a means of reprisal, or the
imposition of heavy taxes;

” . . . the Israeli  authorities have banned the export of citrus fruit to Jordan,
which used to be a major source of income  for Gaza. That of course  had a very
grave  e f f e c t  on the economy”.

‘I
* I . A s  f o r  the assistance  sent from Palestinians abroad, the Israeli

authorities  have issued a decree limiting the import of currency  from abroad.
Formerly,  the smount permitted  was $5,000 or 2,000 Jordanian  dinero; n o w  only
$300  a r e  permitted  to be sent from any country abroad to the occupied
territories.” (Anonymous  witness,  A/AC,145/RT.517).

I ’ ‘.’ I f  a young man throws a stone at a military vehicle,  and if he was  hiding
among  olive  trees, f o r  example, the Israeli  military forces will come and
uproot all the trees in the whole area, a v e n  500 or 600 might be uprooted
because there was a young man  who threw a stone at a military  car.”
(Anonymous  witness, A/AC.145/RT.Sll/Add.l)

I ’
. . . Twelve thousand fruit trees have been uprooted. In addition  to the

important  question o f  environmental  and climatic  e f f e c t s ,  there is also the
question of the high economic value, particularly  where olive  trees are
concerned. One olive tree is valued at $200  to $250.” (Mr. Yussef  Abdel Haq,
A/AC.145/RT.513)

6
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“Very  high taxes have been imposed OIA u~i. Even those person8 who have
paid their taxes for 1987 and 1988 may be told that they had 8till to pay
taxes for 19858 all those taxes would be imposed at once, enormous sums, and
this is inconceivable. If the person concerned does not pay that tax, he is
unable to travel and he may be arrested at any time on the pretext that he has
not paid thO6e taxes.” (Anonymous witness, A/AC.l45/RT.516)

153. Other forms of collective punishment were mentioned in some testimonies.
Mr. Yussef Abdel Haq, from the Economic Department of the Palestine Liberation
Organisation, stated in that regard!

‘I
,a. As a form of collective punishment, they cut off the 6’ectricity  and

water to some populated areas such a8 Harat es Sheikh in Hebron,  Salim village
in Nablus and another village in Jerusalem, The electricity and water were
cut off for more than 40 days.” (Anonymous witness, A/AC,145/RT.513)

154. An anonymous witness referred to the introduction of special workin’ permits
for the Pa?:stinian  citizens1

‘I
. I . It happened in one of the settlemantx, I don’ t know the ‘name of the

settlement, but probably it was the Arisl settlement. The Arab workers have
to carry some badge, indicating that they are ‘foreign’ workers,  and
consequently they were being treated as such.” (A/AC.145/RT.516)

155. Another anonymous witness referred to yet another measure ot collective
punishment I

“They have tried another measure, They decided to change all the car
licence plates, That means that before you can have tile plate8 it has all to
go into the computer, they have to sea from the information whether you have
any traffic fines to pay1 if 60, they may confiscate the car. If they find
any other information, for example, if you have a relative who hcs been
imprisoned, your sister, your father, then they will not renew the car plates;
on the contrary, they will imprison you and torture you.” (A/AC.145/RT.517)

156. Accounts of the measures  of collective punishment imposed on the civilian
population may be found in documents A/AC.145/RT.507  (Dr. Hani Habi>)r
A/AC.145/RT.508  (Mr, Abdel Jawad Saleh)) A/AC.145/RT.510 (Ms. Ahlam Mohamed Said);
A/AC.145/RT.511/Add.l  (an anonymous witness); A/AC.145/RT,512/Add.l
(Mr. Walid Said Mustapha))  A/AC.145/RT.513 (Mr. Yussef Abdel Haq): h1AC.1451RT.514
(ME. Labibah Halub)r  A/AC.145/RT.515 (an anonymous witnessjr A1AC.1451RT.516  (an
anonymous witness): A/AC.145/RT.517  (three anonymous witnesses)r and
h/AC.145/RT.518 (Mr. Hafez  Toukan),

(Information cn thie subject covering the period ftorr. 26 August 1908 to
31 March 1989 is to be found in the periodic report (A/44/352, paras. 110-152)).

/ . I .
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157. During the period under consideration, the Special Committee received reports
from various newspapers providing information on various forms of collective
punishment imposed on the civilian population in contradiction with the provisions
of the Fourth Geneva Convention. The Special Committee also received various
communications from the Government of Jordan mentioning, inter alia, repeated
incidents such as the uprooting of olive trees, the demolition of houses, the
imposition of curfews, or other acts of aggression against civilians. The
reporting period witnessed a considerable amount of measures of collective
punishment, implemented in three main ways: the demolition of houses; the
imposition of curfews Or sealing off certain areas; and the imposition of economic
sanctions. Owing to the frequency of these cases, which, if listed individually,
would have taken up considerable space, only a few examples are cited below in
order to illustrate the situation in that regard.

(i) Demolition of houses

158. on a May, it was reported that the family of Attia Khalil Mustafa, from
Kalkilya, said that their home had been demolished by the IDF by mistake and
demanded to receive compensation or else they would petition the High Court of
Justice. The house was demolished on 16 January 1989. The reason given in the
demolition order was that Khalil Mustafa's two step-brothers, Atta and Muntser, had
been chargpl with throwing stones at an Israeli car on 17 December 1988, and that
the two had lived in the house. According to the family, the two suspects lived in
the father's house and not in the brother's house that was demolished. (Ha'aretz,
8 May 1989)

159. On 11 May, the Supreme Court upheld the IDF's right to demolish houses in the
territories in reaction to petrol bombings, even in cases when the bombs caused no
damage. The court reportedly upheld demolition orders on three houses and the
sealing of another. (Jerusalem Post, 12 May 1989)

160. On 15 May, troops demolished and sealed 12 homes belonging to families of men
arrested on suspicion of killing alleged collaborators. The demolitions were
carried out during a general strike marking the Gregorian calendar anniversary of
Israel's independence. Houses were demolished in Akabat Jaber camp, near Jericho,
Nablus, Balata camp, Arub camp and Deir Nizam, near Ramallah. (Ha'aretz,
Jerusalem Post, 16 May 1989)

161. On 13 June, the IDF demolished four homes and sealed seven others in the West
Bank, following the arrest of over 50 Palestinians suspected of attacking alleged
collaborators and soldiers. (Ha'aretz, Jerusalem Post, 14 June 1989)

162. On 18 June, it was reported that troops had demolished and sealed nine houses
in the Gaza Strip over the weekend. The houses of the families of Maswan Isa, aged
24, Nasser Muttaluk, aged 23, and Jamal Allam, aged 26, were demolished after the
three were suspected of planting explosives and throwing petrol bombs. Three homes
were demolished in Khan Yunis for being illegally built and three homes were sealed
in Zeitun neighbourhood, Gaza, because a member of each family was suspected of
taking part in the killing of an alleged collaborator in the area. (Ha'aretz,
Jerusalem Post, 18 June 1989)

/ . . .
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163. On 17 July, security forma demolished the homes of Nihad Yussuf Jundiya  and
Muhammad Hamdiya after the two had confessed to the murder of Israeli civilian
Zalman  Shlein, of Gan Yavne. Some 40 people reportedly lived in the two houses,
situated in Sajai’ya,  Gaols. (-Post, 18 July 1989)

164. On 30 July, the High Court of Justice ruled that Palestinians whose homes were
to be demolished were entitled to apply to the High Court against the demolition.
The decision reportedly marked the first time the High Court had principally
restricted the army on a security-related issue since the start of the uprising.
The decision was given in response to an application by ACRI. In its unanimous
decision, the High Court ruled that there was “no justification, legal or
otherwise, pertaining to irreversible results after the fact, that we would refuse
to hear arguments against actions by the authorities”. Nevertheless, the High
Court said the IDF could demolish a home immediately if there were “operational
military  needs”. The ruling also said that the IDF was permitted to seal homes
immediately, since the sealing6 were reversible. (ware -Post,
31 July 1989)

165. On 1 August, security forces handed six Jabaliya camp residents orders
informing them of the intention to demolish their homes. This followed a ruling by
the High Court of Justice several days earlier that the security forces should give
people whose homes were stated for demolition a chance to appeal against the
decision. The six persons concerled were reportedly suspected of membership in
“shock committees”, and had all been arrested one month earlier. They were
Muhsein Abu Rukma, Anwar Abu- Habel, Rafik Hamduna, Ahmed Naji, Iman Abed and
Mustafa Abu al-Ate. (w, 2 August 1989)

166. On 9 August, it was reported that a petition signed by 350 public figures was
sent to Defence Minister Pabin,  protesting the decision to seal the apartment of
Henriette Tamas, located above the apartment of Industry Minister Ariel Sharon, in
the Moslem Quarter of Jerusalem’s Old City. Mrs. Tamas  had been living in the
apartment for 50 years. The pretext for the sealing decision was the activity
attributed to her son Francis, who had allegedly thrown a petrol bomb at the United
States consulate in Eaf.t  Jerusalem. No one was hurt in that attack, which took
place during the night. The petitioners said that this would be the first case of
collective punishment in Jerusalem imposed after an incident not resulting in any
injuries. It was also reported that since Minister Sharon moved into the building,
Mrs. Tamas  had been under pressure to sell her flat and had been subjected to
harassment, frequent searches, day and night, and prohibition of visitors from
entering the building. (H&BL&%,  9 August 1989)

167. On 8 May, the eve of Israel’s Independence Day, close to 1 million
PRlsstinians  were under curfew. An open-ended curfew was imposed on the entire
Gaza  Strip and on Nablus, Tulkarem and Jenin.  (-‘arm, Jerusalem,
9 May 1989)

,
168. On 16 May, the Gaza Strip was placed under an indefinite curfew. Defence
Minister Rabin declared that the measure was meant to show Palestinians that they

/ * . .
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could not take their jobs in Israel for granted. (b’aretp, JkrusalamPost,  16,
17, 18 May 1989)

169. On 17 May, it was reported that curfews remained in force in Nur Shams refugee
camp for the sixteenth day, Anabta for the thirteenth day, Ein Yabrud for the tenth
day, Tulkarem refugee camp for the fourth day and Danaba for the third day. The
entire Gara Strip was also kept under curfew, (W, 18 May 19891  ALE&,
22 May 1989)

170. On 4 June, a total curfew was imposed on the Gasa Strip and a general strike
was observed throughout the territories to mark the twenty-second anniversary of
the June 1967 war. (b’arat;t, Jsruselem  Poet, 5 June 1989)

(iii) Uuw&ion of ecanomic  sanctions

171. On 9 May, IDF troop8 uprooted 500 olive trees in the village of Al Kahder,
Some 110 trees were uprooted in the village of Azmut and 100 in the village of
Beit Waszan. (&l Fair,  15 May 1989)

172. On 18 May, it was reported that all Gaze  Strip residents would henceforward be
required to have an individual permit to cc088 into Israel for work or businesc
purposes, and that similar restrictions would also be extended to West Bank
residents in time. Defence Minister Rabin said that that measure  would enable
better control, for security reasons, of the movement of people entitled to work
inside 18rael. (See also “Freedom of movement”, paras. 201-211).  (w,
J~ruxa.ll,  16, 17, 18 May 1989)

173. On 2 July, while security forces imposed a curfew on Beit Sahur, cars
belonging to people who had not paid their taxes were confiscated and several
people were arrested. (Jerusalem Post, 3 July 1989)

174. On 20 August, it was reported that one week after a petrol bomb attack on tax
collecting officials of the civil administration in Ramallah, shopowners on the
street where the attack tcok place were still prohibited from opening their shops,
8nd several had the doors of their shops welded. It was also reported that tax
authorities in Ramallah  have been stepping up their activity, imposing high taxes
and confiscating ID Card8 from dozen8 in order to force them to pay their debts.
(w’w, 20 August 1989)

175. On 25 August, it was reported that Nablus resident8 had been complaining of
tax raids over the past five days. According to local reports, at least 70
merchants, including older men, had been arrested and were being detained in a tent
in the military government compound, and some 100 ID cards had been confiscated to
force residents to pay their debts. In another development, it was reported that
‘lo citrus tree8 had been uprooted by army bulldozer8 at Nasariya,  in the Jordan
valley, after a stone throwing incident. (Jerusalem Post, 25 August 1989)
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176. On 4 May, it was reported that Jenin refugee camp had been deprived every
evening from electricity for 10 days running. (Attalia, 4 May 1989)

177. On 12 April, it was reported that the security authorities had issued about
200 green identity cards to Palestinians from the West Bank and the Oasa Strip,
barring their entry into Israel. Most of those issued with such cards were former
prisoners or suspected activists. Palestinians reported that recipients of the new
cards were often made to wait for days at military government headquarters, and
were offered their original ID cards back if they signed a pledge of good
behaviour. (Je Post, 12 April 1989)

178. On 26 July, it was reported that soldiers  at Far’un, near Tulkarem,  had
allegedly cut off power for 12 days to compel villagers to remove Palestinian flags
from electricity lines. (n POBt, 26 July 1989)

179. On 4 AugUBt, the IDF sealed 20 shops in Khan Yunis following  the throwing of a
grenade at a patrol. The shops were Bealed, reportedly in order to exert pressure
on the owners PO give information on the perpetrators,  and aleo as a deterrent.
(Ha’*rete,  6 August 1989)

180. The Special Committee heard several statements on the practice of deportation
and expulsion of Palestinians from the occupied territories. During the hearing8
on this subject, many witnesses stressed the illegal nature of the deportation
procedure and the fact that the intended deportee8 had not been given the
opportunity to see the allegation8 leading to their  expulsion.
Mr. Mas’ud Osman Zu’aytar, a deported shopkeeper, stated in that connection:

“The trial started after we received the deportation order. We were
brought before the consultative committee. I was brought before that
committee only once or twice. We were convinced that our deportation was to
be carried out for political reason. There were no specific charges. The
lawyer wa8 not allowed to 8ee the confidential file. They prevented
everything. The hearings were all in, and they were always trying to
delay the arrival of the defence lawyers. So I was pre8ent  at one hearing
only. MO8t of the trial was in_absentia , and sometimes the lawyer could not
attend because of the obstacles they put in his way. There were supposed to
be many sittings, actually, but we as a group - the colleagues who were
deported with me - were not present and the proceedings were concluded without
our being present. We were divided into groups, and we were 13 persons,
There was  a dialogue between the lawyer and the prosecutor, but we did not
have the right to speak or express our position; we were not given that
opportunity. I was not even allowed to ask why I was being deported.”
(MAC.1451RT.507)

/ . . I
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101. Mr. Abdel Hamid  El Baba, rp.?other person expelled from the occupied
Lerritories,  recalled;

"After I received the deportation order I was in Jneid prison in Nablus.
Through the lawyers I appealed against the order to the military commander,
Avram Mit%na. A committee was set up to hear military objections to the
appeal. They are supposed  to review the order made by the military commander,
as to whether it is legal or illegal. That committee met several times.

“Them: Were you present at those meetings?

“Them ( interpretation from Arabic) I The meetings of the military
commit-tee were sometimes in pub,ic and sometir,les  in private. I and my lawyers
attended the public meeting6 together with the district prosecutor, but that
was only to hear our deposition to the committee. As soon as I had given my
testimony there and my lawyer had given his speech in defence, I was taken &t
and the meeting  proceeded in, with only the military authorities, the
intelligence officers  and the members of the committee.

“The-: What about your lawyer7 Was he  able to participate in
those pr ivate  s e s s i o n s ?

“The ( interpretation from Arabic)  : No, the lawyer ha8 no right
to discuss things with the intelligence officers or to attend the private
meptings, only the other members.

“-CHAIRMAN: I suppose that is the reason why there was a delay in
your deportaticn7

“The (interpretation from Arabic): Yes. There would be two
weeks between meetings of the committee. The lawyers used tl, send written
questions, and the committee would answer them in writing two week8 later. I
must say that that committee is appointed by the military commander of the
central region. ” (A/AC.145/RT.513)

182. A nlrmber  of witnesses  referred in their testimonies to the phy8iCal  and
p6yChOlOgiC81  ill-treatment they were subjected to while they were kept in custody
prior to their deportation. Mr. Jamal Abdalla Shakir Jbara stated the following;

“Just after I gave mysel f up, they handcuffed me, threw me in a car #
blindfolded me and took me to Nablus. When they took off the blindfold
I realised where  I was. There was a tent with ten young men inside, a tent on
empty ground, and the ground under the tent was muddy and there wa8 water.
Therb were fOUr soldier6  inside the tent as Well, I w,.lked  in smiling and a
soldier said, ‘What are you smiling for7’ and I told him, ‘It’8 better to
smile than to frown’, 80 he started beating me with the butt of hi8 gun and
with a stick. One of the young men tried to interfere and said, ‘Dorr’t  do
that to him’, so one of the four soldier8 hit that young man with the butt of
hi8 gun in the eye, and I saw hi8 eye pop out, I saw it there. They tirdered
me to sit. down, asked me my name, and I told them that rl\y  name was Jamal.

/ . . .
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They started hitting me and told me to say ‘Jamal, sir’. I did so boxd they
said, ‘Your n a m e  now is a number’  and they gave me a number,  and they used to
call  me by that number,  to insult  me, I t  is B sort of demoralieation that
they apply. ”

. . . They took us from ‘Atlit to Jneid prison in Nablus, It was two hours
drive by car, and in the car they continued to insult and beat us, hit the
back of our heads with their batons, or with their hands, or they kicked  us.
During the drive, one of the soldiers asked me, ‘Do you support Peres or
Shamir?’ and I told him that I supported Peres, so he got furious. He didn’t
like the fact that I supported Peres and he started hitting me hard and
yelling at me. He said, ‘You should support Kahane’  . I t  was a horrible drive
to Jneid  prison. There we were put in solitary confinement and we didn’t know
what was going on around us.

“After  about an hour or so, they started calling us one by one and we
were each told of the decision to deport us. It was a horrible and unpleasant
surprise. ” (A/AC.145/RT.513)

183. The harsh conditions of the actual deportation process were also described by
some witnesses. Mr. Jamal Namr,  a deported teacher, said in the course of his
testimony1

“I was in my ~011, my eyes were blindfolded and my hands were
handcuffed. They carried me, literally carried me to a van. I was driven and
I was dropped in Lebanon. I could not walk, of course, at the time. I was
handcuffed and my eyes were covered. They knew that I was in bad health.
They did not inform my family or anybody that I was being  deported.”
(A/AC,145/RT,510)

184. Testimonies referring to the problem of expulsions from the occupied
territories may be found in documents A/AC.l45/RT,507
(MI. Ahmad Mohammad  Jabar Suleiman, Mr. Masud Osman Zu’aytar); A1AC.1451RT.508
(Ms. rlaifa Abdallsh, Mr. Saleh Abdallah); A1AC.1451RT.510  (Mr. Jamal  Namr) 1 and
A1AC.1451RT.513  (Mr. Abdel Hamid  El Baba, Mr. Jamal Abdallah Shakir Jbara).

(InTormatiJn  on this subject covering the period from 26 August 1988 to
31 Mirrch  1989 is to be found in the periodic report (A/44/352,  paras.  153-160) ).

.185.  Ch 3 May, the civil administration expelled to Jordan two women,
Maryam Suleirnan,  aged 25, and Huda Kawnrik, aged 23, both from Awarta village near
Nablus I Suleiman was in her ninth month of pregnancy and Kawarik had three
c.laught.ers, one just 10 days old. Sources in the civil administration said the two
had to leave the region since the validity of their “staying visa” had expired.
hcc,ot’ding  to the law they were not r-esidents of the region and the measure was not
c:onsidered as an expulsion, but ati a non-renewal of a visa. ( Ho.’ aret.t I 5 May 1989)

/ . . .
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186.  On 21 May, the Chief of Staff Dan Shomron asked the Government  to consider
tabling legislation to facilitate deporting convicted terrorists who were caught a
second time. It was reported that, although suspected terrorists could at present
be deported without trial, under the emergency regulations, their right of appeal
made deportation a long and cumbersome procedure. (Jm Post, 22 May 1989)

187. On 31 May, it was reported that the trend to expel pereons without a valid
“6 taying vies” had increased recently in the civil administration, and that at
least eight women had been expelled to Jordan over the past week, anr’ several
others received warnings that they would be expelled shortly. Most of the women
were said to be married to residents of the West Bank. On 28 M a y ,
Muhammad Afif Ayad, aged 30, from Silwad, was arrested on the grounds that his wife
was staying in the region without a permit. The woman had just qiven birth to a
baby. He was told that he would remain in dc.tention  until his wife left the
region. Three women from Niama village and three from Silwad were expelled
recently for similar reasons, (w, 31 May 1989)

180. On 1 June, it was rrported that over the past fortnight 10 Palestinians, most
of them women, had been expelled to Jordan. Sl;?h Palestinians were not co?ridered
to be residents of the West Bank and their “staying permits” had expired.
According to security sources the increasing number of expulsions did not indicate
a change of policy, but rather a more efficient enforcement  of the law. Most of
the people alfected  were married to West Bank recidents ancl were holders of
temporary “s tay.ing permits” . It was estimated that there were several thousand
people with a similar status in the West Bank. In the past, the authorities used
to renew expired permits and even to grant a status of resident, in the framework
of a “family reunification” procedure. On 23 June, it was reported that the IDF
and the civil administration had summoned three residents of Shweika, near
Tulkarem, and confiscated their ID cards pending the departure of their wives - who
were Jordanian citieens whose temporary permits to stay in the region expired. The
three were Ghassam Fais Ja’arum, Imad Ibrahim Hawilad and Adnan Attiya Bahati.
They were told that their wives had to leave the region within 48 hours. On
25 June, the three women were expelled to Jordan. (U’aret,a,  1, 23, 26 June 1989)

189. On 15 June, the High Court of Justice rejected appeals against deportation by
Moh&nmad  Al -Labadi , aged 3 3, from Abu-Dis, and Radwan Ziyada, aged 31, from Hebron,
but gave their attorneys another woek to submit further arguments. The deportation
orders were issued in July 1988. Roth men were union activists accused of links
Wit21 “terror organisations”  and, il; particular, the Democratic Front (DFLP).
(B~‘.aretu, JerusalemPost,  16 June 1989)

190. On 29 June, the military authorities expelled eight residents of the
territories to southern Lebanon. The eight were described as leading figures in
the uprising. Only two of them had exhausted the appeals procedures by petitioning
the High Court of Justice. Their petitions were rejected. The eight were8
Muhammad al-Labadi, aged 33, from Abu Ris, Radwan Ziyada, aged 31, from Hebron,
both active in West Bank labour unions who received their expulsion order in
July 19881  Akef Hamdallah, aged 28, a student from Anabta, Taysir Nasrallah, aged
27, a student from Balata, Attah Abu Kirsh, aged 54, an engineer from Shati  camp,
Muhammad A-Maduh, aged 38, an agricultural worker from Gasa;  Riad Ajur, aged 27, a
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qreangrocer from Gaea, and Nabil Tamus,  aged 21, a mechanic  from Khan Yunis.
Defence Minister Rabin announced that if calm returned to the territories, the
authorities would consider allowing the deportees to return within three years.
(Ha’areU,  Jeruealrm  Post, 30 June 1939)

191. On 24 August, the High Court of Justice rejected a petition submitted by four
senior activists in the uprising against their deportation. The court said it saw
no reason to reverse the deportation orders, in view of the grave security risk
Posed by the four. The four were Muhammad Matur, aged 40, Odeh Ma’ali,
Dr. Taysir Aruri and Majid Labadi, (w, Jerusalrm Post, 25 August 1989)

(a) -isocial sit-

192. A number of witnesses referred to the detariorating  living conditions of the
civil population, in particular since the start of the uprising. An anonymous
witness said in the course of his testimony8

II
. . . The main problem is social life, or lack of it, limited ger c&La income

nnd cases of extreme poverty. A family may have three members arrested)
sometimes A family of 30 persons may have only two breadwinners. In such
circumstances  it is very difficult for a family to subsist.” (Anonymous
witness, A/AC,145/RT.517)

193. Mr. Hekmat Jaber  stated the followings

II
, 1 I The worker may come and work in the workshop for an hour, and then

the army interferes, and they prevent people from going to work. So half of
these factories have closed their doors.

“Mr, SENE !Senegel)  (interpretation from French) 8 Has this led to a drop
in the standard of I.iving, as a consequence of the drop in production? There
has also been the devaluation of the dinart what have been tile consequences7
What is the situation t.here now7

“Tha-,UTN~ (interpretation from Arabic): A worker ea:‘ns  about
90 diners a month, and he spends it all. Now we do not have enough work in
the West Bank because half of the factories have closed. The devaluation of
the diner means  that those who get 90 diners find it will be worth only
50 dinars  after the devaluation, and that is not enough to cover the needs of
i:\ family. This has lad to R drop in the standard of living, economically
speaking,  ” (A/AC,145/RT,SlO)

1’14. Mr. Muphid Neat-at referred to the dramatic consequences of the economic
r:i t.\\at:.ion in the camps:

I, * I 1 Those wA. really suEfer and go hungry are those living in the camps.
Even before the infifad.ab they were living in a humiliating eit;ration: even
clogs fare better. There was sewage, the situation was very bad, there was not

/ . I .
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enough food on a daily basis. Some of them would spend a whole week without
w o r k , 80 how were they to feed their children?” (A/AC.145/RT.510)

195, Mr. Yussef Abdel Hag described the policy followed by the occupying
authorities in the economic sector, with the complete destruction of the
Palestinian economy as its final aimr

“,.  I First, they tried to persuade Palestinian manpower to leave productive
agricultural and industrial projeatsa that period lastcrd  from 1967 to
1973-74 * The salary of a Palestinian labourer in the Israeli sector would be
double what he received in the occupied territories, Throughout this period
the occupation authorities made sure the inhabitants would have income, but
not from their local or national production activities.

“Once this stage wau achieved, in other words, when  Palestinian labour
migrated  from tho occupied territoriee to the Israeli economy, or even to some
of the petroleum-producing Arab States, Israel started implementing the second
phase, niunely, the marginalisation of the Palestine economy, By
marginalisation I mean that they tried to decrease its volume and sise. Thus
they took certain  administrative and legal measures in order to obstruct
licences for industrial production and to prevent the planting of even one
tree without a permit or a licence from the occupation authorities, in
accordance with Military Order No. 1034.

“Following that marginalisation, the occupation authorities moved on to
the third stage. Once the Palestine labour which had migrated  to the Israeli
economy had reached 110,000 registered workers plus another 30,000 to 40,000
unofficial migrant labourers, Israel aimed at an economic stranglehold, the
policy which it has been applying recently. In this last, third stage, the
occupation authoritier’have been dumping all kind8 of products on the
Palest in ian market.'8 (A/AC.l45/R?,513)

196, Problems resulting from foreign tratie  limitation8  were mentionelI  by several
witnesses. Mr, Abdel Hag stated Jn that regard8 ,

“As far  as fore ign trade is concerned, there is, for example, what took
place with the Europaan Economic Coimnunity.  In 1986 the EEC allowed the
import of Palestinian produce, but tin occupation authorities used every means
of obstructing those exports until it war obliged, under pressure from the
EEC, to aliqw the export of Palestinian produce to Europe. But when you
examine the practical steps which have to be taken in order to export, you
will see that they have taken back with the left hand what they have provided
with the right. There is a uort of ‘security controller’ at every stage of
packaging who harasses the Palertinian  producers and workers and impedes their
work on various pretexts. A new export licence must be obtained for each
consignment exported8 these ard bureaucratic and administrative measures
intended to impede exports. Then there is the problem of storage.
Palestinian export authorities examining the storage of eggplant intended for
export to France found that Ieraeli supervisors had raiFed the temperature of
the cold store to such an extent that the produce was completely ruined. At
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present there is a case before the court, brought by the insurance company
which had insured that produce, In addition, 20 per cent of all packages
exported to Europe are opened by the occupation authorities.”
(A/AC,145/RT,513)

197. Another witness referred to the discrimination against Palestinian workers as
compared to Israeli workers;

�I l * The Israeli  workers would come at 9 a.m. and go home at 3 p.m. We
Palestinians  used to leave our homes at 5 a.m., we would start work at 6 aem.
and work until 4.30 plm.t and we had only half an hour for lunch.

“ML JOVBKLL:  (Yugoslavia) : So you would conclude that there was
discrimination between the Israeli and Arab workers, to the benefit of the
Israelis7

“The (interpretation from Arabic}1 Yes, there was
discrimination. They also used to give the heavy work to the Palestinians and
the lighter work to the Israelis, For instance, if there were jobs to be done
under the scorching sun) it was  the Palestinian workers who did itt i f  there
was more comfortable work in the shade, the Israelis did it.”
(A/AC,145/RT.515)

198. Specific reference was also macle to difficulties faced in the agricultural
sector, in psrticuiar  by farmers in the Gara Strip. An anonymous witness from Gaze
stated in that regard8

“The Israeli authorities are trying to destroy agriculture in Gaza
because they know that we dapend heavily on agriculture, especially the
growing of citrus fruit. They have put various obstacles in the way of the
export of citrus fruit. In the 19608 wa used to export both to Western Europe
and to Socialist Europe, but now that is banned. They claim that they were
protecting their own produce. We are really perplexed. We have tried to
export to Eastern Europe and to Western Europe, but whatever we try, obstacles
are placed in the wey.

“Then we tried to export citrus fruit to Jordan across the bridges. The
Israeli authorities placed extra obstacles in the way by increasing taxes, by
limiting the number of vehicles which may go out, by requiring certain permits
only granted under their own supervision. They will hold back the trucks for
two or three days in the sun before they can cross the bridge. When the
vehicles unload their produce they keep it for 10 or 15 days. They may take
down the engine  of the vehicle. They only allow 50 trucks to operate, and if
they hold back 40 of them and only allow ten to operate, it means that the
season will be over before the produce can be exported. This, of course,
constitutes a great loss to the grower, Israel has opened juice extraction
plants in Israel and we can send our produce there, but of course they buy the
fruit at a very, very low price. Early in the season they bought it for $lRO,
but when the .i.at.LLad&  intensified, the price dropped to $60. When the
countries of the European Economic Community agreed to import some of our
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citruc fruit, they increased the obctacles. We have excellent fruit and many
experts from Europe came to examine and taste it. They we.:8 very pleased with
the quality , But after the produce was loaded on to the ships, they remained
in port for a week or ten day@, They were delayed for such a long time that
when the produce arrived in Europe it would be rotten, and nobody would buy
it, since the contract was for quality fruit.

“There  is also the problem of water, Of course, all over the world there
are water problems, but the Israeli  authorities  have forbidden anyone to dig a
well,to  irrigate his citrus groves because ‘Gala has no water’. But at the
61~6 time, ten metres away  on the other side of the 1967 border, they will dig
not one well but ten. I myself have a farm and they have prevented me from
digging a well on my own land, on the pretext that there is not enough
water. ” (A/AC.145/RT.517)

199. Reference was also made to the question of livestock, One anonymous witness
from Gasa said the following in that connection;

. . . Poultry breeders have sustained great losses because of difficulties in
bringing in the chicken feed because of frequent lengthy curfews. In
addition, poultry are also affected by the tear-gas fired by the army, Then
the drugs needed by poultry breeders are very expensive, and veterinarians
meet with obstacles when they need to travel within the region. Also, the
weakness of the dinar means that it has a lower purchasing power than
formerly. The local market cannot absorb all the chicken6  produced; before
the m there wae  a free exchange  of products between the West Rank and
Gala, and thie helped to absorb our poultry production.

"Beef production is suffering in the same way. Lately a factory for
dairy products has been built in Qasa, but the occupation authorities have
refused to grant it a licence under the pretext of protecting their own dairy
products, although the factory is fully equipped. It is in Jabaliya,”
(A/AC,l45/RT.517)

200. Accounts of the economic and social situation in the occupied territories may
be found in documents  A/AC.145/RT.510  (Mr. Hekmat Jaber, Mr. Muphid Nearet,
Mr. Omar Basha);  A1AC.1451RT.512  ( two  anonymous witnesses ) ;  A1AC.1451RT.5121Add.l
(Mr. Zuhdi Saedlr  A/AC.145/RT.513 (Mr. Yussef Abdrl Haq); A1AC.1451RT.515  (two
anonymous witnesees)J A1AC.1451RT.516  (an anonymous witness); A1AC.1451RT.517  (four
anonymous witnesses)1  and A/AC,145/RT.518 (Mr. Hafea Toukan).

/ . 0 .
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2 .  t&guures  affecting  cerv free&llU

201. Different measures restricting freedom of movement  were referred  to in various
testimonies. Some witnesses  mentioned that they were constrained to leave the
occupied territories because of the refusal of the occupying  authorities  to renew
their work permit, One anonymous witness stated in that regard8

II
* . I Ten of us working at our university were refused work permits. Some of

them tried to get back by getting a permit to visit  their relatives,  but
whenever they went there, one month later they would have to return to Amman.
They were not allowed to stay there for more than tha!. period of time.”
(A/AC.145/RT.508/Add.l)

202. Other witnesses referred to the long formalities  necessary in order to leave
the occupied tL\rritories. An anonymous witness who had been injured in the course
of the uprising and needed medical treatment abroad said in the course of his
testimony:

“The first time I wanted to come here, they gave me a permit for only one
and a half months. But the doctors said that I needed to continue my
treatment for longer than that, so I bad to apply for another permit, an
extension of the permit. I presented the application in order  to be able to
re-enter the hospital, but they said that I had to get the approval of the
intelligence service. They kept asking  me to go to the intelligence  service
once every two weeks to get this paper, this approval. So f o r  about six
months I went to the intelligence serv ice  about every two weeks,  trying to get
that paper, My family used to carry me, to help me to go to get that permit.
After six months they allowed me to come for medical treatment for the second
time. ” (A1AC.1451RT.515)

203. Another anonymous witness whose identity card had been retained by the
military authorities as a guarantee that he would pay a fine imposed on his son
snid the following;

“Since I am a merchant, I use my car a lot, and it was very difficult for
me to move around without my identity card which was still retained by the
occupation authorities. Finally, I was obliged to go and pay the fine they
had imposed, in order to retrieve my identity card.” (A/AC.145/RT.517)

204 I Accounts of the limitations affecting freedom of movement  may be found in
documents A/AC.145/RT.508/Add.l (three anonymous witnesses)r A/AC.145/RT.512 (two
witnesses) ; A/kC.145/RT.515  ( a n  anohqmous  witness)) anJ A1AC.1451RT.517  (an
anonymous witness).
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(Information on this subject covering the period from 26 August 1988 to
31 March 1989 is to be found in the periodic report (A/44/352,  pares. 161-162)).

205. On 12 April, it was reported that the security authorities had issued abol*t
LOO green identity cards to Palestinians from the West Bank and the Gasa Strip,
barring their entry into Israel. Most of those issued with 3uch csrds,were former
prisoners or suspected activists. Palestinians reported that recipients of the new
cards were often made to wait for days at military government headquarters, and
were offered their original ID cards back if they signed a pledge of good
behaviour. (Al-E&,  10 April 1909; Lm Post, 12 April 1909, ALULi.8,
13 April 1989)

206. On 18 May, it was reported that all Gaaa Strip residents would henceforward be
required to have an individual permit to cross into Israel for work or business
purposes, and that similar restrictions would also be extended to West Bank
residents in time. Defence Minister Rabin said that that measure would enable
better control, for security reasons, of the movement of people entitled to work
inside Israel. (mareta B, 16, 17, 18 May 1989)

207. On 6 June, military authorities reportedly began issuing plastic identity
cards with a magnetic strip to Gasa Strip residents wishing to enter Israel. The
meaGure  was described as a further effort to tighten control over the residents,
It was reported that some 2,000 residents with security or criminal records would
not be entitled to a card. (B, 6 June lY89)

208. On 8 August, ACRI petitioned the High Court of Justice against the IDF’s
practice of prohibiting travel across the Jordan bridges to residents of entire
towns and villages in the West Bank as punishment for unrest. The request was
submitted on behalf of a villager from Kafr Malik, near Ramallah, and three
teGidents  of Kabatiya who were prevented from travelling to Jordan, over a year
ago. According to ACRI, there could be no security grounds for banning travel by
residents of an entire village while permitting the departure of residents of
nnother  village. Arabs from specific communities were either denied travel permits
st local  c iv i l  administratio-.  o f f i ces , or turned back at the Jordan bridges after
receiving permits. Nablus residentG were banned from travelling to Jordan for four
months. In some cases  people working abroad who arrived in the West Bank for
Family visit were prsvented by travel bans from returning to their jobs.
(Jer.uam  Post, 9 August 1989)

20!, . On 17 AUgUGt, the High Court of Justice granted a petition filed by
Sanir  Jarab, a Palestinian working in Saudi Arabia, against the IDF’s  decision to
bawl  his travel to that country. The petitioner lived in Tulkarem until 1980 and
had been living and working in Saudi  Arabia Gince  1988. When he arrived at the
Jordan bridge in June 1989 to visit his relatives in the West Bank, he was detained
for 15 days and questioned about  the activities of his two brothers, whose
whereabouts he did not know, While his wife and daughter were allowed to leave the
region on 16 August 1989, he was not authorised to do the same. He said that he
must be back in his job by 1 September  1909, and added that he was not involved in
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any illegal activity. The High Court judge gave  the IDF commander  in the West Bank
seven days to reply to the petition.  (w, 18 August 1989)

210. On 18 August, new regulations  went into e f f e c t ,  permitting entry to Israel f o r
Gaza Strip residents carrying magnetic  ID cards, Protests were reported in the
region against the new measures. It was reported  that about 60,000 c a r d s  had been
issued, and about 1,000 Palestinians had told the authorities  that their cards were
confiscated by uprising activists. An IDF spokesman said that 1,900 more cards
were issued on 17 August. On 22 August, it was reported that security authorities
were considering  introducing similar cards to West Bank residents in order  to ban
entry to persons who had been convicted in the past of a security  or a serious
criminal o f f e n c e  o r  had been served with an administrative  detention term.
(m, 10, 22 August 1989)

211, On 25 August, it was reported that villagers  at Taluza had been prevented from
travelling abroad for several months by the military government,  which insisted
t h a t  they should  first reappoint a local council. (Jetusalem, 25 August 1989)

212. Restrictions on freedom of religion were evoked by some witnesses. The mayor
of Nablus, Mr, Hafee Toukan, said in that regard;

“Sometimes mosques are attacked at night, the Holy Koran being thrown on
t o  t h e  ground]  this happened  in Nablus, The army forced young men to drink
alcohol, which is forbidden by Islam: they threatened them with weapons to
force them to do so.” (A1AC.1451RT.518)

213. An anonymous  witness related the following recent incident:

II
*.. You know that Muslims fast throughout  the month of Ramadan,  and

d u r i n g  t h a t  f a s t  no citizen o f  the West Bank or Gaza  is allowed  t o  attend
Friday prayers in Al AqGa mosque in Jerusalem. But I was allowed to enter
Jerusalem on a Friday. I was with a colleague ,,. and we wanted to perform
Friday prayers. A barricade had been erected by the army to prevent
inhabitants of the West Bank from entering Jerusalem. Of course, we were both
fasting, but I told my colleague, ‘We are going to play a trick on them to get
into Jerusalem. ’ I told him we would both light  cigarettes in order to make
the soldiers think that we were not fasting. So we each lighted a cigarette
end when we arrived at the barrier, he said, ‘You are not allowed to enter
Jerusalem. We told him that we were not fasting, we had our cigarettes, so
he allowed uz to enter Jerusalem when  he heard that we were not fastjng. So
we were able to perform Friday prayers in Jerusalem,” (A/AC.145/RT.511/Add.l)

/ . . .
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214. On 10 April, IDF troops  reportedly  raided three mosques in Hebron and arrested
scores  of worshippers, filling six buses with people. Aly Abeida  Mosque was also
raided in Kalkilya and its content ere damaged. (m, 13 April 1989:
Al FaQ, 17 April 1989)

215. On 14 April, police seiaed the main entrance to the Temple Mount and barred
entry to the area to resic3ents of the territories and certain East Jerusalem
residents, Only 7,000 Moslem worshippers were allowed to enter the mosques for the
Rsmadan Friday prayers, compared with 30,000 in previous years, (tis’arm,
15 April 1989)

216. On 1 May, a serious  clash was reported between settlers and villagers in
Kifl Harith village, after a group of settlers entered the village to pray at a
site believed4 to be the Joshua’s  Tomb. The settlers were allegedly accompanied by
four IDF jeeps. When the settlers were stonecl  by villagers they went to a Moslem
mosque  and set fire to Koran  books. (Ba’aratp, !,&um Post, 2 May 1989)

217. On 2 May, the Israeli authorities prevented Palestinians from the West Bank
and the Gaea Strip from reaching Jerusalem. The measure was taken to prevent
Moslem worshippers  from celebrating Leilat Al Kadr, the night the Koran was
revealed,  in Al Aqsa Mosque. (JL,LE&,  8 May 1989)

218. On 4 May, serious confrontations were reported in Hebron throughout the night
between settlers and residents  after settler convoys drove through the town and
shattered windows and car windows. The settlers fired in the air and set fire to a
mosque under construction, located just outside Kiryat Arba. The town was declared
a closed military sone. (U’areb,  Jerusalem  Post, S May 1989)

219. On 15 May, clashes escalated after IDF troops threw gas canisters into a
mosque while worshippers were praying, Many people were overcome  by fumes.
Soldiers shot at and injured other residents who rushed to help the worshippers,
(81Fair, 22 May 1989)

220. On 17 July, Kiryat Arba settlers reportedly burst into one of the halls of the
Patriarchs’ Cave in Hebron, which had been reserved for exclusive Moslem use during
the Id al-Adha holiday. The settlers allegedly threw Moslem prayer rugs aside and
danced until soldiers forced them out. One settler was detained and was later
released on bail .  (m Post, 18, 19 July 1989)

In the course of his testimony, Mr. Usama Sayeh, educational adviser of the
Sment of Education  of the Palestine Liberation Organization,  referred to

restrictions  imposed upon the press:
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“.a. A group of Palestinian writers tried to express their point of view
through the press; most of the newspapers in the occupied territories  are
published in Jerusalem. They try in this way to achieve legitimacy because
Jerusalem is under Israeli law. Rut nonetheless they have imprisoned a large
number of journalists claiming that their articles incite insurrection. Some
newspapers have appeared with blank spaces where articles have been deleted
through censorship, That is against Israeli law. That censorship is only
imposed on Arab newspapers. Some Israeli writers and educationists have
themselves condemned in the Israeli press the actions of the authorities
against intellectual and cultural oppression of the Palestinian people.”
(A/AC.l45/RT.513)

Written infarmation

(Information on this subject covering the period from 26 August 1988 to
31 March 1989 is to be found in the periodic report (A/44/352, paras.  164-178)).

222. On 2 April, it was reported that a Gaea journalist, Taher Shreita, had been
repeatedly harassed during the past week by security forces for “working too much
with the foreign press”. (Jerusalemt,  2 April 1989)

223. On 2 April, Sami al-Kilani, member of the Association of Palestinien Authors
and Poets, was detained after being stopped at a roadblock near Deir Sharaf the
previous day and beaten by troops. (u’areu, 3 April 1989)

224. On 6 April, security forces raided the office of the Al-Fajr newspaper in
Gaza. Troops confiscated documents and summoned the director to military
government headquarters. (St, 7 April 1989)

225. On 12 April, it was reported that the distribution of two East Jerusalem
newspapers, A-Nahar and Al-Fajr, had been banned in the territories on the grounds
that they violated censorship. (Jerusw Post, 12 April 1989)

226. On 10 May, security agents accompanied by troops broke into a press and
translations office in Nablus, confiscated .nany books and, according to local
residents, set fire to several books. (m, 11 May 1989)

227. On 25 May, Hana  Seniora, editor of the East Jerusalem newspaper wr, was
convicted of failure to submit an article to the censorr as required under the
emergency regulations. The article contained an interview with Yasser Arafat, and
was published on 19 December 1986. (w’areb, 26 May 1989)

228. On 28 May, police told Sari Nusseibeh to halt publicathon  of his weekly
newsletter, “Monday Report”, on the grounds that it was not regist-sred with the
Interior Ministry and that he had failed to submit it to the censor. (Balaret&,
dxn~~, 30 May 1969)

/ * . .
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2 2 9 .  On 12 June, Hana Seniota,  editor of &L-Fa+y.  was fined NIS 2,000 ($1,200) by
the Jerusalem magistrates ’ court and was obliged to sign an undertaking that he
would not violate censorship regrilations. In May 1989, Seniora  was found guilty of
having published, ,:hree years earlier, in the English-language edition of U-Fair a
translated interview  gJven by Yasser  Arafat to a Kuweiti newspaper, (tla’arett *
13 June 1989)

230. On 15 June, police raided the East Jerusalem office of Sari Nusseibeh,
confiscating boxes of files and issuing a military order to close his “Holy Land
Press Service”  for two years. Police spokesman Uei Sandori said there was
cumulative evidence to suggest that the office had been used as a planning centre
for the uprising and for promotion of PLO aims. Nusseibeh later dismissed the
allegations as “ludicrous” and baseless. Three weeks earlier Nusseibeh’s
publication on developments in the West Bank, “Monday Report”, was banned because
it did not have the required permAt. (u’areb, m Post, 16 June 1989)

231. O n  3 0  J u l y , security forces arrived in the East Jerusalem office of
Faisal Husseini’s Arab Studies Society, which had been ordered closed since
July 1908, and handed Husseini a new closure order signed by Central Region
Commander Amran  Mitena. (il~,wkF&,  3.1 July 1989)

232. On 22 AUgUSt,  it was reported that Khatem Abdel Kader Id, managing  director of
.A.~_.-&!.&x  nvwspaper  , had been served with a six-month administrative detention
order. (Ha’, Jerusalemm,  22 August 1989)

233. On 23 August, it was reported that the security forces had arrested
Adnan Zbeidi of Bethlehem, a member of the League of Palestinian Artists.
(J.@nmern  Posf, 23 August 1989)

234. An anonymous witness, when asked about trade union activities in the occupied
territories, gave the following reply in the course oi his Cestimony:

“We were not allowed to have any trade uninn activities. When the
Israeli trade union saw Palestinian workers, thG.1  attacked .hem and told them
they had no right to work without a permit. The Jewish employers did not want.
to issue work permits for us; the Palestinians were underpaid, and so the
employer did not want to yet a permit," (A/AC.145/RT.515)

%3!j. Another anonymous witness, while testifying on the situation of education in
thr? occupied territories, stated:

. . I As far a:; school teachers are concerned, I mean pre -university teachers,
all unioniaation is banned by the military authorities. No unions are alluwed
whatsoever for school t:eacher:;, For university 1 rofessorfi  there are union:;
which are not official; t.hey opet-at-e  within the *tnivrrrr;it..in!;.  ”
(A/AC. 145IRT. 50R/Add.  1)
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236. Several witneeees appearing before the Special Committee described the
difficult problems faced by civilians in the occupied territories in the field of
education, The prolonged closure of educational institutions as a result of the
uprising wa8 commented upon and critiaed by several  witnesses. Mr. Usama Saysh,
educational adviser of the Department of Education of the Palestine Liberation
Organisation, stated in that corrnection8

It I.. The universities  have been cloeed now for more than one and a half
yeara. The 86me applies to the community colleges which provide two years of
study following completion of high school. Thie mean8 that almost 17,000
Pal08tinian students are prevented  from continuing their education. A3 1
schools, from kindergarten to secondary 8chool8, are also Closed. The
occupation authorities  try to claim that t’, closure is not compreheneive, and
in order to support that claim they sometimes permit the reopening of Borne
school8 in 8ome districts, such ~6 the Jerusalem area, especially since those
authorities c o n s i d e r  that the schools in that area are subject  to Israeli
law. The Game authorities are also trying to persuade international opini.on
that the Game 8ChOOl8  are still open, but with the world media, television and
press, they have not been able to claim that they have opened any 8ChOOl8 in
l:he West Bank. Even the schools in Jerusalem and Gasa are subject to the
;mposi  tion of curfew8 from time to time, for days and sometimes  Weeks,  when
the 8ChOOl8 are shut down together with other activities. The authorities
also issue individual closure orders to 8ome 8ChOol8.  ” (A1AC.1451RT.513)

237. An anonyrnoue  witnese said the followingt

II
. 8 . In the place where I live, in the echools below university level there

were also Borne rnpressive mea8ure8. School8 were Closed,  even the
kinderg&rdens. School8 in ‘Azzun, in Qalqilya, in Nablus, in Dalata camp have
become detention centres. Military force8 are using the ochools for
accommodation. Some of the preparatory schools belonging to UNRWA have also
been Closed, My brother who is a teacher went one day to the school and the
childran  in the area went there because there had been an announcement that
the schools wore going to be reopened. But when they arrived they found
soldiers inside the school and t.his continued for a number oE days. The
chi.dren went every day but they were sent back home by the occupation
alrthorities, ” (A/AC,145/RT.508/Add.l)

2311. Mr. HU8ni Al ?,shab,  Director-Genera1 of the Board of Private Schools in
JeI.usc?lem, stat.ed  An the course of his testimony:

“There is no mercy in their actions. A school i8 closed: let us say
that they allege the children have thrown stones or something like that, But
why do they close the other school’7 Such actions forced us to bring the case
before the High Court of Justice, when each school was closed for a month:
DRY el Eitam al Isleuniya, which is a secondary school, and the preparatory

/ . . .
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school a8 well. When the court  wa8 convinced that there was no reason f o r
cloding the school,  we won the case. But by the time the court had reached
its decision the month  had pas8ed, 80 they opened the school.  A8 to the &her
8choo1, we announced in the paper8  that the school wa8 open again and the
pupils started coming back. But a8 a reeult of that operation,  which they
didn’t like beCaU8e of the High Court’8 decision, they came and threatened me
in my office in the 8choo1, Dar el Eitam. They brought another cloeure order
for the echo01 from the Military Commander  of the central  region, 80 both the
preparatory and 8eCOndary  echoole were closed for another month, When that
month  had passed they atarted saying that atones had been thrown from the
echool. But that was  really ridiculous. How c o u l d  the children t.hrow
stoner? They  were in their classes and not outside in t h e  c o u r t y a r d . They
8aid t h a t  the atones had been thrown from the windows. We took them to 80~
the Window8 because they had iron bar8 acro88  theme nothing could have gone
out of the window - or come in, The leader of the force who walked in and
checked the Window8 appeared embarrassed  by this. When  he saw the window8 he
realised no stone could have been thrown from there, as they had alleged. But
following this they Closed both the 8ChOOl8 until the end of the school year,
on 2 July 1989. They are both closed at the preeerrt  moment, For no reason,
simply beCaU80 we had taken our ca8e to the High Court of JU8tiCe and we won
our ca8e. ” (A/AC.lQS/RT.Sll)

239. An anonymoue  witness said i n  t h e  8ame connection!

“The  schools, even the primary 8Ch0018r are ClOSed. They might find 8ome
jllt3tif  iCatiOn for ClO8ing  secondary 8ChOOl8, but can there be any security
reaeon for closing primary  bChOOl8 where the children are three o r  f o u r  year8
old7 These are the difficulties  that the education system is facing now.  I t
is a serious situation. I think that domehow  we may be able to compensate  for
the time lost by univereity 8tUdent8 or 8eCOndary  6chool  pupils, but what
about primary  teaching7 Children of that age need teaching day by day. C)lder
children can study on their own, but primary  schoolchildren  need the
teachers. I think Jt is a studied policy to keep the Palestinian population
i l l i terate , and this is related to the whole problem of the human rights of
the Palestinian people.” (A/AC.145/RT.508/Add.l)

240. Another anonymous witness referred to the motives behind and eFFecta  of the
denial of reguler education to Palestinian youths!

“I have 14 brothers who, before 1967, were in education in secondary
schools and some of them have received univereity  education; but those
brother8 who were in school in 1967, eight of them, four of them left school
without completing their secondary education, That ie because the occupation
authorities need large number8 of Worker8 for their industries. They are
destroying education in order to get theee young men! it is a 8ource 0E cheap
labour for them on the farms and in the factorisa  of Israel. This practice
will continue, and it will continue to affect the coming generation.”
(A/AC. 145/RT.  508/Adcl.  1)
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241.. Various restrictions affecting academic ad cultural life were mentioned. An
anonymous witness referred to such limitations8

. 1 1 Even before the systematic and automatic closure of the universities,
colleges and schools at the beginning of tho m, the military
authorities placed so many obstacles in the way of school and university
life. Where the universities were concerned, they would be closed for one
month, or two or three, or more months in one academic year, Roadblocks would
be erected to prevent students and professors from reaching the university.
There were also arrests of students and university professors,  sometimes the
banning of certain textbooks, sometimes even changing  the texts, and such
procedures. ” (A/AC.145/RT,508/Add.l)

242. Mr. Husni Al Ashab pointed out various other problems faced by educational
tnnt.itutions  1

“They have their eye on those schools in particular, and on the teachers
11s well, because the teachers do not co-operate with them, and they teach the
Jordanian  curriculum. They have formed a housing  organisation  among
themselves, ever since 1968. B u t  i n  the area where the teachers had b o u g h t
I.ancl in order to build, the authorities constructed u road 40 metres wide, and
this is something that is not done anywhere else. We presented an appeal to
the High Court of Justice and objected to the width of the road, but the Court
said it had nothing to do with engineering decisions. So we took another
piece of land in order to build houses, and for ten years now we have been
asking for a building licence but it has never been granted, We have received
i4A in order to build schools, but we are prevented from getting a licence to
hild. We have a grant to build a school from the Development Bank in Jeddah,
hut we have no licence, We have told them exactly where the funds are coming
from to build the school, but they prevent us from building it.”

. I . They have refused to allow us to have someone to clean the schools or to
have someone to supervise the library. It  is necessary for  the schools  to be
cleaned and to have somebody in the library. But they don’t provide for this
in the schools in the West Bank. ” (A/AC.145/RT.511)

3.43. Vnrious forms of harassment confronted by teachers and students were evoked in
i\ number of testimonies. Such problems included detention, the raiding of schools
illlrl tlOUSHS, humiliation and intimidation, the revocation of teachers’ permits,
~ItrI)ort.wtion  or expulsion of university teachers or students, the financial
(8r)nst.ri\i  ni..s Encad by t.eachers, ar:A the pressure exerted on students to have them
1!(1 I I.t\borotr  wit.h the occupying authorities.

R4fl. ‘l%o efforts by the Palestinian academic community to provide children some
k.i *,-I of “populflr” teerching in order to compensate for the lack of public education
i\tl(l  clbstacles placed by the Israeli authorities were evoked by some witnesses.
MI . IJtiami+  Sayeh stated 1x1 that.. regard:

/ . . .
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“Since the Palestinians have seen that their children are being deprived
of their educrtion, and knowing that no population can progress witnout
education, they are trying to organise “popular” teaching. They gather amall
groups of children together in churches, mosques, private houses, clubs and
other public buildings, quite openly, where people could see them and hear
them. Those gatherings were not in secrecy ,  but still the occupying
authorities have broken  into those buildings to arreut both students and
teac’.lers. Yet those teachers were only carrying out a humanitarian task, in
teaching the children. Israel claims that such gatherings are in order to
create chaos, but how can a mere five etudents at a time, studying with a
teacher, create disorder and condtitute  a threat to security? This ref utss
their previous argument. Israel’s palicy is to make the Palestinian nation
i l l i t e r a t e . ” (A/AC.145/RT.513)

245. Accounts of the restrictions on freedom of education may be found in documents
A/AC,145/RT,508  (Mr. Saleh Abdallahjr k/AC.145/RT.508/Add,l  (three anonymous
witnesses)r  A/AC.145/RT.510 (Mr. Hekmat Jaber, Mr, Cmar Basha)  f A/AC.  145/RT. 511
(Mr. Husni Al Ashab)) A/AC,145/RT.512  (an anonymous witness)] A/AC,145/RT.512/Add.l
(Mr. Zuhdi Saed)t A/AC,14S/RT.513  (Mr. Usama Sayeh)r  A1AC.1451RT.515  (an anonymous
witness)] A/AC.l45/RT,516  (an anonymous witness)] and A/AC,145/RT.517 (an anonymous
witness).

(Information on this subject covering the period from 26 August 1988 to
31 March 1989 is to be found in the periodic report (A/44/352, pares. 179-196)).

246. The Special Committee received, during the reporting pariod, various
communications from the Qovernment  of Jordan mentioning, inter &L&a,  the closure of
all schools in the West Bank as well as soveral schools in the Gaea Strip and East
Jerusalem, and the converting of a number of schools into military barracks.

247. On 18 April, police sources said they had uncovered a network of illegal
classes held by two West Bank universities, Bir-Zeit  and Bethlehem, at private high
schools in East Jerusalem. The classes were held at the Frere,  Al Mutran and
Nieamia  schools four days a week for several hours and were attended by some
300 students, School principals were warned to stop the classes. (Ha’erx_e  ?r
&.r~&uQ~&,  18 April 1999)

248. On 24 April, the Israeli authorities were reported to have closed two schools
ancl two mosques in the Gaza Strip alleging they were being used as grounds for
anti-Israel  act iv i t ies . The two schools are Al Fourat  junior and high schools.
The closure orders are open-ended. (Al-Fe-ix, 24 April 1989)

249. On 19 May, the civil administration informed principals of schools in the
Went. Bank that the order closing all the schools in the region was being extended
TOI one month. (Ha’araU, 21 May 1969)

/ . . .
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250. On 12 July, Defence  Minivter  Rabin and Chief of S t a f f  D a n  Shomron ordered  t h e
beginning of pr8parations to reopen schools i n  the West  aonk, which have been
closed since the be%‘-ning o f  the uprising. The order dic¶ not apply  to t h e  four
universities and ewernl  colleges in the area, Minister Rabin ordered a gradual
reopening of the schools, starting with grades on8 to eight. On 22  July, some
183,000 elementary school pupils and 10,700 pre-matriculation class students
returned to school, No incidents were reported, (i&3x3&B,  Br
13, 23 July 1989)

251. On 2 August, some 69,000 junior high school pupils returned to classes at 324
schools in the West Bank, This was the second stage of a gradual reopening of
schools after a six-month military closure. No incidents were reported. In a
related development, Central Region Commander Avran Mitsna  reportedly  told the
Knesset Education Committee that there were no Palestinian teachers, nor West Bank
youths under 14 years of age in gaol at present, He added that the army had
recently released all but 50 of the 147 high-school-aged children currently
detained. In another development, it was reportsd that the civil administration on
14 August 1989 ordered the UNRWA elementary and junior high schools in Jslasun camp
closed for three days, after Stone-throwing  incidents in and around these schools.
(Jer.uaalBm.PoBL,  2, 3 and 15 August 1909)

252. The Special Committee heard several statements describing the noticeable
escalation in the number and scope of attacks by settlers on Paleetinjan civilians
and the increased aggressiveness in settlers’ behaviour towards the civil
population in the territories;

“The settlers walked to the south of the village, to a house where they
broke the glass of the balcony. They went to another house where they
destroyed the car GE the owner of the house.

“When the women and the children in the village saw that the settlers
were beginning to destroy the houses and the cars, they decided that they
would either resist or die, even if they killed 20 of them. The entire
village came out en masse and started advancing on the settlers. The settlers
were defeated. They entered the house of a religious man, an old abode, where
they took refuge, and then they left from the eastern side of the village and
wer.t  to another village. Thara they shot several people, a man was shot in
t.he throat and in the knee. He was taken to hospital; some investigators came
t.o the hospital.

“The Jewish settlers w8re firing bullets when two army vehicles came, and
they started firing on the village as well, They hit a man in the legs. ”
(Anonymous witness, A/AC.145/RT.512)

/ . . .
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“About  four months ago o r  maybe  a little m o r e ,  they came  to the camp, and
ths army  followed them, trying to get them back whsre  they belong. They  came
t o  Maghasi  camp, and the army tried to stop them. Actually the army  could
stop them i f  it really wanted  to,but t h e y  just. let them pass* The settlers
kidnapped  a  ycung m a n  f r o m  our .. (rp. They took him to the fields. His family
was looking f o r  him. When  the) * und him finally they found that he had been
thrown under the trees. H e  had been beaten and his bones were broken,”
(Anonymous  witnees, A/AC,145/RT,515)

‘I* * * The settlers are in daily confrontation  in Hebron, in ‘Azzariya, They
beat people, they break their bones,  they kill people, Recently they killed  a
13-year-old  girl; she died after being  shot by settlers, but they rec8ived no
punishment of any kinc¶.” (Anonymous  witness,  AiAC.145iRT.516)

253. Accounts of settlers’ ac’ivities  affecting  the civilian population may be
found in documents  A/AC. 145IRT.  510 (Mr. Omar Basha) 1 A/AC, 145/RT, 511
(Yr. Husni A l  Asbah)r  AIAC.145IRT.512  (an anonymous  witness)#  A/AC.145/RT.513
(Mr. Usama  Sayeh)r A/AC.145/RT.515 (an anonymous  witness)] and A/AC.145/RT.516  (an
anonymous  witness).

(Information  on this subject covering the period from 26 August 1988  to
31 March 1989  is to be found i n  the periodic report (A/44/352,  paras.  197-228)).

254. On 2 April, it was reported  that settlers in Hebron  had been patrolling  the
area in cars c a r r y i n g  “press” signs and, according  to Palestinian sources, have
been involved in several shooting and beating  incidents. Settlers were also
reportedly involved in several shooting incidents  in Hebron. The Judea police was
investigating  that incident. Settlers ’ patrols w e r e  reportedly  seen by local
residents  as provocations which sparked o f f  violent clashes with troops.
(KBl..arote, B, 2 April 19891  A&&&h,  13 April 1989)

255. On 13 April, it was reported that students of the Amal school in Ariel  had
joined their parents in B “raid of retaliation and intimidation”  in the Arab
village  of Bidia, following  an incident  in which a settler from Alfei Menashe  was
burnt to death in his car. (H&! areb, 13 April 1989)

256. On 17 April, an “authoritatj.ve settler oource” announced  that Hebron  settlers
had formed  a vigilante  intervention  force and hired four attack dogs that they
intended  t$ unleash against  Palestinian attackers. The force reportedly  comprised
seven men who would act in “areas  where there a r e  serious events” if the army  d i d
n o t  get there first. Settler leader Aharon  Domb, who was  behind that move,  told a
reporter that the seven men would b e  armed, but insisted that the unit was not
s u p p o s e d  to be a n e w  underground or an army. (ILahmttr i!.uu.bmPoat,
18 April 1989)
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257. On 21 April, it was reported that the chairman of the Council of Settlers in
"Judea", "Samaria" and Gaza, Uri Ariel, told a reporter that several settlements in
the territories had rapid intervention units that were recognized by the IDF. He
added that the army encouraged settlers to have such teams, whose function was "to
take up arms and repel an attack until troops arrived". (Jerusalem Post,
21 April 1989; Attalia, 27 April 1989)

258. On 23 April, Jewish settlers carried out provocative marches in West Bank
areas and attacked Arab houses. Settlers led by Knesset member Rafael Eitan, from
the right-wing Tscmet party, marched fully armed through a village in the Nablus
area to "prove" Israeli control over these Palestinian territories. A group of
extreme right-wing Israelis set up a new settlement near Ramallah. In a related
development, police allowed right-wing Israelis fron Tehiya and other groups to
enter Al Aqsa Mosque compound and tour the site. (Al-Fair, 1 May 1989)

259. On 24 April, Knesset members Yossi Sarid and Dedi Zucker said that settlers in
Ariel had formed a militia-like organization called "Kulanu" ("all of us" in
Hebrew), which maintained ties with the IDF through a local security company. It
was also reported that police had questioned 40 settlers from Nili suspected of
having raided Harbata on 22 April 1989. No one was arrested. (Jerusalem Post,
25 April 1989)

260. On 2 May, Jewish settlers were reported to have uprooted 286 olive trees in
the village of Nahalin. (Al-Fajr, 8 May 1989)

2G1. On 4 May, it was reported that 400 settlers from Hebron and Kiryat Arba had
decided, at a meeting held on 2 May, to carry out patrols in the area and to open
fire at stone throwers "in order to injure, not kill them", after going through the
"procedure for arresting a suspect". The settlers had previously set up an
"information centre" to monitor Arab attacks, forming a quick intervention force
and contracting for attack-dogs to guard their compounds. (Ha'aretz,
Jerusalem Post, 4 May 1989; Al-Fair, 8 May 1989)

262. On 4 May, hundreds of settlers carried out night raids on Arab villages in the
West Bank, smashing windows and shutters, stoning cars, gutting a van and slightly
injuring two girls. The raids followed an attack on a settlor at Etz-Efraim.
Settlers in the Gaza Strip clashed with Arabs and opened fire after being stoned.
(Ha'aretz, Jerusalem Post, 5 May 1989; Attalia, 11 May 1989)

2G3. On 14 May, Jewish settlers broke the windows of the mosque in Abwein and
raided the village of Deir Kadis, where they smashed car windshields and house
windows. (Al-Fajr, 22 May 1989)

2G4. On 22 May, hundreds of settlers from Maaleh Adumim carried out a "retaliation
operation" in nearby Eizariya after a settler family's car was stoned and its four
occupants were injured. The settlers set fire to a truck and overturned two
others, smashed windows of cars and homes and fired in the air. The operation went
on for an hour and a half. The settlers were finally evacuated by troops, after
causing extensive material damage. (Ha'aretz, Jerusalem Post, 23 May 1989:
Al-Fair, 29 May 1989)

Best Copy Available
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265. On 22 May,  Jewish settlers were reported to have raided the villages of Kubar,
Sinjil, Turmus Aya, Al Mughayer and Husan in the Bethlehem area, uprooting trees
and setting fields ablaze. (Al-Fajr, 29 May 1989)

266. On 24 May, settlers in the southern Mt. Hebron area began carrying out armed
patrols without any co-ordination with the IDF. Settlers from Shaarei-Tikva,
Elkana and Oramit, caused extensive material damage to villagers from Azun-Athman
and Zawiya. following an alleged petrol bomb attack on a settler's car. (Ha'aretz,
25 May 1989)

267. On the night between 25 and 26 May, Kiryat Arba settlers carried out a
retaliation operation in a nearby neighbourhood, following a petrol bomb attack on
a settler's car. They caused extensive material damage and fired hundreds of shots
at homes. According to Arab residents, the shooting went on for hours, without
army intervention. Settlers' raids were also reported in the villages of Deir
Sudan, Arura and Ahwein, in the Ramallah area. Five villagers were injured in
clashes with troops sparked off by the settlers' raids. (Ha'aretz, Jerusalem Post,
28 May 1989)

268. On 29 May, some  30 settlers raided the village of Kifl Harith, and reportedly
carried out a "methodical and prolonged rampage, involving arson and vandalism . . .
which climaxed with the shooting of a 13-year-old girl inside her home in a burst
of automatic fire" (see table, para. 77). The attack went on for an hour and a
half, before soldiers arrived on the scene. The settlers said they had gone to the
village to visit the Jewish shrine of Joshua's Tomb, in the village centre, and
that they were surrounded and stoned by villagers, and had to open fire to defend
themselves. On 30 May, a special investigating team set up by the Samaria police
continued to detain settlers on suspicion of participation in the raid and the
killing of a girl. (Ha'aretz, Jerusalem Post, 31 May 1989: Attalia, 1 June 1989;
Al-Fair, 5 June 1989)

269. On 1 June, several dozen settlers, believed to be residents of Kiryat Arba and
Hebron, carried out a raid in Halhul in reprisal for stone throwing in which a
Kiryat Arba woman was injured the previous day. Settlers damaged dozens of cars
and shot at homes, slightly injuring two children. The Committee for Security on
the Roads, based in Kiryat Arba, later claimed responsibility for the attack.
(Ha'aretz, Jerusalem Post, 2 June 1989)

270. On 4 June, settlers from the Committee for Security on the Roads damaged Arab
property in Halbul after their car was stoned. It was also reported that over
250 vines belonging to villagers from al-Khadr, near Bethlehem, were destroyed by
spraying an unidentified chemical substance. (Ba'aretz, &rusalem Post,
5 June 1989)

271. On 15 June, it was reported that Kiryat Arba settlers had set up mobile
patrols in Hebron and its area. Patrols took place almost every day in convoys of
four to five cars, four passengers in each. (Jerusaem Post,  15 June 1989)

272. On 15 June, Rabbi Moshe Levinger clashed in Hebron with Arab stone throwers.
Levinger opened fire and troops closed the area. (Jerusalem Post, 16 June 1989)
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273. On 30 June, some 2,000 settlers and supporters, closely guarded by elite IDF
troops, hiked throughout  the territories to “emphasise their claim to the land and
their right to move there  freely”. Forty-one hikes were staged, mostly in the West
Bank. No clashes were reported. (Jerueelem  Post, 2 July 1989)

274. On 27 July, it was reported that residents of the Hebron and Halhul areas had
complained that uniformed men had sprayed their grapevines with a toxic substance
the previous week, causing them to dry up, Laboratory examinations reportedly
confirmed the vines had been poisoned, Some 200 aunMls of vines were affected.
According to Kiryat Arba settlers, other settlers, linked with Rabbi Kahane’s  Kach
movement, were responsible for the poisoning, A Kach spokesman denied  any link.
The Hebron police said only one case had so far bean investigated, as local
residents were afraid to file complaints with the police. On 30 July, a group
calling itself the “Headquarters of the Jewish Intifida” left leaflets in Halhul
claiming responsibility for the poisoning and saying that it was in retaliation for
the stoning of Jews in the area. (HB,, Jerusalem PO&, 27 July 19891
J.eum&im  Post, 31 July 1989)

275. On 17 August, Gush Emunim announced its intention to set up a volunteers’
guarding organisation composed of settlers and Jerusalem residents, following an
increase in cases of arson of cars in Jerusalem. The members ’ task would be to
d>ush Arabs damaging cars and other Jewish property, capture them and hand them
over to the police, The Committee for Safety on the Roads, operating in
Kiryat-Arha, also announced its intention to spread its patrols to include
Jerusalem “to protect more efficiently Jewish lives in the capital”. (U’areU, 18
August 1989)

27G.  The Special Committee heard several witnesses who gave extensive accounts of
conditions in detention. Most witnesses referred to their personal experience
covering sometimes long and repeated periods of detention and relating to harsh
conditions faced in several detention centres and prisons, in particular since the
sti\rt  of the uprising and the unprecedented increase in the number of detainees
resulting from it,

277. Most testimonies denounced the various forms of ill-treatment such as physical
t:orture  and violence, psychological humiliation and intimidation, isolation in
solitary confinement, the overcrowding of cells, the lack of sanitary facilities,
inaclequate  nutrition, clothing and health services, and the denial of the right to
receive visits and of access to lawyers.

%711. One particular aspect mentioned by sor.le witnesses was the problem of detained
m.Lw I’S .

2 ‘I 0 , The very harsh conditions endured by prisoners in the Ansar 3 (Keteiot)
detention camp in the Negev desert inside Israel itself, where detainees were
reported to have been shot, were also described in some testimonies.
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280. According to a number of witnesses such conditions of detention often gave
rise to hunger strikes aiming at ameliorating the treatment of detainees, which had
sometimes led to the death of hunger strikers.

281. The following are a few relevant excerpts from such testimonies:

. . . The guards who receive the detainee at the door, who take his identity
card, they use a system for those active in the uprising. Nightly I used to
hear the cries of these young people, some of them only 15 or 16 years old.
They used to cry out at the beatings, and their voices carried to the other
cells. One of them was transferred to hospital.

"I was moved to Hebron . . . and during the trip the guards hit me. At
Hebron I was put in a cell on one of the higher floors. It was not a cell, it
was a room, a water closet, a bathroom, for the soldiers who take the prisoner
before the interrogator. I was locked up in one of those. I was handcuffed,
my eyes were covered and I spent an entire night in this small bathroom or
water closet. I had no covers, nothing to sleep on or anything like that.
. . . They moved me after that to another cell. We were eight people in that
cell, and conditions were horrible. All of them were young men who were
imprisoned during the intifadah period. The cell - I measured it with my own
hands - ten times the width of my hands in length and five times in width,
with my hands stretched out. Eight people were in that space, in addition to
a toilet bowl as well as a bottle of water. In that cell I used to wish to he
taken out for interrogation, because it was the beginning of April, it was
spring. It could have been cold outside, but in that cell we were sweating.
There was no air in those cells in Hebron; there was just a hole in the
ceiling which in winter is closed by a piece of plastic so that the rain
doesn't come  in. There is no water. In the morning we had to go down, if the
soldier was co-operative or sympathetic to us, he would take us collectively
to the bathroom, to the toilet, and each one had five minutes to use the
toilet and to wash, if water was available, which was brought in a large
bucket.. That bucket was used in order to fill the buckets in the different
cells. The same bucket was used to drink water from, and to wash after using
the toilet. It is disgusting. There was no soap: we didn't shave. Food -
well, there was no question of quantity, there was quantity, but the quality
was awful. The food was left outside until it got cold, and it was dusty."
(Mr. Ahmad Mohammad Jabar Suleiman, A1AC.1451RT.507)

"Barbaric treatment, it was very, very bad. It was ugly, it was
barbaric. They used to give me a small  piece of bread, and they used to bring
dogs to attack me. They electrocuted me several times, they put me in
solitary confinement, they took off my clothes, they put me in a cell which
was full of water. I used to sleep on the floor, everything, anything you can
imagine, as well as beatings, sometimes four times a day. Of course, I was
badly fed. They used to give me half a boiled egg and a dry piece of bread
and one glass of water. I was put in solitary confinement, I was deprived of
visits from my family for the period of two years until I was deported."
(Mr. Jamal Namr, A1AC.1451RT.510)

/ . . .
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., . . . In the first place, the conditions of the prison are very bad. Its
location in the Negev desert is very bad. It is a very hot climate and the
prisoners live in tents. We sleep on wooden boards which are painful to the
back. There are also scorpions and snakes. The administration of the prison
is very bad. They used to come and spray the area with gas, and they used to
fire bullets - not rubber bullets. What they used in the Negev were real
bullets, live ammunition. They would open fire on us. You must have heard
that recently many persons have died in the Negev because of that: they
became martyrs. Those are the conditions prevailing in the Negev prison. I
should also like to draw your attention to the health condition of the
prisoners, which is very bad indeed. I was in Negev prison very recently,
just before I came here. I can tell you that there were many hunger strikes
by the inmates because the food is very bad and so is the treatment. Some
young men are serving the third renewal of their administrative detention and
have not been allowed +3 see their families." (Mr. Hassan Rahim Mohammad
Dahdou, A/AC.145/RT.512,'Pdd.l)

282. Accounts of the treatment of detainees may be found in documents
A1AC.1451RT.507  (Mr. Ahmad Mohammad Jabar Suleiman, Mr. Mas'ud Osman Zu'aytar);
A1AC.1451RT.510  (Mr. Jamal Namr, Mr. Muphid Nearat, Mr. Chnar Basha):
A/AC.145/RT.512/Add.l  (Mr. Hassan Rahim Mohammad Rahdou): A/AC.145/RT.513
(Mr. Abdel Hamid El Baba, Mr. Jamal Abdallah Shakir Jbara); and A/AC.145/RT.517  (an
anonymous witness).

Written information

(Information on this subject covering the period from 26 August 1988 to
31 March 1989 is to be found in the periodic report (A/44/352, paras. 229-260)).

283. On 5 April, it was reported that a New York-based organization, the Lawyers
Committee  for Human Rights, said in a letter to Defence Minister Rabin that the
Ketziot detention camp was illegal, unfit to hold prisoners for extended periods,
and the scene of arbitrary individual and collective punishment. Confinement in
isolation cells was the most common individual punishment. Collective punishments
were allegedly imposed arbitrarily for minor infractions. In confrontations
between detainees and prison authorities, tear gas, rubber bullets and live
ammunition were used. There were also complaints of medical services being
unnecessarily withheld from sick prisoners, and of insufficient time alloted for
lawyers' visits. (Jerusalem Post, 5 April 1989: Al-Fair, 10 April 1989)

284. On 10 April, three Supreme Court judges, Justices Meir Shamgar, Gabriel Bach
and Eliezer Goldberg, visited the Dhahiriya detention camp in connection with a
petition to the High Court of Justice concerning conditions in the facility. It
hacl been alleged in the petition that overcrowding was very serious, the quality of
food was bad and its quantity was insufficient and that detainees were not given
sufficient time for outdoor walking. In another development, it was reported that
warders had used tear qas to quell rioting by security detainees held in Ayalon
Prison in Ramla. After the rioting was quelled the leader of the detainees was put
in a separate cell. (Ha'aretz, Jerusalem Post, 11 April 1989)
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285.  On 12 April, journalists visited Tel Mend gaol where  Arab women detainees  are
held. The tour was orgunized  by the Prisons Service in order to refute allegations
of torture, hunger and inadequate medical treatment. During the tour the detainees
complained about the lack of hygiene and proper food. (IratuselemPnat,
13 April 1989)

286. On 14 April, it was reported that the commander of the Jerusalem Police,
Josef Yehudai, had been giv*on a document alleging physical and sexual abuse of
women politi--al detainees in ;he Russian Compound detention facility in Jerusalem.
The document included effldavits given to lawyers. A police spokesman said the
police would thoroughly investigate the allegations, but he added that the facility
met a13 the requirements and denied that prisoners were beaten or ill-treated
there. t-u&, 14 April 1989;  U:F..,  17 April 1989)

287. On 17 April, it WR:; reported  that Professor Derrick Pounder, head of the
forensiL  medicine department. nt the University of Dundee, Scotland, United Kingdom,
li*~I  submitted a report.  to Advocate Welicia Langer, lawyer of the family of
Ihrahim M&tur,  from Si’ir. Mstur was found dead in his cell at Dhahiriya prison on
21 October 1988 and the suthoritjss  claimed he had committed suicide. The Supreme
Court accepted a petition by the family to allow exhumation of the body and a
second autopsy. Professor Pounder concluded that “it would be rash .., to exclude
the possibility of homicide”, and added that there was no possibility to establish
whether the deceased had hanged himself or was hanged by others. He alao said that
the handcuffiny of Matur, his placement in solitary coufinement,  his subjection to
drugs, tear ges and harsh physical conditions “might have induced him to take his
own life as the only means of escape”, but such a death should be regarded as an
“aggravated suicide” precipitated by physical and mental abuse. ( ds.r..uaerlem.  .Po_nt I
17 April 1989)  i&&w, 24 April 1989)

288. On 22 April, Palestinian detainee Nasser Shamali, aged 23, was reportedly
beaten !‘., death by prison guards at Ansar 2 detention centre,  in Gaza. He died on
his way to hospital. (AL=lhj.x,  1 May 1989)

289. On 26 April, troops in the Kctzic  t detention camp fired tear-gas and rubber
bullets and wounded five inmate’s  ;.n order to stop detainees from killing a
fellow-prisoner. Some 1,000 detainees took part in the rioting. ( bclLL!!L  a t
JerusalBm.Eost, 28 April 1989)

2°C), , On 27 April. reports said prison guards in Ansar 3 detention camp in Negev
ope!necl  fire at prisoners and injured five of them. (&F&L,  1 May 1989)

).!II. Un 11 May, it was reported ?hat,  prisoners’ families had been preventecl  f roBI
viait.ing their relatives in Dhahiriya prisor for over a month. The reasons for the
mei\sul*e  were unclear. The semi measure had been applied to visits to Megiddo
prison  for three months runl:‘,ng and to Ansar 3 where family visits are only nllowecl
tahrough the Red Cross and titer obtaining a parmit from the Israeli civil
i~cltnj.ni.stration. (&&&A, 11 May 1989:
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292. On 16 May 1989 a security prisoner, Mohsmmed  A88a Kukha,  aged 50, from
Shvsika, died in Magiddo  g a o l ,  ns a result o f  dehydration, Ho h a d  gone o n  h u n g e r
strike, two days earlier, together with security pri8onero in the gaol in protest
over their prison conditiono. On 18 M&y, an IDF spokesman was reported  als denying
allegations b y  soldiers  serving i n  M e g i d d o  gaol that there was negligence i n  the
medical  treatment given to the prisoner. The Invertigating Military Police was to
look i n t o  the negligence  allegations. It was reported  that all the inmates  in
Megiddo  gaol were o n  hunger strike,and that many were being hospitalised.
(Ha.!&,rala,  17, 18 May 19891  Wfa, 1 8  M a y  1989)

293. On 19 May, thousands of detainees  held in the Ketmiot detention camp went on n
hunger strike to protest their prison conditions, According  to sourcem in the camp
about 100 detainees  have been sufferiny from dehydration, A n  IDF spokesman said
that all the detainees were conf insd in optimum  c o n d i t i o n s ,  and t h a t  medics1
treatment w a s  available.  (&!.uB&, BPost, 21 M a y  1989)

294. On 29 May, it was reported  that AL.Ittihad newspaper  had published a letter
smupgled out b y  Palestinian detainees in Ansar 3. According to the letter,
ci3 cletainees  had been injured when  prison guards attacked them on 26 April,
including three who cash lost an eye l About 80 soldiers  took part in the attack.
(A1rEIicp  29 May 1989)

295. On 4 June, Omar al-Kassem,  aged 48, who h a d  eervsd 2 1  y e a r s  in g a o l ,  died in
hospi  ta1, a day before his request for release on humanitarian  grounds watt to be
heard by a Prisons Service Committee. He wan suffering from kidney failure ard
cancer, and was hoepitslized  on 7 April 1989, A report from the Prisons Service
Hospital, where he waa initially treated, said continued detention  would have
endangered his life. (n PO&L, 5 June 1989)

296. On 13 June, a  riot broke out among  hundreds o f  Arab security prisoners at
Megiddo  gaol. IDF troope, guards and military police fired doseno of tear-gag
oanisters  and then fired in the eir. Three inmates  had to b e  treated in the gaol
hofipital. The IDF ordered an inquiry into the riot, On 30 June, fresh riots  broke
out: in Pegiddo  gaol. Guards and troops again ueed large quantities  o f  tear-gas,
injuring eight inmates who needed medical treatment. (H.a’aretp,  -a,
1.4 June I.9891 H&m, 2 July 1989)

2 0’1 1 On 6 July, Fatima Abu Be’ aged 33, of Khan Yunisc who was  sentenced t h e
l>I.nvious  week to s e v e n  years irl pris :n f o r  terrorist activities,  appealed  to the
High Court o f  Justice, complaining  that her confession had been extracted under
r;exual  dures:;, (&axusaLem_E~f~  7 July lQ8Q)

2911. On 9 July, it was reported that Defence Minister Rabin said in a letter to the
Speirker  of the Knesaet that under a recently  issued guidance every security
clet.ain6e  had to be informed at the t i m e  o f  his detention,  or at the latest w;..e~. he
WN brought. to the detention facility of the reason for his detention. The
i:\l~~louncement  came following a debate by the Knesset  Law Committee in which lawyers
rjl security detainees complained that families of detainee6  were not being informed
c)f the detention or the detainees’ whereabouts, nor of the reason  for the
clot cntion. Following the debate the Knesset Committee recornmendec?  that matter6
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concerning  the safeguarding of individual rights (of detainees) should be
improved. (b’areb,  9 July 1989)

299. On 16 July, data were released about IDF plans for increasing the detention
capacity for detainee8  from the territories in the light of estimates that the
uprising may continue for an unforeseeable  length of time,  and may become even more
acute. The IDF was planning the setting up of an additional  large detention camp
in the West Bank. The detention facility at Xetsiot,  which could now accommodate
5,000 detainees, would be enlarged to accommodate 2,000 more. At present there
were 8,700 detainees and prisoners  in the various detention centres and prisons.
Under the plan, by the end of the present year the IDF detention facilities would
b e  able to accommodate  15,000  detainees, and in one year’s time up to 20,000, The
ply,: reportedly also provided for increasing  the responsibility of the military
police, which would be charged with running and maintaining the various detention
fac i l i t ies , At present, the military police was  reponsible only for one prison,
the Megiddo prison, where 1,400 detainees from the territories were being held.
(HalaW,  16 July 1989)

300. On 21 July, it was  reported that the commander of the Ketziot prison,
A/M (Colonel) David Tsrmah told a group of journalists visiting the facility that
seven detainees had been murdered by other inmates  in recent months for alleged
collaboration  with the authorities. He said that the prison authorities were
taking several measures in order to prevent such killings. (Ha>rat;n,  21 July 1989)

301. On 23 J u l y , a correspondent published a report following a visit to the
Ketzlot detention cent re . At the time of the visit the facility housed 4,275
Palestinians, including 1,038 who were administrative detainees, The inmates were
reportedly allowed  to play table-tennis, to read newspapers and listen four timeb a
clay to news in Arabic broadcast  through loudspeakers. Individual religious
practice was  permitted  and the authorities provided Korans and special jars for the
traditional ablutions before prayer. Lawyers  were the only medium of communcation
with the outside world, According to the Southern Region Commander
T/A (Brig. Gen.) Ya’acov Or, the prison was established to remove sources of
violence from the territories and the IDF aim was to avoid circumstances that
promoted emotional  outbreaks, This was done by preventing the creation of iI strong
leadership inside the camp, by frequently transferring inmates between prison
secb ions, (Jeruealem Post, 23 July 1989)

302. On 25 July, it was reported that the Israeli branch of the Defence for
ChJ.ldren  International had prepared a report on detention conditions of minors from
t.he territories in Megiddo gaol. In May 1989, 65 minors, aged 14 to 17 were held
in that prison, including 7 convicted and the rest detained for 3 to 9 months  Cor
disturbing the peace. In one cell where 49 minors were being held, there was
severe overcrowding and inmates complained they had not sufficient cleaning
material and underwear. They also complained of lack of light and
air-.conditioning,  (m’arm,  25 {July 198’3)

303. Un 6 August, it was reported that a group of women concerned about pri.:;otl
I:rlrlclition of women political prisoners had started a series of protest act-ions
against the alleged deterioration in the detention conditions of womon pol.iticill
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prisoners held in Tel-Mond gaol. According to the group, since May 1909 family
visits had been curtailed anc7 books, newspapers and radios have been confiacatsd.
This reportedly followed sn attack of an inmate suspected of collaboration. The
Prisons Service Commission reportedly promised to restore conditions to their
previous 8 tste, but had so far failed to do so. (m, 6 August 1989)

304. On 13 August, it was reported that an inmate  in the Krtsiot detention camp,
Fade3 Hasin  Salem, of Gaza, had been severely beaten and tortured, nightly, for one
week, by other inme’,es  who suspected him of collaboration. He managed to escape
from his attackers as they were about to murder him, and found refuge with IDF
guards. The guards rescued another inmate whose life was threatened,
Awed Selam  Iyad, Both were isolated. Two suspects were being questioned by
police. (&l-n, 13 August 1969)

305. On 15 and 16 August, reports were published about a complaint  made  by Knesset
member Dedi Zucker in a letter to Defence Minister Rabin,  concerning  IDF lock-ups.
According to Zucker, he heard from reservists and prisoners during a visit to the
Beach Detention Camp (Ansar 2) in Gaea  that detainees held after their arrtst in
military lock-ups were badly beaten by guards and soldiers who happened to pass
by 1 Similar reports were recently received from the Kalkilya  Detention facility
and the Hebron lock-up. “The 13 military lock-ups are a no-man’s-land. There is
no Red Cross supervision and the detainees are left to the caprice of the soldiers,
who have no qualifications to serve as warders”, Knesset member Zucker wrote.
(Ha ’ .ar.et.o # 15 August 1989, Jar.u&@1em.-Pnat,  16 August 1989)

Ural evzldence

306. A few witnesses referred to the arbitrary seizure of land by the Israeli
authorities in the course of their testimonies. Mr. Yussef Abdel  Haq, from the
Economic Department, Palestine Liberation Orqaniaation, stated in that regard!

"As far as settlements are concerned, during 1988-1989 and in spits of
the tension in the occupied territories and the intifadah, eight more
settlements have been established, so that since 1967, 196 settlements have
been established with an area of 3.2 million w, that is, 50 per cent of
the territory uf the West Bank and Gaaa. In 1988 the Israeli authorities
expropriated 39,000 @am-s.  ” (One d1.U = 1,000 square metres)
(A/AC.14!i/RT.513)

.lO’I . An anonymous witness, asked  about settlements near his village and their date
01’ RStzblisbment, gave the following account:

“Five, six or seven years ago.

“Mh. WUitlJC  (Yugoslavia) : Were they established on Arab land?

“The .WITNESS  (interpretation from Arabic) : Yes. They expropriated the
1 ilnC1, and told t.he landowners, ‘We have taken your land’.

/ . . .
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“Mr. JOW (Yugoslavia) 1 Did the owners receive fair compensation7

‘I- (interpretation from Arabic)r  Not a thing. But the owners
would not take anything from them, they would not accept anything  from them.
They want their lcc¶, they want to live on their land, they want their
families to continue to live on the land. It is part of them.”
(A1AC.1451RT.512)

(Information on this subject covering the period from 26 August 1988 to
31 March 1989 is to be found in the periodic report (A/44/352,  paras. 261-275)).

308. On 9 April, an inauguration ceremony was held for the new settlement of
Tzufim, etrst of Kalkilya, The settlement was built on private land purchased by
Gush Emanim. It was not one of the eight settlements provided for in the coalition
agreement, It was planned for 1,500 families, (l&.-a, 10 April 1989; AL-Fai.,
17 April 1989)

309. On 27 April, it was reported that the Israeli authorities ordered the
confiscation of about three clunams. belonging to Sherif Issa in Wadi Al Habit?, near
Deir Jar ir  (Ramallah). Another 24 w., property of Ahmed Abdel Fatttah  Hi jazi,
were also confiscated  in the village of Jet (Nablus). (Uw, 27 April 1989)

310. On 2 May, it was reported that another 14 Jewish families were to settle in
the “Abraham the Patriach”  compound in Hebron within the next two months. The
construction of flats for ‘:hese  families was about to be finished. At present only
five families lived in thb compound, Eleven families lived in Beit Hadasa, six in
the Hassan House, five in Shneorsohn House, three in Roman0  House and three more in
Tel-Rumeida, In addition, 120 students in the “Shavei-Hevron”  yeshiva reportedly
stayed in the place almost day and night. (Uu, 2 May 1989)

311. On 10 May, two new settlements were established, Tzoref, in the Etzion bloc,
and Ofarim, south of Beit,-Arye, in the Binyamin district. A third settlement,
Dugit, was planned to be established in the Gaza Strip within two months. Tzore  f
had at its disposal 850 -6 of land purchased by Jews in 1928. (tIPL’.ebret;l:#
11. May 1989)

31%. On 28 May, it was reported that the Minister  Ariel Sharon waz preparing a plan
TOI. the settling of 200 Jewish feunilies  in the Moslem quarter of Jerusalem’s Old
c.i t-.y I At present only 25 Jewish families live there and several religious schools
I~LC located in the querter. The LJerusalem  municipality reportedly opposed
r;ettlement of Jewish families in the Moslem quarter, for fear of increased tension
between the Arab and Jewish communities. (~~..~.af.~., 28 May 1989)

31.3. On JO May, the Knesset Finance Committee  approved the allocation of
N I !; 30 million (approximately $20 million) for settlements and roads in the
Lal.rit:ories. (Jerusalam-..Pssl,  31 May 1989)

/ . 0 .
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314. On 1 June, it was reported that five more sites of Jewish settlements were to
be populated in the coming months, in addition to the four that had already  been
established since the setting up of the coalition government: Talmon and Ofraim in
Binyamin district, Tzoref in the Eteion bloc and Tzofim - a private initiative that
wss approved three years earlier. On 4 June, Housing Minister David Levy took part
in a ceremony of consecration of 13 new flats in the “Jewish compound”, near the
Abraham synagogue,  in Hebron. Levy announced that 1,000 new housing units were to
be built in the territories before the end of the year, and that the construction
of 1,500 more flats would begin in 1990. It was further reported that Gush Emunim
planned to settle in one month’s time three settlements in one day, in the Gaze
Strip, Kfar Darom, Dugit  and Katif 8. The settlement of Avney-Hefete would also be
established later in the yeer. (Ba’aretz,  1, 5 June 1989)

315. On 30 July, four Jewish families entered homes in the Moslem Quarter of
jerusalem’s Old City after the association dealing with purchase of Arab-owned
homes in the quarter had spent hundreds of thousands of United States dollars for
buying the homes, Two of the houses are located in Via Dolorosa and two others in
Salsila street, near the Wailing Wall. A fortnight earlier, two other homes in the
Moslem Quarter were occupied by Jewish families after the houses were bought from
Arab owners, At present, 35 Jewish families lived in the Moslem Quarter in
addition to religious seminars and other institutions, which brought the Jewish
presence in the quarter to a total of 400 daily. (Ha’aretc, 1 Augu!.t 1989)

31G. On 7 August, the Central Bureau of Statistics reported that despite the
Pal\-st.inian  uprising, some 6,000 people settled in the territories over the past
year. In Decer,;ber  1987 (before the beginning of the uprising) 60,300 Israelis
lived in the territories, The 10 per cent growth in 1988 was slower than the rate
in previous years. (JmrnSsti,  8 August 1989)

317. On 7 August, Industry Minister Ariel Sharon authorised the expansion of
industrial zones near two West Bank settlements, Eilon Moreh and Karnei  Shomron,
He insisted that work start immediately to make  clear that “Jews haven’t changed
thnir view6 and that the Government is ademant  that it will not leave this area”.
Sharon, who was visiting the Barkan  industrial area, also accepted a plan to
refurbish the second storey of an old fortress at Sanur, south of Jenin. He said
that Ariel, Beit Abe, Yakir and other settlements in the area formed a wedge
between Nablus and Ramallah, but that such a wedge still did not exist between
,Jenin  and Nablus. (Jerusalem Pwt, 13 August 1989)

:lII1 . On 20 August, a meeting was held in Hebron of t.he “Association for the Renewal
OI t..he Jewish Quartar in Hebron”, on the sixtieth anniversary of the 1929 massacre
of Hebroti  Jews. It was reporter1 in the meeting that the association had bought, in
~.er:ent~ years, 10 hou6os  where Jews used to live before 1929. But due to a ban by
l)ef:enc:e  Minister Rabin Jew6 could not ra-settle in these houses. The association
nevertheless intended to buy another 50 buildings in the town. At present
3!i ,Jewish  families lived in various houses or compounds in Hebron. (Ha’atetz;,
21. August 1989)
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F. Infcrrmation  o-Arab Golan

319. In a statement delivered before the Special Committee at Damascus on
25 May 1989, Mr. Hani Habib, Director, International Organisations Department,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Syrian Arab Republic, referred to the situation
in the occupied Syrian Arab Golan and stated in this connection:

“Regarding the situation in the occupied Syrian Arab Golan, the strategy
of Israel continues, namely, total aggression and the assertion that the Golan
is part and parcel of Israel. Its practices, overt and covert, are imposing
judaization on that area, are imposing its laws and administration, cutting
off the Syrian Arab people in the Qolan from their history and the rest of
their nation. Israel is cc.ltinuing to set up settlements - the number has now
reached 36 - and changing the social an8 cultural nature of the area. It i6
also trying to annihilate the very nationality of the peoples in that area,
thus violating the resolutions of the United Nations, ancl particularly
Security Council resolution 497 (1981) and General Assembly resolution ES-g/l
at its special session on 5 February 1982 and which is constantly reaffirmed
at subsequent sessions of the General Azsembly.

“Facing this occupation, our people in the Golan rose with great heroism,
affirming on every occasion that they belong to the Syrian Arab nation and to
its militant leader, Hafez Al Assad, thus rejecting occupation and the
imposition of Israeli laws and Israeli nationality upor  them. They will defy
the repressive powers of Israel u.kil the whole land of Golan is freed from
occupation. The people of that area have also expressed their support for the
heroic intifaaa of the Palestinian Arab people.

“We should like here to refer to the fact that the Israeli occupation
authorities are currently imposing collective economic punishment on our
Syrian Arab people in the occupied Golan by closing the market Lor their apple
production which constitutes one of the main sources of income for the people!
this is being done on tire pretext that there is continued aggression and

o expressions of hatred by the population of the Golan of the occupation
authorities and because they have rejected Israeli nationality. This is an
economic catastrophe for the people which will cause a further deterioration
in their living condition6 and increase the difficulties they face, such a6
unemployment, which will turn them into a cheap source of manpower for 1srae.l..

. . . The destruction of the entire city of Quneitra was a serious violation of
Article 53 of the Fourth Geneva Convention regarding the protection of
civilians in time of war, which lays down that the occupying State is
forbidden to destroy any private property of individual6 or groups, or of the
State or public sector, or of fiocial or co-operative societies, unless war
OperatiOnS  reqUite such destruction. Article  147 aff:rms that fact once og6ln
and states that the destruction and expropriation of property in a manner not.

/ . . .
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justified by requirements of war and on a large scale, illegally and
arbitrarily, is one of the serious violations which requires the
implementation of Article 146 of the Convention, in which the Contracting
Parties pledged that they would take any legislative measures  to impose
effective punishment on those who carried out or ordered one of those serious
violations, Every Contracting Party is called upon to pursue those accused of
carrying out such violations or who had given an order for such violations,
and bring them before the courts, It is also considered to be a crime  of war
in accordance with Article 05 of the First Additional Protocol to the Geneva
Convention, where the third subparagraph provides that the taking OQ area6
which are deprived of the means of defence, or demilitarised areas, as A
target of attack, is also one of the serious violations of the Convention.

“Quneitra,  which was completely destroyed during a ceasefire and a few
days before the withdrawal of the Israeli troops and its liberation in 1974,
demonstrates an Israeli policy of particular brutality, carried out
deliberately by the occupation authorities, a Zionist racist FOliCy  aimed at
destroying the Arab presence. Quneitra is a living witness, an eternal
witness, of brutal Israeli practices, I’ (A/AC.  145/RT. 507)

Written  intormation

320. On 17 April, widespread pro-Syrian demonstrations were held in Majdal-Shams to
mark the Syrian Independence Day. Six V i l l a g e r s  were arrested on -USpiCiOn of
waving Syrian flags, and it was reported that further arrests were expected.
Police and border police forces remained outside the village and refrained from
intervention. (U’areb, 18-21 April 1989)

321, On 2 May, Galilee police arrested 13 resident6  from Bukata,  Majdal Shams and
Mas’ada for allegedly hoisting Syrian flags and singing nationalistic songs two
weeks earlier, on Syria’s Independence Day. (Jerusalem,  3 May 1989)

‘722. On 10 and 11 May, many demonstrations were reported in village6 in the Golan.
Police used rubber bullets and tear-gas to disperse hundreds of demon6trators in
Ma6’ada. The Israeli flag was burned and a Syrian flag was hoisted. Over
40 viliagers were detained. On 14 May, it was reported that hundreds of riot
equipped pol+,.e and border police were stationed in Majdal-Shams over the weekend
to prevent disturbances. (b’aretz;,  11, 12 May 1989: DQRL, 14 May 1989)

323. On 22 July, 150 policemen and border policemen interrupted n summer holiday
CallIP In the northern Golan, in which some 200 children and 80 adults were
participating, The holiday camp was named “resistance”, and each of the 14 huts
composing it bure the name of a well-known “terrorist” group. The police arrived
otl the scene equipped dith tear-gas canisters and rubber bullets, but they
reportedly behaved "with much restraint” as they were negotiating with local
o f f i c i a l s ,  :equesting them to rdove the “nationalistic” inscriptions and stop the
nnti-Israel  songs. The police left the pltice after receiving as6utance6 that the
holiday camp would cease all "nationalistic activities". ( lLtdsu-.ati  # 23 July 1989)

/ . . 4
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324. On 14 August, it was reported that police had recently arrested several
residents of the Golan, as well as Arabs from Galilee and the Jenin area, on
suspicion of nationalist activities in villages on the Golan. According to police,
some of those arrested distributed leaflets inciting against the State and
encouraging the continuation of the uprising in the West Bank and Gaza.
(Jeiusalem Post, 14 August 1989)

V. CONCLUSIONS

325. As indicated in the letter of 7 June 1989 transmitting the Special Committee's
periodic report (A/44/352) to the Secretary-General, as well as in the letter
transmitting the present twenty-first report, the following conclusions have been
drawn from information reflected in both the periodic report (A/44/352) and the
present report of the Special Committee. The conclusions thus cover the period
since 26 August 1988, date of the adoption of its twentieth report.

326. The periodic report and the present report have been prepared in accordance
with the mandate of the Special Committee as renewed by the General Assembly by its
resolution 43/58 A.

327. During the period relevant to this report, the Government of Israel continued
to withhold its co-operation from the Special Committee. However, the Special
Committee benefited from the co-operation of the Governments of Egypt, Jordan and
the Syrian Arab Republic, and of various Palestinian representatives. The Special
Committee, having been precluded from visiting the occupied territories, conducted
a series of meetings at Geneva, Damascus, Amman and Cairo in May and June of this
year. At Damascus, Amman and Cairo, it heard the evidence of persons who had
first-hand knowledge and personal experience of the human rights situation in the
occupied territories. In addition, the Special Committee followed the situation in
the occupied territories on a day-to-day basis through reports appearing in the
Israeli and Palestinian press. The Special Committee examined a number of valuable
communications and reports from Governments, organizations and individuals
concerning the occupied territories that reached it during the period under review.

328. The conclusions contained in the present report are formulated on the basis of
the information reflected in the periodic report (A/44/352, sect. II) and in
section IV of the present report. It must be borne in mind, however, in this
connection, that the volume of information received and examined by the Special
Committee did not permit its total reflection in these reports: the Special
Committee has endeavoured within the constraints imposed by the financial situation
of the United Nations to include in the reports, as faithfully as possible. samples
of the information it has received in order to illustrate the total reality of the
situation of human rights in the occupied territories during the period covered by
both reports.

329. On the basis of information and evidence put before it, the Special Committee
reaches the general conclusion that the situation in the occupied territories has
been marked by a dangerous level of violence and repression, which has constant.ly
escalated since the start f the uprising of the Palestinian population against
occupation in December 1987.

/ 1..
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330.  Information and evidence put before the Special Committee illustrate the fact
that Israel has continued, during the period under consideration, to pursue its
policy of annexation towards the occupied territories. This policy has led to
various measures such as establishi-g settlements, expropriating property,
transferring Israeli citieens to thu occupied territories and encouraging or
compelling, by various means, Palestinians to leave their homeland. The Special
Committee emphasises  once again that such an attitude is in violation of the
obligations of Israel as a State party to the fourth Geneva Convention relative to
the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, It may ba recalled that this
Convention stipulates that milit,-ry  occupation is to be considerd as a temporary,
de.fac.to  situation, giving no right whatsoever to the occupying Power over the
territorial integrity of the occupied territories. Illustrative of the policy and
measures of the Government of Israel Jn that regard is the publication, on
22 December 1988, of a list of eight new settlements whose construction was agreed
upon between the Likud and Labour parties, as reported in m on
22 December 1988 (see A/44/352, para. 267), or the approval, reported in
Jenr,s..alaaPost on 31 May 1989, by the Knesset Finance Committee of the allocation
of IS 30 million (approximately $20 million) for settlements and roads in the
territories (pare. 313 above). Another illustration would be the ruling, reported
by Hcs.‘are.tm on 4 July 1999, of the President of the Supreme Court about a military
seizure order on a piece of land owned by a Palestinian. The President of the
Supreme Court ruled that a provisional seizure of land for military purposes was
permitted under the “laws of the war” and under international public law (see
para. 102 above).

331,  The reaction of the Israeli authorities to the wave of disturbances and
protest waged by the civilians ag=rinst occupation ha; been increasingly severe. In
this connection, reference can be made to various meAsures  implemented by the
Israeli authorities with a view to quell the demonstrations, such as the issuing in
Januflry 1989 of new instructions under which all soldiers, i.e. not only officers,
were authorised to shoot plastic bullets at demonstrators, as reported in hIare&
on 5 January 1989 (see A/44/352, para. 3s). Another illustration of the Israeli
policy in this regard is the statement on 10 June 1989 by Defence Minister Rabin
that in order to further calm down the violence in the territories, more means were
needed for “selective punishment of activists”, as reported in H&&m on
11 June 1989 (see para. 42 above), Mention can also be made of the report by
Je.r..usal-en.&&  on 21 June 1989 according to which Defence Minister Rabin had askec.
the Justice Minister and the Attorney-General to devise the legal means to
implement several new punitive measures to help deal mare effectively with
continued violence in the territories (para. 45 above),

BJ2. Such measures have clearly failed to calm the situation in the occupied
t.t?rritories, On the contrary, they have led to yet more violence and suffering ancl
resulted in great losses among the civilian population. Practically every day and
in several localities.. serious incidents have been reported, such as violent
clnshes between the civilian population and Israeli defence forces, border
pol icemen,  paratroopers or settlers. The clashes often have resulted in deaths and
sevf~r~!  injuries, affecting all categories of civilians, including very young
children. Several hundreds of Palestinians have been killed, as appears in the
tables reproduced in paragraph 48 oE document A/44/352  and paragraph 77 of the

/ . . .
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present document, which.provide  details concerning the Palestinians killed during
the period under consideration. Information appearing in these tables, in
particular in paragraph 77 of the present report, also reveals an alarming trend
with-respect to the killing of dozens of Palestinians suspected of collaboration
with Israel. Other incidents have involved tax collection raids, or raids waged by
Israeli soldiers to carry out scores of arrests or demolish houses. Numerous cases
of severe beatings and the breaking of bones, casualties provoked by tear-gas and
rock throwing into houses or other confined areas such as mosques or schools and
various other kinds of harassment and ill-treatment have been reported to the
Special Committee. Illustrative of this climate of daily confrontation with
violence and humiliation was the testimony of an anonymous witness who stated in
this regard "... life has been steadily deteriorating, it goes from bad to worse.
People live in terror, in fear, all the time. Many times we are beaten by the
Jews, by the Israeli army. At the beginning we just used to see them in the
street, beating people they met in the street; but later they began to attack the
houses. They break into houses and drag people out and beat them. You see your
children's bones being broken. I have a son, a daughter and my wife, and all three
of them have had bones broken . .." (see para. 122 above).

333. One of the most severe incidents occurred on 13 April 1989 in Nahalin near
Bethlehem, when a border police unit, which raided the village to carry out
arrests, was attacked by local youths who threw stones and other objects at them.
The border police unit reacted by opening fire. Four youths were killed and at
least 13 others were injured, including four seriously. Arab sources put the
number of injured at 35. Many others were injured from tear-gas. Tne incident was
reported in Ha'aretz and Jerusalem Post on 14 and 16 April 1989 (see para. 57).
The weekend of 5 and 6 May 1989 was also marked by violent clashes in the
Gaza Strip which were reported to have been the fiercest and bloodiest since the
beginning of the uprising, and by violent incidents in several West Bank localities
(see para. 59). According to data on people killed in the territories since the
beginning of the uprising up to mid-June 1989, released by the Israeli Information
Centre for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories, as reported in Ha'aretz on
15 June 1989 and reflected in paragraph 43 above, 20 per cent of those killed were
under 16 years of age. Killings were reported to have been caused by gunfire
(including plastic bullets), beatings, electrocution, burning and other causes, and
over 70 persons, including 30 babies, were reported to have died shortly after
being exposed to tear-gas. In addition to physical harm, the situation prevailing
in the territories has also borne dramatic psychological effects on the civilian
population, in particular among young children, on whom the impact of violence is
very difficult to erase and leaves long-term effects, as mentioned in one of the
testimonies collected by the Special Committee and reflected in paragraph 122 above.

334. The harassment of citizens has also been characterized  by an increasing
recourse to various forms of collective reprisal, imposed on the Palestinian
population in contravention of the relevant provisions of the fourth Geneva
Convention. One such form of reprisal has been the demolition of houses on a very
large scale. Reference can be made in this regard to statistics published on L
20 March 1989 by the Palestinian human rights monitoring group Al Haq, reported in
Al-Fajr on 20 March 1989 and showing that at least 672 houses had been demolished
in the occupied territories since the outbreak of the uprising, allegedly for
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having been built without a permit  (see A/44/352,  para, 26)) another illustration
of the recour6e to  house demolition a6 a means of  reprisal wa6 the informat ion,
reported in e_Poat on 12 May 1989  and reflected in paragraph 159 o f  the
present report, that on 11 May 1989 th8 Supreme  Court upheld the IDF’s right to
demolish  hOU886 in the territories in reaction to petrol bombing,  even in ca886
when the bomb6  caused no damage. Similarly,  th8 practice  Of imposing prolonged
curfew6,  w:th drastic economic consequences on the civilian  population, has
COntinUefit  reference can be made in this regard to the Lndefinite  curfew imposed on
16 May  1989  to the Gaza Strip, and to the declaration  by D8fenC8  Minister Rabin
that the measure  wa6 meant to 6hOW Palestinians that they could  not take their job6
in Israel for granted (as reported  in Ha’atete and Jerusaleln on 16, 17 and
18 M a y  1989  and raflected i n  paragraph 168 o f  t h e  present report).  Economic
sanctions including heavy tax86, the uprooting  of tree6 or the banning of export6
have also been imposed on the civilians, a6 well a6 various Other mea6ure8 o f
collective  punishment such a8 t h e  cutting o f  Water, electricity euppliee and t h e
88V6rinq O f  telephone lin86. Such mea6ure6 have further aggravated  the already
critical economic and social  situatioa, Mention can be macle  in this connection to
the information, reported by b’areu and Jeruselem  Post on 18 May  1989, that all
Gaze Strip resident8  would henceforward  be required to haV8 a n  individual  permit to
CrO68 into Israel for work and bu6in866 pUrp0886, and that similar restrictions
would  also be extended  to West Bank residents  in time (see pare. 172).

335. The period under consideration ha6 also Witnessed a Considerable  inCr8a88 in
the number  o f  deportation6 from th8 occupied  t8rritOrie6  carried o u t  in spite  o f  a
wave  of protests  by th8 international  community  including unanimous  re8OlUtiOn6  by
the Security Counc.‘l  against  such illegal practice which is in violation of
article  49 ot the fc;rrth Geneva Convention. This alarming  trend towards increased
deportation6  wa6 well illuetrated  by the inforn:tion  r0pOrt8d in Jerusalem_Eost  on
22 May 1989 and reflected  in paragraph 18G of the pre6Lnt report, that the Chief Of
Staff of the IDF had aeked the Government  to consider tabling legislation to
facilitate  deporting “convicted terrorists” whcr  were caught a S8COnd  time. Another
preoccupying development  w a s  the increasing recent trend to expel Palestinian8
without  a valid “stay!.ng  visa”, as reported  in &a’aret#  on 31 May 1989  and
reflected in paragraphs 187 and 188 of the present report.

336. The administration  of justice is another f i e l d  w h i c h  hEi8 Witnessed  a
considerable deterioration of the protection  o f  basic human  rights. The “quit k
justice” re ferred  to  in  last  year’s  report o f  the Special  Committee has continued
to characteriee court procedures, provoking  many protests from lawyers and human
rights activist.s. According  to informaticn reported  in tle’aret;b, wl
and Al Fajt on 3 and 13 February  1989, complaints  about military justice were
listed by a group of Arab lawyors  who waged  protest strikes in January, February
and July 1989, and included the freqbant postponement of trials while suspects
remained in gaol, failure t o  notify families  as to Where detainees w e r e  held,
bureaucratic obstacles  in order to prevent  lawyers from meeting with their clients,
the severity o f  penalties  and the use o f  the Ketziot camp in the Negev desert. to
hold detainee8 from the territories (see A/44/352, pares. 64 and 67). Another
problem frequently referred to by witnesses appearing before the Special Committee
was that of the confidential  files containing charges levelled against
Palestinians, which neither the defendant  nor his lawyer have access  to (see
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para. 81 above). Such complaints do not seem to have deterred the security
establishment which decided, as reported on 12 June 1989 by Ha’arets to impose
harsher penalties on persons suspected of subversive activity in the’uprising. One
of the penalties would be the extension of administrative detention from the
present six months to one year, with a possible further extension (see pare. 96).
The period under consideration has therefore witnessed a large increase in the

I-umber  of detentions. U arti reported on 14 June 1989 that since the beginning
of the uprising, over 49,000 Palestinians from the territories had been detained
for various periods in Israeli detention facilities. They included administrative
detainees, detainees pending trial, detainees already tried and persons detained
for participation in disturbances (see para. 96). The sentences imposed have also
usually been particularly severe. On 20 June 1989, for instance, U’arsta  reported
that, on the previous day, three Palestinians had been sentenced each to eight and
one half years in prison and four and one half years suspended, for harassing
shopkeepers who had opened their shops on strike days (see para. 100 of the present
report). In contrast, Israelis charged with murder or ill-treatment of Arab
civilians, seem to have benefited from relative leniency from the authorities. In
this connection, it was reported in Jerusalem  PO& on 16 December I.988  that a
military court in Jaffa had sentenced private Eli Yedid to 18 months imprisonment
for manslaughter, for killing Yusuf Abu-Eid from Bidu d\*ring  a riot in March 1980.
Yedid  was found guilty of shooting Abu-Eid after seeing him throwing stones (see
A/44/352, pare. 85).

337. The general climate of tension a.3d repression in the territories daring the
period under consideration was also noticeable  in the treatment of detainees, whose
situation, as a consequence of the arrests of tens of thousands of Palestinians
Rince the outbreak of the uprising, has further deteriorated. In addition to the
existing prisons, army detention centres are being increasingly used. Various
governmental buildings and even school buildings have been converted to temporary
detention centres. Detainees have continued to be held in prisons and detention
centres inside Israel itself, such as Ansar 3 or Megiddo, in violation of relevant
provision of article 76 of the fourth Geneva Convention. Detainees, including
minors and women have been submitted to various forms of ill-treatment, both
physical and psychological; they have suffered from a lack of adequate sanitary and
medical facilities, nutrition and clothing, and the overcrowding of cells leading
to protests by prisoners in the form of widespread hunger strikes. Some detention
centres have been reported to be notorious for particularly cruel conditions, such
as the Ansar 3 and Megiddo camps where serious riots have taken place leading to
injuries from tear-gas and rubber bullets, as reported by Ha’aret;c and
Jerusalem epst on 28 April 1989 (see para. 289).

330. The Special Committee also received information on various measures affecting
the enjoyment of certain basic freedoms. For example, a number of civilians, both
individually and collectively, were the subject of arbitrary orders restricting
their freedom of movement, in particular due to the systematic recourse to curfews
or the sealing off of entire areas. Another restrictive measure was the issuing by
militery authorities of identity cards to Gaze Strip residents wishing to enter
Israel, as reported in Jem Post on 6 June 1989. This measure was described
as a further effort to tighten control over the residents, It was reported that
some 2,000  residents with security or criminal records would not be entitled to a
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card (see pare. 207). On 18 August, Wa)erets reported that these new regulations
went  into effect . On 22 August, it was reported that security authorities were
considering introducing similar cards to West Bank residents,  in order to ban entry
to persons who were convicted ire the past of a security or a serious criminal
offence, or had been served with an administrative  detention  term (see pare. 210).
Freedom of association and freedom of the press were also affected by various
measures such as closures of newspapers and press agencies, censorship,
interference in the work and detention of journalists or trade unionists. Freedom
of worship was also affected by arbitrary measures such as the setting on fire of a
mosque under construction or the burning of holy books, or the restrictions imposed
on worshippers (see parse. 214-220). Freedom of education was seriously hampered
by the prolonged closure of educational institutions, including all universities,
schools and even kinde:garlans. The efforts by the Palestinians to provide
children with some kind of “popular teaching” in order  to compensate  for the lack
of public education were also joopardized by obstacles by the Israeli authorities
as illustrated in the evidence of Mr. Usama Sayeh (see para,  244) and various press
report5 (see, for example, para. 249).

339. Another gra-ve development in the occupied territories during the period under
consideraticn has been the increase, both in scope and gravity, of acts of violence
and aggression by Israeli settlers against the Palestinian population. On
20 March, it was reported in Al-Fair that Jewish settlers killed 16 Palestinians
and wounded 107 in the year between December 1987 and December 1988  (see A/44/352,
para. 226). An illustration of the vio!ent  behaviour of settlers is the raid, on
29 May, by 30 settlers on the village of Kifl Harith, where they reportedly carried
out a “methodical and prolonged rampage, involving arson and vandalism . . . which
climaxed with the shooting of a 13-year-old  girl inside her home  in a burst of
automatic fire”, as reported in b’arets and Jer_lxsalem  Post on 31 May 1989 and
reflected in paragraph 268 of the present report. Another example is the creation
of vigilante intervention forces by settlers, as reported in f&‘aretz  and
Jerus.&lem  Post on 18 April 1989 (see pare. 256). Reference can also be made in
this connection to the Kiryat Arba settlers who, as reported i?l JerusRlem Post on
18 and 19 July 1909, burst on 17 July 1989 into one of the halls of the Patriach’s
Cave in Hebron, threw Moslem prayer rugs aside and danced until soldiers forced
them out (see para. 220).

340. Finally, the report of the Special Committee also contains information on the
tension prevailing in the occupied Syrian Arab Golan, illustrated by widezpraad
demonstrations, violently dispersed by the police and border police forces (see
pi3raS. 319-324).

341. In the opinion of the Special Committee, the overall picture drawn from the
evidence and information examined by it during the period under consideration, i.e.
2B August 1988 to 25 August 1989, reveals a very alarming situation and a further
deterioration in the J.evel of enjoyment of basic human rights and fundamental
freedoms by the civilian population. The provisions of the fourth Geneva
Convention, which remains the main international instrument; in humanitarian law
that. applies to the occupied territories, continue to be disregardwd and violated.
Sn vie!1 of the gravity of such developments, the Special Committee once aqain
stresses that urgent measures must be taken in order to ensure an effective
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protection  of the basic rights and freedoms of the civilians in the occupied
territories. 6uch protection  can only be ensured, in the long run, through the
negotiation  o f  a comprehensive, just and lasting settlement  of the Arab-Israeli
conflict  acceptable to all concerned. In the mean time,  the Special  Committee
wishes  to r e i t e r a t e  the following  measures  which it already suggested in its
twentieth report last year and which could, in the view o f  the Special Committee,
contribute to the restoration o f  the basic human rights o f  the civilians in the
occupied  territories1 .

(a) The full application,  by Israel, of the relevant provisions  o f  the fourth
Geneva  Convention,  which remains  the main  international instrment  in humanitarian
law that applies to the occupied  territories, and whose applicability  to those
territories  has repeatedly  been reaffirmed by the Security Council, the General
Assembly  and other relevant organs o f  the United Nations)

(b) The full co-operation  of the Israeli  authorities  with the International
Committee  o f  the Red Cross (ICRC) in order  t o  facilitate efforts to protect
detained ,Jersons, in particular  by ensuring full access  of ICRC representatives  to
such personst

(c) The full support, by Member States, of the activities  of the ICRC in the
occupied  territories, and positive  response  by Member States to eventual appeals
for additional  assistance  i n c l u d i n g  funds to finance  the extra activities  required
by the unprecedented increase in the number  of detained psrsonsr

(d) The full support, by Member States, o f  UNRWA  activities  in the occupied
territories  i n  order  to enable  UNRWA  to improve the general assistance  provided  to
the refugee population,

VI. ADOPTION  OP THE REPORT

342. The present report was  approved  and signed by the Special  Committee  on
25 August 1989  in accordance  with rule 20 o f  its rules o f  procedure.
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